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You, the audiophile,
are the toughest

critic we know
when it comes to sound

performance.
You're very

selective
in

deciding the perfect equipment
for

yourrecording
and listening

needs.

Andyou're just as selective
in

choosing
your recording

tape. TDK

knows
that. So we developed a

line of

high performance
audiocassettes

that meet yourcritical requirements.

We call it theTDK Professional

Reference
Series.
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You'repro.aably
using TDK

SA -X high biascassettes
now be-

causeof their su-aer:or
performance

characteristics.
:n addition,

TDK has

developed
normal -a as AD -X which

usesTDK's famausAN:ilyn particle

formulation
and delivers a wider

dynamic
range with far less distor-

tion than ever before. Plus. TDK's

unique metal bins MA-R cassette

which features high-energy
perform-

ance in a one-of-a-kild
unibody

die-cast metal frarr e.

The TDKProfessional
Reference

Series...it'll
sound impressive

to your

ears. So share thepleasure
with your

friends; they'llappreciate
it.
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Edited by Christie Barter and Gordon Sell

 A COMPACT DISC mastering and pro-
duction facility in McLean, Virginia,
is expected to start producing CD's
for independent recording companies
by this September. The Digital Images
Corporation expects to produce between
1 and 3 million CD's the first year,
in lots as small as 1,000. This plant
will be the first to manufacture CD's
in the United States; CBS/Sony's U.S.
facility is not expected to begin pro-
duction until 1984. The world supply
of the digital Compact Discs is pro-
vided at present by one factory in
Germany that belongs to PolyGram and
two in Japan, one belonging to Sony
and the other to Denon.

 ROCK SINGER DEBORAH HARRY of Blondie
is the latest recording star to make a
Broadway debut as an actress. Playing
the title role in Teaneck Tanzi, which
opens in mid -April, Harry is required
literally to wrestle with her problems
in the ring, refereed by comic Andy
Kaufman. The play, by British play-
wright Claire Luckham, is a nonmusical
import Americanized for the United
States audience. Harry, who has movie
acting credits, has now added her name
to the growing list of pop, rock, and
r -&-b artists who have made it in the
legitimate theater, including Linda
Ronstadt and Rex Smith (Pirates of
Penzance), Patti Labelle and Al Green
(Your Arms Too Short to Box with God),
David Bowie (Elephant Man), and Cher
(Come Back to the Five and Dime, Jimmy
Dean, Jimmy Dean).

 TECH NOTES: The U.S. Supreme Court
heard the so-called Betamax case this
January and is expected to announce a
ruling in June. If those who favor a
royalty tax on tape and VCR's lose,
they are expected to seek a legisla-
tive solution through their allies in
Congress....The Canadian Department of
Communications is planning to take
action on the AM stereo question. The
powerful CBC (Canadian Broadcasting
Corporation) is said to be pushing for
adoption of a single standard instead
of going along with the FCC's free-
market approach....Sansui plans to
begin selling home and car AM stereo

units in September. Units will feature
Sansui's universal AM stereo circuit
that can work with Kahn, Harris,
Motorola, and Magnavox systems....
According to a Magnavox study, only
1 per cent of the American public is
aware of the Compact Disc. The company
plans to change this with heavy promo-
tion in "fashion" department stores in
twenty-two cities; Philips/Magnavox CD
players will initially be sold only in
these stores....In an industry that is
not noted for corporate longevity,
Thorens is celebrating its hundredth
birthday as a manufacturer of music
reproduction equipment....National
Semiconductor's DNR is now the second-
best -selling noise -reduction system,
with 2 million channels sold in less
than a year. According to National
Semiconductor's figures, Dolby is ex-
pected to sell 31 million channels in
1983, DNR 4 million, dbx 1.2 million.

 RECORD BARGAINS: The least expensive
discs and tapes by well-known classi-
cal artists are on Moss Music Group's
new Allegro/Melodiya label --a recital
by pianist Emil Gilels and mainstream
instrumental repertoire by the Moscow
Chamber Orchestra and the Orchestra of
the Bolshoi Theater --all retailing at
the rock bottom price of $2.98....The
lowest prices for digital recordings
are claimed by Pro Arte's new Sinfonia
line of orchestral classics on discs
and tapes selling for $5.99 to $6.99.
...CBS Records' Nice Price series now
totals about 1,000 former hit albums
reduced to $5.98. Recent additions
include titles by James Taylor, Heart,
and Elvis Costello.

 STRAVINSKY's Rite of Spring recorded
by Antal Dorati and the Detroit Sym-
phony is the first Compact Disc to win
an award. The London CD (400-084-2)
has been given a Grand Prix du Disque
by the Acaddmie Charles Cros in Paris
(see "Classical Briefs" for other win-
ners). The same recording is one of a
group of thirty-five CD's, on PolyGram
pop and classical labels, currently
available nationally in the department
stores chosen to introduce Magnavox's
new CD digital audio players.
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Now! Make High -Quality Cassette
Copies in Half the Time with

Radio Shack's Dual -Cassette Deck
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High -Speed Dubbing. The exciting new Realistic®
SCT-28 duplicates your tapes at twice the normal
recording speed. You get professional sounding
copies and you save time, too-no second deck or
patch cords required.

Two Superb Decks in One. Deck -1 is designed for
playback only, and features a special narrow -gap
tape head. Deck -2 has full record/play capability
and a wide -gap head for superior recording results.
In fact, using Radio Shack's Supertape® Metal, the
frequency response is an amazing 30-19,000 Hz.
And both decks feature soft -touch controls for
smooth, easy operation.

Continuous -Play Function. The SCT-28 can be
set to automatically play two cassettes in sequence
for up to two hours of uninterrupted music.

Auto -Search Music System. Deck -1 has ASMS to
help you locate your favorite selections quickly.
Each time you press the button the SCT-28 finds
and plays the next or previous song automatically!

Radio Ihaek
A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION

Catch Mike and Dean's New Recording, "Rock'n'Roll City': Only $4.99
on Dolbyized Cassettes-Exclusively at Radio Shack

Retail price may vary at individual stores and dealers.
* TM Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corp.

Features for Great -Sounding Copies. You get
Dolby*B noise reduction for expanded dynamic
range and dramatically lowered tape hiss. Selectors
for noise -free normal, CrOlhigh-bias and metal cas-
settes and a fine -bias control. Two-color, five -step
LED peak meters to indicate the signal level. And a
normal -speed button so you can listen as you dub.
Plus, mike and line inputs let you use the SCT-28
like a reguar deck.

Come in for a hands-on demonstration today and
discover high-speed dubb ng for yourself. Only
$339.95 at Radio Shack.

Here's Mike Love of the Beach Boys
and Dean Torrence
of Jan and Dean

"Dean uses the
SCT-28 to make
copies of my songs,
so he can learn
to sing."
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Speaking My Piece
By William

Livingstone

Editor Livingstone (right)
with Michael Koss.

marketing vice president
of Koss Corporation

GIMME RECORDS

I IKE almost everyone who cares for re-
cordedd music, I have been con-

cerned about the plight of the record in-
dustry in the current recession. Some
articles in the business press have been
so gloomy that they made me wonder
whether the government would eventu-
ally be asked to subsidize the major
record companies. I am always pleased,
therefore, by any sign of improving
health in the industry that supplies new
cassettes for my deck and new discs to
keep my turntable turning.

Such a sign came recently from the
Recording Industry Association of
America (RIAA), which announced
that in February it had certified Gold
Awards for six albums and five singles
and Platinum Awards for five albums.
This was twice the number of certifica-
tions for the same month in 1982.

When things began to look bad for
the record industry in the late Seven-
ties, it seemed to me that companies
should trim their catalogs and bring out
fewer records-and better ones. I was
surprised that RCA, CBS, and London
chose that moment to add new series of
reissues, all well remastered on tape or
disc and attractively priced.

At the same time that the industry
was supposedly depressed, Harmonia
Mundi, a French classical label,
founded a branch in Los Angeles that is
now doing well in the U.S. market. Its
catalog lists more than 1,500 titles.

And PolyGram, apparently not satis-
fied with the share of the American
market commanded by its subsidiaries,
including Deutsche Grammophon,
London, Philips, and Polydor, has set
up PolyGram Special Imports. PSI
brings in popular and classical records
from Europe and Japan that are not re-
leased here. Its list exceeds 3,000 titles,
and business is said to be brisk.

A new three-year report on U.S. sales
of records and prerecorded tapes has

just been released by the RIAA cover-
ing the years 1979, 1980, and 1981. It
tells us that men buy more than half the
records sold here and most of the re-
cordings of rock (63 per cent), classical
music (63 per cent), and jazz (78 per
cent). Buyers between the ages of fif-
teen and nineteen account for only 17
per cent of the market, and 50 per cent
of the records sold go to buyers between
twenty and thirty-four.

RIAA figures show that between
1979 and 1981 the number of records
shipped to dealers dropped by 13 per
cent, but the retail value of total ship-
ments dropped only a little-from
$3.676 billion to $3.626 billion. Ad-
justed for inflation, however, this repre-
sents a decrease of about 9 per cent.

What a relief! Things could be bet-
ter, to be sure, but at least at this rate
record companies won't be shutting up
shop right away. The advent of the dig-
ital Compact Disc should bring new ex-
citement to the audio and record indus-
tries, and any upturns in the general
state of the economy should beef up
sales of records and equipment.

When cassette players reached hi-fi
quality, those of us who bought decks
considered them as additions to our in-
stallations, not as a replacement for the
turntable. Wonderful as the digital
Compact Disc player is, for probably
another decade it will be an additional
signal source in an installation that in-
cludes a conventional turntable for
long-playing analog records. With that
in mind, this month we bring you some
pointers on visual inspection of analog
records from David Ranada (page 56).
Alan Lofft has some advice on shopping
for turntables (page 45), and Julian
Hirsch will tell you how to evaluate
turntable specs (page 54). Listening to
CD's will make you very critical, and
you're going to demand more from your
LP's and record player. 0
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People who know music
When a musician is in a room writing, playing

and taping, he wants the sound that comes out of his
speakers to be as real as the sound coming out of his
instrument. A guitarist wants to recognize his own
fingering on the frets. He wants to feel the unique
acoustical character of the room in which he's work-
ing. When he listens to albums by other artists he de-
mands the same honest accuracy. If his speakers dull
the strings, break up the bass, and artificially color
the room effects, he isn't hearing the music he bought.

Even a struggling musician could afford a pair of our new bookshelf speakers, the
AR8B, 18B or 28B-and get the accuracy of systems costing many times as much. All
three have the finest AR -built woofers and tweeters. All three were computer -designed in
real rooms, not scientific test chambers. So they sound acoustically natural in any normal
living space. Brighter in some rooms, darker in others. But always true to life. If you'd like
io hear more, send for details and local dealer names.

know how music should sound.

Left tc right, the AR8B, 28B and 18s. Affordably priced from $89 :o 3149 ea:li

AIHear what you've been missing.
-pertazoNsE ACOUSDC RESEARCH 10 American Drive, Norwood, MA 02062, USA and Dunstable, England.
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Letters
Noel Coppage
 It was with great sadness that I read in
the March issue of Noel Coppage's passing.
I have always valued his well -crafted re-
views for their skillful coverage of diverse
musical topics, historical and cultural in-
sights, and perceptive and just evaluations.
I just spent a memorable evening playing
albums and rereading Noel's reviews of
them. He will be greatly missed.

RUDI SCHMID
Kensington, Calif.

 Noel Coppage's death is indeed a loss.
I'll especially miss his astute coverage of
contemporary folk music. His last article,
"The Second Urban Folk Revival" in the
March issue, is a fitting adieu from one of
the few critics who realized that just such a
revival is under way, however underpubli-
cized. Such second -wave "troubadours" as
Stan Rogers, Bill Staines, and David Mal-
lett as well as such "tradition -oriented but
quirky bands" as Silly Wizard, the Tania-
hill Weavers, and Touchstone all owe a debt
of thanks to Noel for saying on behalf of
their music: Listen.

EARLE HITCHNER
Lyndhurst, N.J.

 Like many people I collect bits of wit
and wisdom from the things I read. Poets
and scientists, novelists and theologians are
represented in my notebook, and so is Noel
Coppage for a line from a review of his pub-
lished in October 1981: "We are here on
earth to learn, I have concluded (possibly
because it's clear that I'm never going to
make any real money)." That line is repre-
sentative of Noel Coppage's gift for ex-
pressing a serious thought with enough hu-
mor to make it delightfully wry (and worth
repeating!) without belittling it.

BONNIE JO DOPP
Takoma Park, Md.

We regret that we cannot print all the let-
ters of condolence that have come from
readers following the death of Noel Cop -
page. Those letters have been much appre-
ciated by the editors, and all of them will
be forwarded to his family.

Frequency Response
 Peter Mitchell's March feature on fre-
quency -response specifications was excel-
lent. I have a basic knowledge of audio e!ec-
tronics, but I had never really understood
the importance of "flat" frequency re-
sponse. For the first time I think 1 under-
stand how speakers, recorders, room acous-
tics, etc. act to color sound, making it seem
warm or cold, dull or bright, mellow or
harsh. By experimenting with the equalizer
in my car, I was able to demonstrate for

myself the effects Mr. Mitchell described.
Thank you for this interesting and infor-

mative article.
MAC STEIGER
Vallejo, Calif.

Songs for the Unemployed
 In reply to George d'Urso's question in
February "Letters"-"Do you really think
the laid -off auto workers sing to the music
of Gary U.S. Bonds?"-I'd have to say yes.
The first cut of Bonds's last album, "On the
Line," produced by Bruce Springsteen and

12

a

a

Gary U.S. Bonds

Miami Steve Van Zandt, happens to be en-
titled Out of Work. It's a jumpy, fast -paced
song about being out of a job. Springsteen's
own album "Nebraska" has potential, but I
practically had to force myself to listen to
its boring tunes. Bonds's music can bring
you out of the slump of not working, while
Springsteen's drags you further down.

CHRISTOPHER TINGLER
Grafton, W. Va.

Car Stereo Tests
 Julian Hirsch's lab test of the Blaupunkt
CR-3001 H in the March issue was a disser-
vice to the unit in question, to the readers of
STEREO REVIEW, and to Mr. Hirsch him-
self. As a regular reader for the past fifteen
years, I have come to look forward to Mr.
Hirsch's reviews of state-of-the-art home
components. To apply his experience and
resulting frame of reference to car stereo is
like giving A. J. Foyt a job behind the parts
counter of a local auto dealer.

MICHAEL R. HARTIGAN
Lockport, N.Y.

I applaud STEREO REVIEW'S road test of
the Blaupunkt CR-3001H in March, and I
look forward to road tests of other car stereo
products in future issues. At last there is a

CIRCLE NO 45 ON READER SERVICE CARD 6 STEREO REVIEW
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HOW CAN SANSUI CLAIM THE D-970 IMPROVES
EVERY TAPE YOU'LL EVER MAKE? SIMPLE.

ITS III-TECIII FEATURES INCLUDE COMPU-TREC.
Eansui's remarkably innova-
tive approach to microcompu-
ter technology is the reason
Sansui cassette decks have
an unfair advantage over
other cassette decks.

Sansui's new top -of -
the -line D-970 full -logic
cassette deck proves i-
conclusively.
(ompu-Trec fine tunes for

best performance.
With its Compu-Trec

microcomputer system, the
D-970 automatically fire
tunes itself for correct bias,
recording level and eq.ializa-
lion. for optimum high level
performance from any :ape on
the market. And it does it in
less than five seconds. That
faster than any other deck.
Sansui's hi -tech features put
more pleasure in recording.

As the most advanced
deck Sansui has ever pro-
duced, the D-970 is packed

.ivith features and refinements
:hat let you transfer every
nuance of sound onto tape --
and actually monitor it while
you're recording. The unique
zombination of the precision

ItIMI MIE/
COUPON I 3 11

,=, OW U MEMORY ' -1*mt.. RA'flMO ADO STAll

CCWAK 1 RIFC

tape, a 4 -digit counter that's
also a timer and a real-time
clock: 12 LED peak meters: and
audio record mute. Sansui has
made high-performance re-
cording comoletelv effortless

Great Sansui decks with the
uncommon in common.

There's a lot o- the
p-ecision and cperating
convenience of the D-970
in every cassette deck
Sansui makes. So regard-

less which you choose, you're
assured superb recordings
every time-automatically.

Audition them all at your
Sansui audio specialist: or
write 4cr full details -oday.

I II II IS II

coreless FG-servo direct -drive
capstan motor and the Dyna-
Scrape filter with Hold -Back
Tension servo, glides the tape
smoothly over the three high-
performance heads.

The result is 0.025% wow
and flutter-less than the most
expensive deck in the world.
And Dolby C/B noise reduction
is responsible for a superb
81dB signal-to-noise ratio.
There's also a Dual Memory for
repeat play on any section of

CONK. UK
C. -

SANSUI ELECTRONICS CORPORATION
Lyndhu-st. NJ 07371.3arcen. CA 90248
Sansut Electric Co.. Ltd.. okyo, Japan

W. Larsen Co.. Ltd.. Dor Mills, Ont
Canada NI38 337

Dc.byearegisteredtrademarkofDolbyLabcratones

AMEMINIMIer,

D-570

Putting more pleasure in sound

D -W9
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reputable and respected source of test re-
sults on car stereo equipment.

MARK DOUGLAS PINGREE
Oakland, Calif.

Mozart's Church Music
I cannot agree with Eric Salzman's

statement, in his March review of a new
Philips recording of sacred music by Mo-
zart, that the young composer "churned
out" his lesser church works. In the case of
the Litaniae, K. 125, for example, the
young Mozart himself valued the work, as is
evidenced by an entry in his manuscript.
The biographers Wyzewa and Saint-Foix

devote three pages to analyzing this 1772
work and point out the "particular care"
that went into its composition. We also
learn from the diary of Mozart's sister that
K. 125 was still performed eleven years lat-
er on Palm Sunday at the Salzburg Cathe-
dral. Finally, it must have escaped Mr.
Salzman's attention that this work appears
here on records for the very first time.

ERIC OFFENBACHER
Seattle, Wash.

Rolling Stones
 After taking in the new concert film
Let's Spend the Night Together by the

discovehhe energy
Listen to the Dahlquist DQM-9 Compact

NW hear details rendered with no compromise.
',bull picture a sound stage with no toundaries

dinover the natural energy of music .live music.
$411 ehinamazed thai a musical performance of this scale

is possible from any but the largest loudspeakers.

Discover the energy,. discover
the Dahlquist DQM-9 COmpaik*
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Rolling Stones (more like Geriatric Rock),
I'm convinced that rock-and-roll must be on
a life-support system. It's time someone
pulled the plug. Yesterday is gone.

SCOTT HARDY
Concord, N.H.

"Men Without Women"
 Steve Simels and STEREO REVIEW were
right on target in honoring Miami Steve
Van Zandt and his new band by citing their
album as one of the "Best of the Month" in
March. "Men Without Women" is a joy to
listen to, and I don't know if it will ever
leave my turntable. Along with February's
"Record of the Year" honorable mention
for "On the Line" by Gary U.S. Bonds, this
leaves me in no doubt that Steve Simels is
right in judging East Coast (Jersey) rock as
the music most from the heart.

THOMAS VORELL
Ravenna, Ohio

Thelonious Monk
 Many thanks for Chris Albertson's com-
ments in March on two recently released al-
bums by Thelonious Sphere Monk. I, for
one, feel that every note Monk ever re-
corded should be made available for the
world to hear. Monk was a genius, and, as is
the nature of geniuses, he experienced tur-
moil. That we experience this turmoil on his
recordings only helps us to understand that
Monk was a human being with feelings,
strengths, and weaknesses. Although the
discs that Mr. Albertson reviewed will not
be my favorites among Monk's recordings,
they are very welcome additions to my li-
brary. The only real crime here is that
Monk is no longer around to collect what
little proceeds these releases would have
netted him.

ANGEL M. ROSADO
Bronx, N.Y.

Inflation Buster
 It is with great respect and sincerity that
I wish STEREO REVIEW a happy twenty-fifth
anniversary. Twenty-five years ago I first
purchased Hi Fi & Music Review and also
joined the RCA Victor Society of Great
Music. I have been buying the magazine
and RCA records ever since. The magazine
has improved with age, but, alas, it has also
increased in price from 350 per issue to the
current $1.50.

I paid $3.98 for RCA records in 1958,
however, and I am able to buy the same per-
formances with improved sound on cassette
tape for the same price today! The new
RCA Victrola cassette series, which pre-
miered last September with fifty titles, is
fantastic in both quality and value. It in-
cludes the Boston Symphony under Leins-
dorf, Monteux, and Munch, the Chicago
Symphony under Reiner, and the NBC
Symphony Orchestra under Arturo Tosca-
nini! I urge all readers interested in classical
music to support RCA's efforts to make
available its gold mine of Red Seal record-
ings in this new format.

ROAR SCHAAD
Bloomington, Ill.

STEREO REVIEW



DESIGN INTEGRITY:
WHAT MAKES DENON CASSETTE DECKS UNCOMMON IS HOW MUCH THEY HAVE IN COMMON.

Denon has never built multi -thousand dollar cassette decks in order to sell unrelated inexpensive
nachines. Instead, Denon has concentrated its full engineering effort to produce rationally -priced cassette
cecks that would impress serious music lovers with their sound rather than their features. Now, the new DR -M4,
DR -M3 and DR -M2 cassette decks exceed Denon's previous sonic performance leve s, while adding significant
technological and convenience features.

Denon's Tape Tension Servo Sensor System has been further refined to provide automatic sensing and
correction of tape tension for optimum tape -to -head contact throughout the entire play of each cassette. A new

F combination head exteids frequency response to 23kHz (metal) with a 70dB SIN ratio (Dolby C). A new
computer controlled silent tape t-anspoft mechanism provides entirely quiet and safe tape handling. An
electronic computer digita courier usirg a laser detector system automatically indicates tape used and tape
remaining information.

The DR -M Cassette Decks feature Denon's Flat Twin direct capstan drive; non -slip clutchless, beltless,
reel drive mechanisms; Dolby B & C noise reduction; direct -coupled amplifier design, and separate amp/
mechanical power supplies.

The DR -M3 offers computer tape tuning for bias and sensitivity. The DR -M4 adds programmable random
excess, stopwatch function and dual -capstan transport. Otherwise, all the Denon DR -M Series Cassette Decks
are principally the same-each offering the highest performance and quality at its price in the industry.

Denon products share more thar name alone.

Denon DR -M2 Three Head Cassette Deck
with Dolby C; Tape Tension Servo;
SF Combination Head. $399

Denon DR -M3 Three Head Cassette Deck
adds Computer Tun ng Sys.e.n. $499

Denon DR -M4 Three Head Cassette Deck
aids Du3I Capstan and Music Search. $599
(kicludireg side panels) 'or olpwevoon111/11/10,1

1911111190,78119/1,1,,

sor

DENON
Imagine what we'll do next.

(*non ArnmitA, , 27 Um LiivP, Fairfield, N J. 07006
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WHY PUT TWO
FILTERS INTO ONE
GREAT COMPACT

DISC PLAYER?

11111111
INIII

Kyocera goes to double lengths to
make sure there's no distortion in
its DA -01 Compact Disc Player. It's
got both digital and analog filters-
so nobody hears distortion.

The advantage of digital and
analog filtering systems.
Modern technology has made ana-
log filters pretty effective. But there
can be a problem-analog filters
by themselves render limited per-
formance. By combining an ana-
log filter with a digital filter, and
precisely applying both types in
just the right way, the limitations
found with analog filters are not
there anymore. Thanks to the
unique use of these filters, and an
impressive array of very advanced
circuitry, the Kyocera CD Player
provides accurate, crystal-clear, life-
like sound.

The awesome specs that only
digital can provide.
Needless to say, the Kyocera DA-Ol
comes through with some specs that
are mind -boggling: A full 90 dB
dynamic range...flat frequency
response from 20-20,000 Hz...
quiet 90 dB S/N ratio...and total
isolation 90 dB channel separation.

And, just in case you didn't
realize it, with the fabulous disc
player system, as provided in
Kyocera's DA-Ol Player, there is
no contact between disc and play-
back head. No tics, clicks, pops.
scratches or record wear. And the
DA-Ol plugs right into your present
audio system-Kyocera or others-
just like a conventional turntable.

Easy to use, but total control of
every function.
The DA -01 is easier to use than a
modern cassette deck-slide the
compact disc into the disc compart-
ment, shut the door and hit the
play button. With the DA -01's
feather -touch controls, you can
play the whole thing (60 minutes
a side)...repeat a track...scan...
pause...skip... advance...index...
and program up to 24 different
segments with an electronic mem-
ory. A functional LED digital panel
tells you program running time
and just where the optical scanner
is on the disc.

Admittedly, our DA -01's are
carried only by selected dealers.
If you have trouble finding
one, contact: Cybernet Inter-
national, Inc., 7 Powder Horn
Drive, Warren, NJ 07060 (201)
560-0060.

KYOCER2
CIRCLE NO 14 ON READER SERVICE CARD



flew Product,
Latest Audio Equipment and Accessories

Sherwood Receiver Has
Low -Distortion Amplifier
LI Sherwood's S-2680 CP AM/FM stereo
receiver uses slide controls for bass, treble,
balance, and volume, pushbuttons for all
other receiver functions. Those functions in-
clude eight AM and eight FM station pre-
sets, auto -scan or manual tuning, input se -

1
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lection, loudness compensation, muting
tape monitor, and power. Connections and
switching are provided for two tape decks
and two speaker pairs in addition to a pair
of phono inputs. A bass-EQ function sup-
plies an ultra -low -frequency bass boost to
flatten the response of bookshelf speakers.
Displays include those for output power,
station frequency, signal strength, and FM
stereo.

The FM tuner circuit incorporates a

dual -gate MOSFET input stage, ceramic
i.f. filters, quadrature detector, and PLL
multiplex decoder. The power -amplifier
section is a "sliding class -A" design with an
input stage configured to minimize both
"hard" and "soft" transient intermodula-
tion distortion. The unit is rated to deliver
70 watts per channel into 8 -ohm loads from
20 to 20,000 Hz with no more than 0.008
per cent total harmonic distortion. Price:
$479.95.

Circle 120 on reader service card

Technics Analyzer
Aids Room Equalization
E The Technics SH-8000 audio -frequency
analyzer enables users to adjust graphic
equalizers to a specific listening environ-
ment. Using a warble tone as its signal
source, the unit generates thirty-one tones

over one -third -octave bands from 20 to
20,000 Hz. An easy -to -read precision
sound -level meter has a switchable five -step
sensitivity range (from 50 to 90 dB) and al-
lows accurate measurement of sound -pres-
sure level in I -dB steps from 35 to 105 dB.
To avoid tweeter overload or burnout, a
protection switch prevents the unintentional
generation of tones of 10 kHz or higher
The unit comes with an omnidirectional
back-electret, condenser -type measuring
microphone calibrated for extremely flat re-
sponse from 20 to 20,000 Hz and with a
cord more than 13 feet long. The SH-8000
has a carrying case and is easily hooked into
a sound system through an amplifier's aux-
iliary input jack.

Overall frequency response is 20 to
20,000 Hz ±2 dB. Frequency precision of

the oscillator section is within ±6 per cent.
The analyzer uses a 9 -volt battery, the mi-
crophone a 1.5 -volt battery. Dimensions of
the analyzer are 81/2 x 21/2 x 43/4 inches;
weight is 21/4 pounds. Price: $150.

Circle 121 on reader service card

Sennheiser's Ultralight
"Inside -Out" Headphones
 Sennheiser's new "Inside -Out" Model
MS 100 stereo headphones are meant to be
used with both personal portable stereo
equipment and sophisticated home equip-
ment. Not counting the cord, the head-
phones weigh under 11/2 ounces. The built-
in 4 -foot steel -reinforced cable has a mini

Lower -Cost
KEF Speakers

 Various attributes of KEF's Refer-
ence Series of loudspeakers also appear
in the company's new, less -expensive
Standard Series. Vertical driver align-
ment, advanced driver materias, low -
diffraction baffles, computer -designed
cabinet bracing, newly developed bass -
loading techniques, and sophisticated
crossover networks are all used in the
three speakers in the new series.

The largest system shown, the Carlton
111 (SP3020), is a two-way design with a
passive bass radiator for reduced distor-
tion at very low frequencies. The fre-
quency range is given as 47 to 20.000 Hz
± 2.5 dB at 2 meters along the frontal
reference axis. Directional characteris-
tics are within 2 dB of the reference -axis
response up to 20,000 Hz within ± 5'
vertically and up to 10,000 Hz within
± 20' horizontally. Sensitivity of this 8 -
ohm speaker is 86 dB sound -pressure
level (SPL) at I meter with a 1 -watt in-
put. Minimum recommended amplifier
power is 15 watts. Dimensions: 271/2 x
123/s x 11 inches. Weight: 261/4 pounds.

The smallest system shown, the Coda

III (SP3011), is also a two-way design.
Its tweeter has a ferrofluid-cooled voice
coil for increased reliability and power -
handling capacity. Frequency range for
the Coda 111 is given as 65 to 20,000 Hz
±3 dB. An 8 -ohm system, the Coda 111
has a sensitivity of 87 dB SPL. Mini-
mum amplifier power is 10 watts. It
measures 181/2 x I1 x 81/2 inches and
weighs 131/4 pounds.

The Carina II (SP3014) is also a two-
way system but has three drivers. The
two low -frequency drivers provide im-
proved power handling and increased ef-
ficiency. Frequency range is given as 60
to 20,000 Hz ±3 dB. Also an 8 -ohm
model, the Carina II's sensitivity is giv-
en as 89 dB SPL. Minimum recom-
mended amplifier power is 10 watts. Di-
mensions are 231/2 x 113/4 x 93/4 inches;
weight is 201/2 pounds.

All three speakers are finished in sim-
ulated walnut and have removable
brown textile grilles. Prices per pair:
Coda III, $300; Carina II, $500; Carlton
III, $750.

Circle 122 on reader service card
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Camel Lights.
Low tar. Camel taste.

8 mg. "tar", 0.7 mg. nicotine ay.

per cigarette, FTC Report DEC. 81.

Warning: The Surgeon General Has DeterminEd

That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Healti
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stereo phone plug, making the unit directly
compatible with all personal portable equip-
ment. A supplied 5 -foot extension cable

adapts the headphones for at-home listen-
ing. An extra pair of pads for the adjustable
earpieces is included. Nominal impedance
is 42 ohms. A 1-milliwatt input produces a
nominal sound -pressure level of 96 dB. Fre-
quency response is given as 20 to 20,000
Hz. Price: $85.

Circle 123 on reader service card

Three -Way Bozak
Loudspeaker System

Bozak's LS -330A speaker system in-
cludes a I -inch, wide -dispersion tweeter, a
6 -inch Curvilinear aluminum -diaphragm

midrange driver, and a 12 -inch bass driver
The midrange unit's diaphragm is said to
operate virtually as a rigid disc, without the
usual "cone break-up." The woofer has a
pulp/lamb's-wool cone of varying density.

The speaker is protected by an incandes-
cent -lamp limiter against tweeter damage
from amplifier clipping and other danger-
ous signals. The crossover networks have
6 -dB -per -octave rolloffs with crossover fre-
quencies of 500 and 2,500 Hz. The hand -
finished walnut -veneer cabinet is designed
to be free from typical cabinet resonances

Frequency response is given as 40 to
20,000 Hz ±3 dB. Nominal impedance is
8 ohms (6.5 ohms minimum). Sensitivity is
85 dB sound -pressure level with a I -watt in-
put at 1 meter. Minimum recommended
amplifier power is 25 watts. Dimensions arc
341/2 x 151/2 x 121/4 inches. Shipping weight
is 641/2 pounds. Price: $499. Bozak, Dept.
SR, 68 Holmes Road, Newington, Conn
061 I 1.

Circle 124 on reader service card

Microprocessor -Driven
Technics Receiver
0 Technics' SA -410 Digital/Analog Com-
puter -Drive receiver employs microproces-
sor technology to monitor signal conditions

and heat -sink temperature changes on a dy
namic basis and to adjust the output-tran
sistor bias instantaneously to optimum lev
els. These features are claimed to minimize
crossover distortion.

Most conventional stereo amplifiers, says
Technics, utilize thermistors to monitor
transistor temperatures and to alter the re-
quired bias -voltage levels to reduce signal
distortion. Thermistors do not work instan-
taneously, however, because of thermal re-
sistances between the power transistors and
the thermistor. The effects of this do not
show up in steady-state bench testing, ac-
cording to Technics, but can distort dy-
namic music reproduction. The micropro-
cessor -drive system in the SA -410's push-
pull output circuitry is said to respond
instantaneously.

Other features include sixteen station
presets, both dial and numerical display of
station frequency, connections and switch-
ing for two tape decks and two pairs of
speakers, switchable infrasonic filter, slid-
ing volume, bass, and treble controls, and a
display for the Computer Drive circuitry.
Output power is speCified as 45 watts per
channel from 20 to 20,000 Hz with no more
than 0.007 per cent total harmonic distor-
tion. Price: $300.

Circle 125 on reader service card

JVC Personal Portable
Has Dolby -B, FM Tuner
 JVC's CQ-F2K personal cassette player
comes with a cassette -sized stereo FM tuner
pack. Power is supplied to the tuner by the
batteries of the CQ-F2K through a row of
contacts on the tuner pack. The contacts
also carry the headphone signals. The tun-
ing dial can be turned through an opening

in the player's cassette door. Dolby -B/
AN RS noise -reduction circuitry is included
for correct playback of Dolby -B -encoded
tapes. The unit's Metaperm head has a wide
dynamic range to handle the higher -level
signals that can be recorded on metal tape.

To reduce the problem of irregular tape
movement, an anti -rolling mechanism using
two vibration -canceling flywheels helps sta-
bilize the tape transport. An electronically
governed d.c. motor also contributes to the
player's wow -and -flutter rating of 0.2 per
cent. There are cue -and -review facilities
and a full auto -stop mechanism. The CQ-
F2 comes with shoulder and wrist straps
and a belt clip. The supplied headphones
weigh 9/to ounce. The player measures 31/4 x
53/s x 13/14 inches and weighs about 4/5 pound
with batteries. Price: under $159.95.

Circle 126 on reader service card

VSP's MOSFET
Power Amplifier
 Said to combine the best of tube and
solid-state design, the all -solid-state VSP
Trans Mos power amplifier uses transcon-

hNdiiiiimilliiiiitan

ductance operation of its output stages the
way most tube amplifiers do. The output
stages-using MOSFET's for accurate
wideband response, low distortion, and self -
protecting operation-are claimed to be
"optimally balanced" for instant, thumpless
turn -on. A switchable infrasonic filter rolls
off at 18 dB per octave. An r.f. filter pre-
vents interference. According to VSP, the
Trans Mos is exceptionally stable with all
loads, and its "Z" switch permits more effi-
cient operation into lower impedances.

The Trans Mos is rated to deliver 150
watts per channel into 8 -ohm loads from 20
to 20,000 Hz with total harmonic distortion
of less than 0.05 per cent. Headroom with
8 -ohm loads is given as more than 2.8 dB.
Slew rate is greater than 70 volts per micro-
second. Maximum instantaneous output
current is greater than 44 amperes. Dimen-
sions are 5 x 15 x 14 inches. Weight is 40
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pounds. The unit is rack -mountable with an
optional mounting kit (RM-AM01). Price:
$825. VSP Labs, 670 Airport Boulevard.
Ann Arbor, Mich. 48104.

Circle 127 on reader service card

Lightweight, Low -Priced
Koss Headphones
o The Koss K-20 stereo headphone set is a
non -sealing design with dynamic transducer
elements and burgundy -colored foam ear

cushions. It weighs 21/2 ounces (41/4 ounce,
with its 8 -foot Y -type cord). Frequency re-
sponse is given as 18 to 20,000 Hz. Head-
phone impedance is 110 ohms; total har-
monic distortion is rated at less than 1 per
cent. Price: $19.95.

Circle 128 on reader service card

Nakamichi's Plug -In
Infrasonic Filters
Ll The Nakamichi SF -10 Subsonic Filters
have been designed to minimize infrasonic
interference when making cassette record-
ings. The SF -10 consists of a pair of passive
filters that plug directly into the left and
right line -input terminals of a cassette deck

or into the corresponding record outputs of
a preamplifier, integrated amplifier, or re-
ceiver. They provide 10 dB of attenuation at
10 Hz ( -3 dB at about 25 Hz). Nakamichi

says that the filters can improve recording
quality when taping from a source that con-
tains substantial amounts of infrasonic en-
ergy, such as a warped phonograph record
played with a tone-arm/cartridge system
that resonates at too low a frequency. Such
infrasonic energy can cause a wow -like
sound in playback; under extreme condi-
tions, it can even cause tape overload. Price:
$15 per pair.

Circle 129 on reader sertice card

Full -Featured Jensen
Car Power Amplifier
0 Delivering 15 watts per channel mini-
mum continuous average power into 4 -ohm
loads from 20 to 20,000 Hz with no more

han 0.3 per cent total harmonic distortion
(or 40 watts per channel with 10 per cent
distortion), Jensen's A35 car stereo power
amplifier features full electronic protection
from thermal overload and reverse polarity.
In addition, the unit has high- and low-level
inputs, short-circuit protection, and a fused
power lead. Measuring about 5 x 3 x 2
inches, the amplifier is compatible with vir-
tually any car stereo receiver or tape player.
Frequency response is 20 to 50,000 Hz ±3
dB. Signal-to-noise ratio is given as 80 dB.
Price: $74.95.

Circle 130 on reader service card

First Three -Way Advent
Loudspeaker System
O The Advent Model 6003 speaker system
contains a 10 -inch woofer, a 5 -inch mid-
range driver, and a Direct Report dome
tweeter. The midrange driver's diaphragm
is made of a specially formulated polypro-
pylene, and the combination dome/cone
structure is said to provide a dome's excel-
lent dispersion in high frequencies together
with a cone's ability to reproduce lower fre-
quencies. The midrange unit has a 20 -ounce
magnet with a 2 -inch high -temperature
voice -coil assembly suspended in high -vis-
cosity ferrofluid. The 6003's tweeter and
woofer have been designed for improved
power -handling capacity. The tapering of
the front of the cabinet prevents sound re-
flection from cabinet edges, thus eliminat-
ing sound -wave aberrations, minimizing
room and cabinet interference effects, and
improving dispersion. The cabinet is fin-
ished in walnut veneer.

Sensitivity is given as 89 dB sound -pres-
sure level at 1 meter with a 1 -watt drive lev-
el. Nominal impedance is 8 ohms. Frequen-
cy response is 39 to 22,000 Hz ± 2.5 dB.
Power -handling capacity is 150 watts con-

tinuous, 300 watts peak. Minimum recom-
mended amplifier power is 10 watts. Tota
harmonic distortion is 0.5 per cent above 50
Hz with a 1 -watt drive level, 1 per cent with
a 10 -watt input. Crossover frequencies are
750 and 4,500 Hz. Dimensions are 32 x 22 x
8 inches. Price: $379.95.

Circle 131 on reader service card

Budget -Priced dbx
Noise -Reduction Unit

 Using dbx's simultaneous encode/de-
code linear 2 -to -1 companding process, the
new NX-40 is said virtually to eliminate
tape noise during recording while increas-
ing dynamic range to as much as 110 dB.
While the NX-40 provides full decoded
monitoring capability only with three -head
recorders, it is also compatible with two -

'14^
n7""' ork ia

head tape decks. A front -panel switch turns
the unit into a decoder for dbx-encoded
discs. Frequency response is given as ± 1.5
dB from 50 to 15,000 Hz. Effective noise
reduction is 30 dB. Harmonic distortion is
less than 0.5 per cent from 100 to 15,000
Hz, typically 0.1 per cent at 1,000 Hz. Dy-
namic range is 88 dB (peak signal to
weighted background noise). Input imped-
ance is 50 kilohms; output impedance is 100
ohms. Dimensions are 17/s x 67/8 x 91/8

inches; weight is 3 pounds. Price: $159.
Circle 132 on reader service card

NOTE: All product descriptions and specifi-
cations quoted in these columns are based
on materials supplied by the manufacturers,
who will respond directly to reader requests
for further information.

Domestic inflation and fluctuations in the
value of the dollar overseas affect the price
of merchandise imported into this country.
Please be aware that prices quoted in this
issue are therefore subject to change.
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WE DON'T
KNOW NX/FIEN

TO STOP

One top -of -the -line cassette deck is sufficient for most
manufacturers. But not for Teac. We make three. Our new Series Z.
The most advanced, most feature -filled cassette line we've ever built.

Most manufacturers would be content with two direct drive
motors. Our new Z-6000 and Z-7000 have three.

Having Dolby'B and C noise reduction was not enough.
We had to add dbx'and dbx disc. Plus more bias control, more
automatic systems, more professional features than anyone ever
dreamed of in a cassette deck.

They all come with Computomatic, Teac's micro -chip memory
system. Combine the memory with its list of programmable
functions and Series Z's capabilities are expanded to unheard-of levels
of performance.

But the unheard-of is commonplace at Teac. When it comes to
building tape recording equipment our obsession with excellence
drives us beyond the bounds of all reason.

TEAL. MADE IN JAPAN BY FANATICS
COPYRIGHT 1983 IEAC CORPORATION OF AMERICA 7713 TELEGRAPH ROAD, MONTEBELLO, CA 905,10

'DOLBY IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF DOLBY LABORATORIES, INC -db.' IS A TRADEMARK OF dbK, INC
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Unbox
your

sound
WITH

MagneplanarsR

To hear the
boxless, open sound of
Magneplanar screens,

see dealer list
on pageui

column number

III MAGNEPAN
1645 9th Street

White Bear Lake. MN 55110
CIRCLE NO 20 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Tape Talk
By Craig

Stark

Contributing Editor Stark
checks out Phase Linear's

Compact Disc player at
the Winter CES.

Cold -Weather Blues
Dues it hurt to leave my cassettes out

in the car during really cold weath-
er? If I play them when they're cold they
seem to drag severely.

TERRY MEYER
Miranpa, S.D.

AI think you've answered your own
question. Assuming that it's not

near -frozen motor bearings on your car's
cassette player that are causing the sluggish
tape movement (test for this by playing a
cassette warm from the house in the cold
player), if a cassette shell has contracted
sufficiently to impose a severe drag on the
tape, your deck's drive system could easily
stretch or even break the tape. If bringing
your cassettes inside with you is not practi-
cal, you might experiment with Loran cas-
settes, which have Lexan shells that are said
to hold their shape even in temperature
extremes, although most premium -quality
cassettes can withstand ordinary cold and
heat just fine. Cassettes with Lexan shells
might be a good choice too if you find it
necessary to park for any length of time un-
der the hot summer sun.

Trading Treble Loss
QA friend and I both own high -quality

three -head cassette decks, and we
us, the same type and brand of tape with
the same bias and equalization settings.
When we play each other's (non-Dolbyized)
recordings, however, both of us encounter
large treble losses that do not occur when
we play the tapes on our own machines.
Does one (or both) of our machines need its
playback -head azimuth adjusted, and, if
so, how is this done?

MANNY GOMEZ, JR.
Brooklyn, N.Y.

A Your diagnosis is correct, and let's
hope that only one of the two decks is

out of alignment, because after you fix a
misaligned deck all the tapes recorded on it
before the adjustment will sound just as dull
when you use it to play them as your tapes
now do played on your friend's machine! To
avoid losing use of these tapes permanently,

first determine if you and your friend have
one properly aligned deck between you.
(You can do this by playing a high -quality
prerecorded cassette on both machines.
While prerecorded cassettes are not always
perfect, the better ones are close enough to
give you an indication of misalignment by
sounding noticeably dull.) If one of your
machines is correctly aligned, before you
fix the other, use it to dub all of the record-
ings made on it. Play them on the mis-
aligned deck and record on the correctly
aligned one; after being fixed, the first deck
will play back the dubs without treble loss.
(Since dubbing unavoidably increases hiss,
I recommend using Dolby when you make
the copies and in playing them back.)

As for how to make the necessary adjust-
ment-frankly, azimuth realignment is not
the kind of thing you should attempt on
your own unless you have had some training
and experience in this area. A competent
repair shop or dealer will have both the nec-
essary instruments and the experience re-
quired. If you insist on doing it yourself,
however, you'll need the following: a cali-
brated playback -alignment tape (Nortron-
ics, Teac, or TDK versions may be available
at some audio stores), a sensitive a.c. volt-
meter (0.1 -volt full-scale is marginally ade-
quate; 0.03 -volt may be necessary with
some decks), and a nonmagnetic screwdriv-
er to fit the azimuth -alignment screw on the
problem deck (this screw is normally lo-
cated immediately next to the side of the
head and is usually spring -loaded). If you
can also get an oscilloscope it will make the
job easier.

Play the calibrated tape, whose azimuth
tone(s) will generally lie between 8 and 12
kHz (the higher the better once you're close
to final adjustment), and monitor the out-
put from one channel on the voltmeter.
(You can monitor the tape itself on the oth-
er channel through your regular system.)
Turn the azimuth screw slightly one way,
then the other, to obtain the maximum
reading. Then change channels and repeak
the meter-they'll be close, but probably
not identical. Split the difference until you
get the best compromise setting for maxi-
mum output at the highest frequency from
both channels. If you have an oscilloscope,
you can connect the left- and right -channel
outputs from the deck to the X and Y inputs
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of the scope (use the X -Y position instead of
a horizontal sweep). Adjust the azimuth
screw for a diagonal line (from upper right
to lower left) or as narrow an ellipse as pos-
sible, checking other frequencies on the
tape as well as the azimuth tones. A diago-
nal line indicates zero phase shift between
the two channels.

The "Best" Tapes?
QIn your tape -deck reviews I've noticed
 the same "premium" tapes noted

again and again as having given the best
performance on the recorder. Why won't
you and STEREO REVIEW come right out
and say, "These are the best tapes on the
market"? Better yet, why not test the decks
with the less -expensive tapes that many of
your readers use and can afford? And does
anyone need metal tape at twice the
price?

CARL THOMAS
Bloomfield, N.J.

A In a sense, one of your questions
almost answers another: for you the

"premium" tapes (including metal) that I

normally use are not the "best" tapes
because their technical advantages aren't
worth their higher price. That's one reason
we don't say "Brand So -and -So" is the best
on the market. Besides, if you look closely,
you'll see that I do use a fairly wide number
of tapes-and the brands change from time
to time, not only with the particular ma-
chine being tested but as I receive upgraded
formulations.

The main reason I use premium -grade
tapes rather than more attractively priced
ones is that I want to make sure-so far as I
can-that I am testing what the deck is
capable of doing. I could use a cheaper tape
that might measure almost as well, but then
I could never be sure what the limits of the
machine were, and I'm trying to test decks,
not tapes. In other words, while two decks
might give identical results with a second -
or third -line tape, one of them might do a
far better job with a top -line tape. Without
using the best tapes available, I couldn't be
sure that I wasn't doing an injustice to the
better deck.

Replacement Tape Boxes
have about fifty 7 -inch open -reelQ tapes whose boxes have been badly

damaged, though the tapes themselves are
fine. Is there anywhere I can get the right
size boxes for protection, labeling, etc.?
Some of the tapes are very rare.

JANICE. L. CROZETTI
Prescott, Ariz.

AWhile a number of parts stores (Radio
Shack, for instance) will sell boxed

empty reels, I haven't found any source for
just the boxes. My suggestion is to call a
professional recording studio in your area,
since they undoubtedly do a lot of custom
duplicating and may have a supply of boxes
on hand. Also, watch the classified ad pages
of this and other audio magazines. For reels
where maximum protection is needed you
can get metal 8 -mm movie -film cans in the
right size from a photo dealer.

ANTICIPATION

You've already waited 20 years for the technology. Please wait a few
more weeks until your dealer receives his next shipment of CARVER
TX -11 FM Tuners. Response to the TX -11 has been so overwhelming
we are working around the clock to keep pace with demand.

Here is what the reviewers say about the CARVER TX -11:

"It is by a wide margin the best tuner we have tested to date. "What
distinguishes the TX -11 is its ability to pull clean noise -free sound
out of weak or multipath ridden signals that would have you lunging
for the mono switch on any other tuner we know of."

HIGH FIDELITY (January, 1983)

"Breakthrough in FM tuner performance: Carver TX -11."
"The significance of its design can only be fully appreciated by set-
ting up the unit, tuning to the weakest, most unacceptable stereo
signals you can find, then pushing those two magic buttons."
"Separation was still there; only the background noise had been
diminished, and with it, much of the sibilance and hissy edginess
so characteristic of multipath interference."
"A tuner which long-suffering fringe area residents and those
plagued by multipath distortion and interference have probably
been praying for.."

Leonard Feldman AUDIO (December, 1982)

"...enjoy the music and forget about noise and distortion." "Under
conditions of weak signal stereo reception the effectiveness is
almost magical."

OVATION (December, 1982)

"A major advance..."Its noise reduction for stereo reception ranged
from appreciable to tremendous." "It makes the majority of stereo
signals sound virtually as quiet as mono signals, yet it does not
dilute the stereo effect."

Julian D. Hirsch STEREO REVIEW (December, 1982)

For more information write to:

CARVER
Powerful  Musical  Accurate

P.O. Box 664 14304 N E 193rd Pl. Woodinville. WA 98072
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Car Stereo
By Christopher

Greenleaf
and

Julian D. Hirsch

KENWOOD KRC-922

Kt-NwoorYs KRC-922 combines an auto -
reverse cassette player, a frequency -

synthesis AM/FM tuner, and a preampli-
fier in an in -dash unit. Its center-detented
fader and balance rings, on the right-hand
tuning -knob shaft, permit it to control four
speakers, a front pair and a rear pair, which
are connected to front and rear power am-
plifiers with a pair of five -pin DIN plugs.
For our road tests of the KRC-922, we used
Kenwood's 100 -watt -per -channel KAC-901
amplifier to drive a single speaker pair. The
cassette player has Dolby -B (also used for
Dolby FM broadcasts), a switch labeled

METAL for choosing between 120- and 70 -
microsecond (µs) equalization, locking fast -
forward and fast -reverse, an eject button, a
tape -reverse control, and a tape program -
search function (tape advance) for finding
selections on a cassette. There are indicator
lights to show tape direction, Dolby on,
METAL (70-µs) equalization, and the fast:
wind modes. Shutting off the car's ignition
partially ejects the cassette to protect both
tape and pinch -roller.

The quartz -synthesis tuner has three tun-
ing modes: five AM and five FM memory
presets, scan, and seek. In the scan mode,

the tuner automatically samples stations for
5 seconds each, progressing up the frequen-
cy scale. Pushing the scan/seek lever up
locks in the station being sampled. Pressing
the same lever down places the tuner in the
seek mode, a "manual" version of scanning
that simply tunes in the next station on the
dial. The tuning knob turns right or left to
decrease or increase the tuned frequencies
by fixed increments (200 kHz for FM, 10
kHz for AM). Holding it turned right or
left causes the tuner to advance up or down
the scale very rapidly. Pulling the tuning
knob and then releasing it "opens" the
memory for a period of 5 seconds to enter
station presets before "closing" it again. A
local/distant antenna switch and the AM/
FM selector complete the normal tuner
functions. A button labeled ABSS, for Au-
tomatic Broadcasting Search System,
causes the tuner to move up to the next re-
ceivable station if it receives more than 5
seconds of near noise -level signal. A cas-
sette standby primes the unit to switch over
to the cassette player instead of the next -
higher station under poor signal conditions.

Tone controls consist of bass and treble
rings (with center detents) on the volume -
knob shaft and a loudness switch. Inserting
a cassette or punching the volume knob
turns the unit on. The rear panel has umbil-
ical DIN jacks for the power amplifiers,
main -power and memory -power leads, a
ground wire, an antenna jack on a short ca-
ble, and an automatic -antenna control lead.
Price: $550.

Laboratory Tests
The Kenwood KRC-922 is an exception-

ally full -featured tuner/cassette player with
several conveniences not found on most oth-

Laboratory
Measurements

Capture Ratio: 1.26 dB at 45 and 65 dBf

Alternate -Channel Selectivity: 68 dB (Note
average of highly asymmetrical readings

Flutter: 0.09 per cent wrms: 0.15 per cent
weighted peak
Tape Speed Accuracy: 1.1 per cent fast

[from 54 to 83 dB] above and below signal Fast-Forward/Rewind Time for C-60
frequency) cassette. 77 secondsFM Mono Usable Sensitivity (75 -ohm input):

clef (1.3 pV) Image Rejection: 82 dB Tape Playback Signal -to -Noise Ratio

Mono 50 -dB Quieting Sensitivity (75 -ohm
input) 19.8 dBf (2 5µV)

Stereo Separation at 100, 1.000, and
10,000 Hz: 35, 35, and 32 dB (Note:
measured at 65 dBf -tuner has auto -blend

(referred to 250 nWbim at 1,000 Hz): 120 -es
EQ, 57 dB (A -weighted); 70 -es E0, 61.5 dB
(A -weighted): 120 -es EQ with Dolby, 61.5 dB

Stereo 50 -dB Quieting Sensitivity (75 -ohm
input). 41 dBf (30 uV)

with reduced signal levels, but separation
remains adequate at all usable levels.)

(CCIR: ARM -weighted); 70 -es EQ with Dolby,
68 dB (CCIR /ARM -weighted)

FM Frequency Response: 1.5 dB from 30 Tape Playback Frequency Response Voltage Output: 300 mV at 100 per cent FM
to 15,000 Hz referred to 1,000 -Hz level (standard BASF test tapes, -3 -dB limits): modulation, 350 mV at 250-nWb/m tape flux
AM Rejection: 54 dB at 45 dBf; 60 dB at 120 pS, 65 to 16,000 Hz; 70 µs, 65 to Tone Control Range: ±9.5 dB at 100 Hz;
65 dBf 12.500 Hz. - 11, -- 9.5 dB at 10,000 Hz

RADiO
VOLUME

Q TREBLE

0 1." t .TAPE
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The Kenwood KRC-922 is an in -dash unit that includes AM and FM tuner sections, an auto -reverse tape player, and a control pre-
amplifier. Under poor FM reception conditions it will automatically switch either to the nearest strong signal or to the tape player.
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er such units we have tested. For example,
in addition to the features mentioned above,
the right and left channels of a stereo FM
signal are smoothly and progressively
blended as the signal strength decreases,
eventually becoming fully mixed (mono)
and ultimately muting when the signal be-
comes unreceivable. It is apparent from
these features that the designers of the
KRC-922 have gone to considerable lengths
to provide a user with music entertainment
under a wide variety of adverse receiving
conditions with a minimum of action on his
part. This sort of ingenuity is demonstrated
in some other car stereos, but it seems to us
that Kenwood has carried it further than
most manufacturers.

The actual performance of the KRC-922
is well above average for car radios we have
tested. Kenwood provides full specifications
for it, and in our tests it met or surpassed
almost every one that we tried to verify. The
only front -panel control that failed to pro-
duce the expected result was the DX/LO tun-
er -sensitivity switch, which had no effect on
the sensitivity of the FM -tuner section. This
may have been a defect in our test sample
(and a very minor one at that, unlikely to be
detected in normal use).

Road Test
STEREO REVIEW'S test route was more

punishing than usual as snow, a nasty driz-
zle, and six-foot ridges left by snow plows
set the stage for my three test drives. The
weather conditions kept me from seeing the
sources of multipath usually so prominent
on the New York skyline, but, on the day
devoted to the tuner section, I expected at
least to hear them. With few exceptions-in
the traditional concrete -and -steel multipath
gorges around the Empire State Building
and near the high chain -link fences by the
Brooklyn Navy Yard -1 heard only small
reminders of the multipath jungle in which
1 was driving. The noises were audible but
rose to the level of the music only in the
worst areas. The mild hash or electronic
burping was always far better than I re-
member hearing from most other tuners. I
could not detect any FM crossmodulation
(the annoying tendency of one broadcast
signal to intrude on another), even on trou-
blesome West 35th Street, on two different
days. The KRC-922's automatic variable -
separation noise reduction is always on dur-
ing FM reception, obviating the need for a
mono/stereo switch in most cases, though I
still prefer to have the option of controlling
this function myself. The circuit's operation
was unobtrusive and nicely graduated even
in very bad reception conditions. Only in
the immediate vicinity of a transmitter did I
feel the need to use the local setting of the
antenna -sensitivity switch, although doing
so had little readily apparent effect on the
reception quality.

I enjoyed the smooth, relatively polished
AM sound from the unit. I did not care for
its apparent sensitivity to pulse noises with-
in and outside of my car's electrical system.
I purposely loosened a spark -plug cable and
effectively shot down an AM announcer
(sonically speaking), and an electrically un-
shielded truck that pulled up next to me at a
light caused some interesting unsolicited
sound effects. My one trip outside the city
showed uniform AM reception up and down

the dial, with the frequencies between 560
and 750 kHz being the most prone to noisy
reception.

The automatic search system (ABSS)
works, but 1 prefer to make my own station
choice if the signal I've been listening to
peters out. If the user could set the ABSS to
tune in the next preset station when the cur-
rent station disappeared, I would call that
useful. Much the same goes for the cassette
standby. I can't for the life of me imagine
enjoying having a rush-hour traffic report
replaced willy-nilly by a cassette just be -

"With few exceptions . . . I
heard only small reminders
of the multipath jungle
in which I was driving."

cause I'm stopped for a light or backed up
in a tunnel and can't move to regain a tem-
porarily blocked signal! I'm glad the stand-
by can be switched off.

The acres of venerable granite -block
streets around the Navy Yard intimidated
my car's suspension, as they do every time I
go there, but didn't make a noticeable im-
pression on the KRC-922's tape -transport
mechanism. Even a reckless experiment
with some of the celebrated potholes in the
area failed to do more than cause a quick
flutter in a held piano chord. The Dolby
noise reduction was effective, but playback
with the 70-ns equalization setting was just
a trifle opaque sounding.

The tone -control knobs are convenient,
smooth, and handy for groping fingers.
Though the bass control extended a little
too far into the midrange for my car, most
users would find it satisfactory. I wished
only that the upper -frequency part of the
loudness curve had coincided less with the
treble control's effect. The KRC-922 can be
used with an equalizer/four-channel ampli-
fier in the Kenwood line, and that would
probably offer the best tone control of all.
The volume control was smooth and steady,
with no surprise jumps in level.

After I had developed familiarity with
the unit's controls and features (a quick
process), the small buttons fell into logical
groups of subtly but effectively differen-
tiated functions. Slight but readily felt dif-
ferences in control and switch resistance
and unambiguous detents gave me a sense
of security even when I used the unit at
dusk. The digital -readout panel is a little
too deeply recessed to be convenient for tall
drivers since the upper portion of the dis-
play is partially obscured when viewed from
above. This effect will vary depending on
the height and angle of installation in dif-
ferent cars.

Despite their tininess, most of the center -
panel controls were a cinch to use. Although
I couldn't use even my thinnest driving
gloves without activating one or even two
additional functions in some cases, bare -fin-
ger control was excellent. The overall ease
of use of the Kenwood KRC-922 made my
three long test drives a pleasure. In fact, my
only significant complaint is that I had to
return the unit after the test!

details ..A DIFFERENT KIND OF RECORD CLUE

You can now own every record or tape that
you may ever want . . . at tremendous say-
ings and with no continuing purchase ob-
ligations. You can get valuable free dividend
certificates, you can get quick service and
ail the 100% iron -clad guarantees you want

Now you can stop price increases that leave
you with less music for your record and tape
budget You can guarantee yourself more
music for less money through membership
in Di ;count Music Club

look at these benefits.

TREMENDOUS SAVINGS
on every record and tape in print-

no "agree -to -purchase- obligations of any kind

DISCOUNTS OF 43% TO 73%
off mfg. suggested list ... special catalog

features hundreds of titles and artists.

ALL LABELS NMILAILE
including most imports through special

custom ordering service If we don't
stock it we'll get it for you

SOIWANN CATALOG
lists thousands of titles; classical,

pop, jazz, ballet, opera, musical shows,
folk, rock, vocal, instrumental, country, etc.

DISCOUNT DIVIDEND
CERTIFICATES

Dividend Gifts-Every shipment
carries a dividend gift or dividend certificate.

Certificates redeemable immediately
for extra discounts.

PIENS/OTTERS
happenings in the world of music;

concerts, critiques, new releases ... special
super -sale listings at discounts of up to 73%.

DISCOUNT
ACCESSORY GUIDE

Diamond needles, cloths, tape cleaners,
etc. Discount Music Club is your complete

one stop music and accessory buying service.

QUICK SERVICE
same day shipping on many orders ...
rarely later than the next several days.
Partial shipments always made in the
event of unforeseen delay .. . all at

no extra cost to you.

100% IRON -CLAD
GUARANTIES

on all product; and services.
Everything is guaranteed factory fresh and free

of defects or damages of any sort.
Your total satisfaction is

unconditionally guaranteed.

Discount Music Club is a no -obligation mem-
bership club that guarantees tremendous dis-
counts on all stereo records and tapes and
lets you buy what you want ... when you want
. . . or not at all if you choose.

These are just a few of the money -saving
reasons to write for free details. You can't
lose so why not fill out and mail the coupon
below for immediate information.

OM IMP OM INN WO IMO OM ON ......
II dim DISCOUNT MUSIC CLUB. INC
I 650 Main Street 9-0583
I P.O. Box 2000
I New Rochelle. N Y. 10801
I

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE ZIP ....
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The KEF Standard Series Loudspeakers
CODA

compact two-aayststem; 19 litre
enclosure
Sensitivity: 87 dB spl/W/m
3rd order bass loading for
extended bass, higher efficieno,
Fertytfluid-cooled HF tYlice cull
fitr higher power handling capac-
ity and better reliability
8 ohm impedance; SOW program
rating
1812 (1) x 11(119X 811z(D) inches;
$300. a pair

Advanced
composition drive

units include a
Jerrofluid cooled

HF twice coil.
Advanced Crossover

networks designed
with aerospace

quality
components

provide smooth,
rapid roll -off

between drivers
for the absolute

minimum
interdriver

interference.

CARINA
Tina-aav system; 33 litre enclosure
Sensitivity: 89 dB spl/ W/m
Centre -mounted HF driver
between twin LF drivers for synt-
metriCal horizontal and vertical
directional distribution
Improved power handling;
increased efficiency
8 ohm impedance; 80W program
rating
23, 2(11)X 113/4 (IV) X934 (D) inches;
$500. a pair

Scientifically designed cabinets
(using modal analysis) reduce enclosure wall
vibration and resonances for cleaner, more
musically accurate bass/ lower midrange
reproduction.

CARLTON
Floor -standing two-way system;
44 litre enclosure
Sensitivity: 86 dB spl/ W/m
Bass radiator and bass loading
for extended bass and higher
efficiency
8 ohm impedance; 100W program
rating
Bextrene-coneLF/ MFdriver;dome
radiator HF driver
4th order crossover network
271/2( H)x 11(W) x 12 % ( I)) inches;
$750. a pair

KEF's low restriction front baffle
designs sharpen stereo imaging
and definition by eliminating
unwanted sound reflections.

For people
with higher standards.

Vertical driver align-
ment provides the
most useful hori-
zontal and vertical
dispersion patterns.

Newly developed
KEF Bass -load-
ing Technique

provides deeper
properly equalized bass

without risk of heating up the bass
driver's :coke coil.

Many speaker companies offer budget loudspeakers, but which of them has ever produced
products of the calibre of KEF's world -acclaimed Reference Series? Which of them can draw from
this Reference technology to produce affordable loudspeakers that do not compromise sound quality?

Only KEF, manufacturers of the world's most thoroughly engineered loudspeakers.
The new "Standard Series" represents one of KEF's most significant accomplishments-

solid and attractively built loudspeakers that deliver true KEF performance, yet are priced between
$300 and $750 a pair.

Why buy a "budget" loudspeaker, when for KEFE
the same price you can own KEF?

The Speaker Engineers
KEF, 425 Sherman Avenue, Palo Alto, California 94306
CIRCLE NO 1 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Technical Talk
ByJulian D. Hirsch

Upgrading Your Stereo System Part 3

IN
the last two issues, I outlined what I con-
sider the most valid reasons for replacing

the speakers, record player and cartridge,
and tape deck in a music system. Although
a loudspeaker is perhaps the most durable
hi-fi component, ongoing design improve-
ments may justify replacing your speakers
after a number of years even if they are
still in perfect working condition. Record
players and tape decks are subject to me-
chanical wear that can necessitate their
eventual replacement. Also, as with loud-
speakers, technological developments may
warrant the purchase of a new turntable or
deck simply for the improved sound it will
provide even when your old one is still in
good working order.

The situation is not so clear-cut in the
case of the purely electronic components of
the system: the tuner and amplifier (or re-
ceiver, if the two are combined). Barring
actual failure of an internal component (a
transistor, switch, etc.), an electronic audio
product can continue to give good service
for a surprisingly long time. With an occa-
sional touch-up alignment, there is no rea-
son a tuner or amplifier should not still
meet its original operating specifications af-
ter twenty or thirty years of service. (I still
have a communications receiver that is go-
ing strong after more than thirty-six years
with no failures or even a tube change!)

Granted, there are few hi-fi components
that will satisfy the tastes of today's audio-
philes after a couple of decades of service.
For one thing, a mono system is passé today
no matter how well it works. For another,
our standards of audible performance are

higher than they were in the Fifties and Six-
ties; the hum and noise levels of the best
components of those decades would proba-
bly not be acceptable today. Finally, as I

pointed out in the first part of this series,
maintenance of an old piece of tube equip-
ment can become unreasonably expensive
or even impossible.

Therefore, let us consider an "old" sys-
tem to have electronic components that are
all solid-state, stereo, and no more than five
to fifteen years we will
assume that the components were good
enough to have been called "hi-fi" when
they were new and still function adequately
in most important respects. It is certain that
the written specs of those older compo-
nents, even if they were expensive, top -
grade products in their time, would be sur-
passed even by lower -priced equivalents to-
day. But, for a variety of reasons, even ma-
jor differences in some specifications are
rarely audible, so it is usually inadvisable to
use specs as the only, or even the main, cri-
teria for deciding whether to replace some-
thing that still works properly and sounds
good.

Older FM tuners usually have a number
of adjustable internal components (mostly
in the i.f. and multiplex -decoder sections)
that should be checked at regular intervals
(such as annually) and realigned if neces-
sary to ensure full performance. Owners
tend to ignore such routine maintenance,
especially if their systems seem to function
normally without it. Most current tuners do
not require as much routine maintenance as
older ones, and they have generally superior

performance characteristics as well, so it is
quite possible that replacing an old, neg-
lected tuner with a new one will make a no-
ticeable improvement in sound quality.

But not always! Most FM listeners need
only a small fraction of the total perform-
ance capability of a reasonably good tuner,
which, alter all, must be designed to meet
the needs of a very diverse group of users.
Moreover, most FM broadcasts in this
country offer sound quality ranging from
mediocre to terrible. Therefore, replacing
an undistinguished older tuner with the lat-
est "state-of-the-art" model may make no
audible difference at all. If you have a spe-
cific, identifiable reception problem (distor-
tion, noise, interference from another sta-
tion, or the like), a new tuner with superior
qualities in that area may help. But the only
way to be sure of this is to try it out at home
before buying, if you can find a dealer who
will allow this or if you can borrow a com-
parable unit from a friend.

Before digital -synthesis tuning became
common even on inexpensive units, some
degree of guesswork (and skill) was usually
required to tune in a station correctly. Tun-
ing meters and similar aids sometimes
failed to deliver their implied tuning accu-
racy. Dial calibration was not always good
to begin with and usually deteriorated over
time (this is correctible with a simple align-
ment procedure, but if you already know
where your favorite stations appear on the
dial the actual calibration is less impor-
tant). Although digital tuners have no fun-
damental performance advantages, they at
least leave no doubt of the received frequen-

Tested This Month
NAD 7150 AM FM Receiver  Technics SB-X700 Speaker System

ADC Sound Shaper Thirty Equalizer/ Analyzer  Crown Power Line 3 Power Amplifier
Bang & Olufsen MMC 2 Phono Cartridge
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AKAI flies in the face
of convention.

Again. This time with
the incomparable GX-F91.
A bold new design that
looks-and performs-like
no other cassette deck
in the world.

It is literally the face of
the future. No knobs. No
keys. And no clutter.
Instead, a polite
presentation of just
the basics.

But press the
"door" button and,
almost by magic, the face-
plate automatically lowers
to reveal the main control
panel.

Now, insert a cassette.
Two microcomputers

take charge, first auto-
matically setting the bias.
Then, executing a 64 -step

MA 

"tape tuning" analysis
that makes sure the
GX-F91 gets the maxi-
mum from any tape.

For superior fre-
quency response and
dynamic range, the
GX-F91 is also endowed
with a 3 -head design,

AKAI
Super GX
Heads and
Dolby* 3 & C systems.

Plus operational fea-
tures like auto -fade,
auto -mute and auto -
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record -cancel that virtu-
ally guarantee professional
quality recordings.

In short, it's the proud
flagship of our entire
10 -deck AKAI family. A
family that now includes
three outstanding auto -

reversing record/play-
back designs.

So audition
the new
GX-F91 at
your AKAI
dealer's
soon.
And come

face -to -face-to-
face with the future.

'TM Dolby Labs. hit



cy, and, with no dial to be calibrated, they
require no realignment to maintain tuning
accuracy throughout their useful lifetimes.
While I cannot guarantee that digital tun-
ers will always be trouble -free, they should
be substantially more reliable over the long
run than the older analog variety.

To sum up: if your old tuner sounds good,
don't replace it-unless, like so many of us,
you find the various features of the current
crop irresistible. If you have a specific re-
ception problem, look to your antenna sys-
tem first (ordinarily, multipath distortion
can only be treated effectively in the anten-
na system, although a number of recent de-
velopments in tuner circuit design offer oth-
er avenues of improvement). Then try to
borrow a better tuner to see if it really
makes a difference. Even if it does, your old
tuner may still be acceptable after a thor-
ough overhaul, although that might be a
less appealing alternative than buying a
new digital tuner with its advantages of
compactness and potentially more reliable
operation.

There are several valid reasons for replac-
ing an old amplifier even when it is still
working well. A new speaker system might
benefit from substantially higher amplifier
power, although a small power increase is
barely worthwhile (doubling the output
power can increase the sound level by only
3 dB). Alternatively, your new speaker's
impedance may be too low for best results
with your old amplifier, especially if you
plan to drive additional speakers in a differ-

ent room at the same time. Or perhaps the
preamplifier you have lacks the flexibility
you require for your upgraded system (you
may have added a second record player or
cassette deck, and not all preamplifiers are
designed to control a large number of ancil-
lary components with equal effectiveness).
Another reason for upgrading is that to-
day's amplifiers are usually very quiet, and
your old one may be showing its age in the
form of hiss, hum, or crackles.

The parts of a hi-fi component most
prone to wear out or deteriorate over a peri-
od of time are the switches and potentiome-
ter controls that fill the front panels of most
preamplifiers and integrated amplifiers. Af-
ter some years you may find that turning a
volume or tone control produces scraping or
crashing sounds from your speakers or that
a switch does not always make contact
properly the first time you move it (moving
it through several positions and then back to
the one you want may help). These prob-
lems are often easily and inexpensively
solved with various spray cleaners and lu-
bricants, but if the control (particularly a
rotary function -selector switch) actually re-
quires professional replacement, the ex-
pense could be enough to justify replacing
the whole unit.

Obviously, if you have a receiver, it can
only be replaced as a unit even if just one
part of it is not performing properly. This is
one of the very few real disadvantages of a
receiver (there are no inherent drawbacks
in performance compared with equivalent

separate tuners and amplifiers). On the oth-
er hand, it is likely that a receiver that has
been used for a number of years will no
longer be the equal of a new receiver in
many important performance characteris-
tics and features (such as peak output -pow-
er capability or digital -synthesis tuning).

So far in this discussion of system up-
grading, I have not mentioned one of the
most compelling (though not particularly
logical) reasons to replace older equipment
every once in a while. Human nature is such
that we insist on occasional change in our
personal surroundings. That is why our
homes are periodically redecorated or refur-
nished, why we buy new clothes even
though last year's are still perfectly service-
able, why we may trade in a car for a new
one long before it has ceased providing reli-
able transportation-and why we avidly
read about the newest audio components
and, in many cases, add some of them to our
systems.

I suppose it is fruitless to be too rational
when dealing with something as personal
and subjective as a stereo system. The ap-
peal of those new components with their mi-
crocomputers, digital readouts, flashing
LED displays, and so on is undeniable and,
for many of us, irresistible. But for those
who are not lured by the technological trap-
pings of audiophilia and just seek the best
possible musical reproduction for their
money, I hope I have put into perspective
the factors that affect a system's actual
sound over the long run. 0

Equipment Test Reports
Hirsch -Houck Laboratories: Julian D. Hirsch and Craig Stark
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NAD 7150 AM/FM Receiver

THE FM section of the NAD 7150 stereo
receiver features the Schotz Variable

Bandwidth PLL detector, whose announce-
ment last year aroused much interest in au-
dio circles. The detector of an FM tuner-
the circuit that converts the varying fre-
quency of the received FM signal to a vary-
ing -voltage audio signal-is one of the tun-
er's more critical elements. Its bandwidth

must be sufficient to accommodate the
maximum frequency deviation of the broad-
cast signal (up to at least ± 75 kHz) with-
out significant nonlinearity (which would
result in distortion of the audio signals).
However, the noise in the converted signal
increases with the detector's bandwidth.
The Schotz tuner circuit maintains the de-
tector's bandwidth at the minimum value

required by the reception conditions (signal
strength. noise level, and amplitude modu-
lation of the FM signal caused by multipath
interference) in order to keep the noise level
in the detected signal as low as possible.

This automatic bandwidth control is
made possible by the PLL (phase -locked
loop) detector, whose internal oscillator

(Continued on page 28)
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locks onto the FM signal and tracks its
instantaneous frequency. The low -frequen-
cy voltage that controls the PLL internal os-
cillator is an accurate analog of the demod-
ulated audio program; modifying the char-
acteristics of the PLL's filter with a com-
posite signal -quality voltage (derived from
circuits assessing signal strength, noise, and
AM content) allows the effective detector
bandwidth to be varied without increasing
distortion.

The most obvious benefit of this detection
system is greatly enhanced tuner sensitivity
for both mono and stereo signals. At moder-
ately high signal levels the NAD 7150's
tuner section offers performance compara-
ble to that of top-quality FM tuners, but
under weak signal conditions the Schotz cir-
cuit can deliver clean audio with markedly
lower noise and distortion than conventional
tuners. There is no sacrifice of other desir-
able tuner characteristics such as capture
ratio, channel separation, selectivity, or fre-
quency response. On the whole, NAD's
Schotz tuner is unquestionably one of the
most advanced FM tuners available to the
consumer.

For example, its rated usable sensitivity
in mono is 7 dBf (1.2 microvolts, or ;AV).
The stereo 50 -dB quieting sensitivity is
rated at 33 dBf (25 AV). Both figures are
considerably better than those claimed for
(or achieved by) even the best conventional
tuners. In addition, the NAD 7150's Schotz
tuner has distortion and signal-to-noise
(S/N) ratings that help place it among the
top FM tuners of our time. This caliber of
performance would be unusual for a deluxe
separate tuner (the Schotz tuner is offered
separately in the NAD 4150, incidentally)
and was unheard of in a receiver until the
NAD 7150 made its appearance.

NAD emphasizes utility and function in
its products. NAD amplifiers, for example,
have very high dynamic -headroom ratings
and are able to drive very low load imped-
ances (such as 2 ohms) at surprisingly high
power levels without clipping or other dis-
tortions. The amplifier section of the Model
7150 is an excellent illustration of the NAD
design approach. It is rated to deliver 50
watts per channel into 8 -ohm loads from 20
to 20,000 Hz with no more than 0.03 per
cent distortion. Good performance, certain-
ly, but hardly suggestive of any unusual
power -output capabilities. The first clue to

20K
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that quality comes in the clipping -output
ratings: 65 watts into 8 ohms, 75 watts into
4 ohms, and 85 watts into 2 ohms. Next we
come to the dynamic -power figures: 100
watts into 8- or 4 -ohm loads and 130 watts
into 2 ohms. Finally, the Model 7150 can be
operated as a bridged (mono) amplifier
rated at 125 watts (150 watts clipping pow-
er or 225 watts dynamic power) into an 8 -
ohm load. A companion amplifier (the
Model 2150) can be used to supply the sec-
ond stereo channel, making the NAD 7150
into a veritable "super receiver."

The tuning of the NAD 7150 is digitally
synthesized, with 100 -kHz steps for FM
and 10 -kHz steps for AM, the frequency
being displayed by large LED numerals in
the center of the panel. Also in the display
window are five LED's that light progres-
sively to show relative signal strength and
small green arrows that light when a station
is mistuned by one increment (100 kHz) to
show the direction of the required tuning
correction. Tuning is done with UP and
DOWN pushbuttons, and a large button be-
low them engages the scanning mode, which
causes the tuner to stop on the next receiv-
able signal it encounters.

The tuner has five station -preset memo-
ries (each usable for one AM and one FM
frequency), and a button selects either AM
or FM reception. Lights next to the tuning
display show when a stereo signal is re-
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ceived and when the SOFT CLIPPING switch
in the rear of the receiver has been engaged.
This latter feature, previously introduced in
other NAD amplifiers, causes clipping to
occur gradually when the amplifier's power
limit is exceeded, reducing the harshness of
the resulting distortion.

Square buttons below the frequency -dis-
play window activate a SPEAKER EQ 55 -HZ
boost circuit (for improving a system's low -
bass response), an infrasonic filter with a
12 -dB -per -octave slope below 15 Hz, mono
operation for the amplifier and tuner, and
FM interstation-noise muting. Another pair
of buttons (Low LEVEL and LOUDNESS) re-
duce the audio gain by 20 dB and turn on
the loudness compensation. The volume and
balance knobs are concentric, and the latter
is lightly detented at its center. The bass
and treble tone controls are also center-
detented. Other knobs operate rotary
switches. The speaker selector connects ei-
ther, both, or neither of two pairs of speaker
outputs to the amplifiers (the front -panel
PHONES jack is always "live"). The RECORD
and LISTEN switches provide independent
control over what a user is recording from
and what he is listening to. Each has posi-
tions for aux, tuner, phono, tape 1, and tape
2 (the record control also has an off switch
position).

The rear apron of the NAD 7150 con-
tains phono jacks for the various signal in-
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puts and outputs as well as spring -loaded
insulated connectors for speakers and an-
tennas. The PRE OUT and MAIN IN jacks are
joined by removable jumpers; when the
jumpers are removed, a signal -processing
accessory or speaker equalizer can be in-
serted in the system or the 7150 can be used
in the bridged mode to power one channel
while an external power amplifier supplies
the other. There are two a.c. outlets (one of
them switched) and a pivoted AM ferrite -
rod antenna. Rear -panel slide switches con-
nect the amplifiers in the bridged mode,
switch in the SOFT CLIPPING circuit, and set
the output -transistor supply voltage for op-
timal operation with speakers having either
HIGH (8 -ohm) or NORMAL (lower) imped-
ance. Finally, one slide switch changes the
phono-preamplifier gain for use with either
moving -magnet (MM) or moving -coil
(MC) phono cartridges, and another selects
a phono-input capacitance of 100, 200, or
320 picofarads across the fixed 47,000 -ohm
phono-input resistance.

The NAD 7150 is finished in black with
white markings. It is 161/2 inches wide, 121/4
inches deep, and 41/4 inches high, and it
weighs 22 pounds. Price: $598.

 Laboratory Measurements. After pre-
conditioning, the amplifiers of the NAD
7150 clipped at 81.3 watts per channel with
both channels driving 8 -ohm loads at 1,000
Hz. The 4- and 2 -ohm clipping outputs
were 110 and 146 watts per channel, respec-
tively. The dynamic -power output was 100
watts into 8 ohms, 178 watts into 4 ohms,
and 225 watts into 2 ohms. The 8 -ohm clip-
ping headroom was 2.11 dB, and the dy-
namic headroom was 3 dB, as rated.

The 1,000 -Hz harmonic distortion with
8 -ohm loads was between 0.002 and 0.003
per cent at most power outputs from 1 to 70
watts, reaching 0.038 per cent at 80 watts.
With 4 -ohm loads the distortion was even
lower at most output levels, reaching as

"high" as 0.0075 per cent only at 100 watts
and 0.25 per cent at 110 watts. The 2 -ohm
distortion was roughly 0.01 per cent from 1
to 100 watts, 0.28 per cent at 140 watts.

At the rated 50 watts into 8 ohms, the
distortion was less than 0.002 per cent from
50 to 3,000 Hz, rising to 0.0045 per cent at
20 Hz and 0.018 per cent at 20,000 Hz. At
lower output levels, the performance was
similar, with only slightly higher distortion
readings. The IHF intermodulation (IM)
distortion with 18- and 19 -kHz input sig-
nals was a low -87 dB at 1,000 Hz and
-88 dB at 20 kHz. The amplifier was sta-
ble with high- and low -frequency reactive
loads. The slew factor was greater than 25.

The auxiliary -input sensitivity was 21.5
millivolts (mV) for a 1 -watt output, with an
A -weighted noise level of -83.5 dB. The
phono (MM) sensitivity was 0.3 mV, with
the very low noise level of -81.1 dB. The
MC switch setting increased the sensitivity
to 11.5 microvolts, with a noise level of
-64.4 dB. The moving -magnet phono
preamplifier overloaded at very high inputs,
230 to 260 mV over the 20- to 20,000 -Hz
range. The impedance for both MM and
MC inputs was 47,000 ohms in parallel
with the indicated capacitance values of
100, 200, or 320 pF.

The tone controls had a moderate but ad-
equate range, about ± 10 dB for the bass
and ±8 dB for the treble. The bass turnover
frequency varied from less than 200 Hz to
over 400 Hz, and the treble curves were
hinged at about 3,000 Hz. The loudness
compensation boosted the low frequencies
moderately and the highs (above 10,000
Hz) only slightly as the volume setting was
reduced. The infrasonic filter reduced the
response by 2.5 dB at 20 Hz, and the 55 -Hz
EQ boost peaked at 38 to 40 Hz with an
amplitude of about 10 dB (it varied some-
what with the volume setting). The EQ cir-
cuit also attenuated the response rapidly be-
low 30 Hz (presumably to prevent amplifier

. . Oh, you're right, Walter! That new gadget makes it sound
just like I'm sitting in the concert hall listening to dumb classical music!"

overload from turntable rumble and other
infrasonic disturbances) and had little ef-
fect above 70 Hz. The phono equalization
was almost perfectly flat (0.5 dB overall
variation from 20 to 20,000 Hz) and was
not affected by cartridge inductance.

The FM -tuner sensitivity of the NAD
7150 was indeed extraordinary. The usable
sensitivity in mono was 7.8 dBf (1.3 micro-
volts, or µV). The 50 -dB quieting sensitivity
in mono was 10 dBf (1.7 µV), and in stereo
it was 31.2 dBf (20 µV). The stereo thresh-
old was 15.6 dBf (3.3 µV). The tuner noise
level at 65 dBf (1,000 µV) was -77 dB in
mono and -70.5 dB in stereo, with corre-
sponding distortion readings of 0.11 and
0.15 per cent. The IHF intermodulation dis-
tortion (IM) of the FM tuner was very good
in mono: -78 dB for the 1,000 -Hz differ-
ence component with the 14- and 15 -kHz
modulating signals we used and -66 dB for
the third -order distortion at 13 and 16 kHz.
In stereo, both distortion readings increased
substantially, to -49 and -50 dB, and
there were the usual numerous spurious IM
products throughout the audio range. (Also
as usual, none of these distortions were au-
dible or identifiable with complex musical
program material.)

The stereo frequency response of the tun-
er was virtually ruler -flat, varying only
±0.5 dB from 30 to 15,000 Hz. The chan-
nel separation was about 50 dB in the mid-
range, falling to 42 dB at 30 Hz and 45 dB
at 15,000 Hz. Other tuner performance pa-
rameters also measured very well. Although
the capture ratio (1.86 dB at 65 dBf or 1.12
dB at 45 dBf) did not quite match the tun-
er's ratings, it was certainly good, and the
70 -dB AM rejection was outstanding. The
image rejection was a very good 92 dB, and
the alternate -channel and adjacent -channel
selectivity measurements were excellent at
86 and 15 dB, respectively. The 19 -kHz pi-
lot -carrier leakage into the audio was a low
-72 dB, and the tuner hum was -66 dB.

Even the signal -strength lights are de-
signed to show meaningful differences in re-
ceived signals: the first four lights came on
at intervals of about 20 dB, from about 20
dBf (5 µV) to 82 dBf (7,000 µV); the fifth
light was only 3 dB above the fourth, at 85
dBf (10,000 µV). The AM -tuner frequency
response was unusually flat over most of its
range, varying about ±2 dB from 26 to
2,200 Hz and down 6 dB at 3,200 Hz.

 Comment. Since the Schotz PLL detec-
tor circuit is always active, its effect may
not be obvious from merely listening to the
NAD 7150 receiver. Clearly, the tuner is
far above average; indeed, there is no other
we know of that can match its overall meas-
ured performance, and everything we heard
from it in our use tests was consistent with
our laboratory findings. The SPEAKER EQ 55 -
HZ feature was one of the more useful re-
ceiver features we have encountered, since
its effect is to give a solid "bottom end"
with little or no obvious bass coloration.
Even with speakers having a good bass re-
sponse, we found it beneficial. If the speak-
ers are at all bass -shy, it is invaluable.

We did not make any measurements of
the SOFT CLIPPING circuit of the NAD 7150,
having done so with other NAD amplifiers
we have tested. For the type of listening we
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do, it offers no particular advantage, but if
you like to push an amplifier to its limits,
this could be worthwhile. The loudness
compensation was good, although we rarely
use that feature with any amplifier. In this
case, the Low LEVEL button allows the vol-
ume control to be operated at a considera-
bly higher setting than usual, which in turn
makes it possible to add a slight amount of
loudness compensation with no ill effects.

Both in the performance of its various
subsections and in its overall capabilities,
the NAD 7150 is an exceptional receiver.
You'd have to try a receiver with substan-
tially higher amplifier power (more than
double) before you'd have any possibility of
bettering the sound of this one, because the
7150's high dynamic headroom makes it
perform and sound like a unit with a much
higher power rating. The NAD 7150 re-

flects few, if any, of the usual compromises
in performance or features found in receiv-
ers, and it is difficult to imagine a combina-
tion of separate tuner and amplifier units
that could match this receiver's functional
and listening qualities, let alone surpass
them to any significant degree.

-Julian D. Hirsch

Circle 140 on reader service card

Technics SB-X700 Speaker System

AGOOD dynamic speaker driver should
have a rigid, low -mass diaphragm, or

radiating surface, and speaker designers
have tried for years to develop driver shapes
and materials that approximate a rigid -pis-
ton ideal. Rigidity is important because a
flexing driver radiating surface produces an
uneven frequency response through the ef-
fect known as "cone breakup." A low -mass
material is needed for a driver to have rea-
sonably high efficiency; a massive cone may
be satisfactory otherwise, but it requires
higher amplifier driving power.

Most dynamic drivers use cone -shaped
diaphragms (the cone shape imparts consid-
erable rigidity to a driver) molded of paper
or low -mass plastic mixtures. A few years
ago, Technics developed a "honeycomb" di-
aphragm structure that the company be-
lieves comes closer to the piston -radiator
ideal than previous designs, and it has intro-
duced a line of speaker systems whose driv-
ers employ this honeycomb construction.

The "cone" of a Technics honeycomb
driver is a flat plate shaped like the classic
circular piston. It is made of a very light

aluminum honeycomb whose "axial sym-
metry" gives it equal rigidity (resistance to
bending) in all directions. The honeycomb's
cell density increases toward the center of
the disc, concentrating the vibration nodes
(regions around which the flexing modes
pivot) near the center. This enables the
voice coil to drive the diaphragm at a vibra-
tion node, further minimizing flexing and
spurious resonances.

The honeycomb is sandwiched between
two layers of thin aluminum -foil "skin,"
forming a disc about 1/4 inch thick, with a
conventional (though relatively large -diam-
eter) voice coil bonded to its rear surface. In
other respects a Technics honeycomb driver
is much like a conventional cone speaker,
except that its extremely light, rigid dia-
phragm (about 1,000 times more rigid than
paper) is relatively free of the usual cone
breakup (resonance) effects. Also, flat-
diaphram drivers mounted in the same
plane are necessarily aligned in signal
phase; expensive crossover -network designs
or unusual cabinet shapes are therefore not
needed in order to compensate for the dif-

ferent depths of the drivers in a system.
The SB-X700 is the largest of three hon-

eycomb -driver systems Technics has intro-
duced to the American market. It is a three-
way system with a vertically aligned 12 -
inch woofer, a 3'/s -inch midrange driver,
and a 114 -inch tweeter. The two lower -fre-
quency drivers have honeycomb dia-
phragms, and the tweeter uses a flat lami-
nated -mica diaphragm radiating through a
radially slotted disc so as to improve its dis-
persion. The crossover frequencies are
1,000 and 4,000 Hz, and the woofer oper-
ates in a ported enclosure.

The Technics SB-X700, nominally an 8 -
ohm system, is rated to deliver a 90 -dB
sound -pressure level at 1 meter with an in-
put of 1 watt. It is rated to handle a drive
power of up to 180 watts of music signal.
The frequency response of the SB-X700 is
specified as 39 to 30,000 Hz "at 10 dB be-
low average level," with no explanation of
this unconventional rating.

The walnut -grain -veneered cabinet of the
SB-X700 is 263/s inches high, 15 inches
wide, and 13 inches deep, and the system
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weighs about 361/2 pounds. The black cloth
grille unsnaps to reveal the drivers and two
knobs for adjusting the levels of the mid-
range and high -frequency drivers. A ther-
mal circuit breaker with a front -panel reset
button protects the speaker against burnout
during sustained high -power operation.
Price: $250.

 Laboratory Measurements. The close-
miked woofer response of the Technics SB-
X700 showed a smooth rise with decreasing
frequency below 1,000 Hz to a maximum of
+5 dB at 75 Hz, falling off at lower fre-
quencies to -5 dB at 25 Hz. The averaged
room response was very smooth, varying
only 3 dB overall from about 1,000 to 9,000
Hz. The directivity of the tweeter was ap-
parent (but not excessive) above 10,000 Hz,
and splicing the woofer and room -response
curves yielded a composite frequency re-
sponse of +3, -4 dB from 35 to 20,000
Hz. The midrange level adjustment varied
the output between 1,000 and 4,000 Hz, re-
ducing it by as much as 10 dB at its mini-
mum setting. The tweeter -level control op-
erated above 3,000 Hz, reducing the output
by up to 25 dB above 10,000 Hz. The flat-
test response (and best sound balance) was
obtained with both level controls set at their
maximums.

The quasi-anechoic frequency -response
measurements made with our IQS 401-L
FFT analyzer confirmed the smoothness of
the SB-X700's frequency response as well
as extending our measurement range slight-
ly. The axial response at 1 meter varied ± 3

dB from 180 Hz to 23 kHz (the normal
range of the analyzer). The phase response
was very good, with a group delay falling
between 0.1 and 0.4 millisecond from 1,000
to 21,000 Hz.

The system impedance was between 5
and 8 ohms over most of the range from 30
to 15,000 Hz, reaching 30 ohms at the bass
resonance of 66 Hz and 20 ohms at 20 Hz.
The minimum of 4.3 ohms was measured at
about 2,700 Hz. The bass distortion with a
I -watt input was between 1 and 2 per cent
from 100 to 50 Hz, rising to 8.5 per cent at
35 Hz. At 10 watts input it was about 5 per
cent down to 65 Hz, reaching 15 per cent at
50 Hz. These seemingly high figures must
be interpreted in the light of the speaker's
very high sensitivity, which measured 93 dB
sound -pressure level at a 1 -meter distance
with an input of 2.83 volts (1 watt). This is
some 6 dB higher than the sensitivity of a
typical speaker system of this size; the dis-
tortion of such a typical speaker would have
to be measured with inputs of 4 and 40
watts to be compared with the performance
of the Technics SB-X700 at 1 and 10 watts
(and few such speakers would take kindly to
this abuse).

 Comment. We first heard the Technics
honeycomb speakers, then being introduced
to the Japanese market, a couple of years
ago on a visit to the company's Osaka head-
quarters. We were favorably impressed by
what we heard and looked forward to hear-
ing and testing them in a familiar environ-
ment. (Only too often we find that speakers

that sound impressive in the field fail to live
up to their promise when they finally come
to us for testing.) Although the SB-X700
probably differs slightly from the speakers
we heard in Japan, we were not at all disap-
pointed by what we heard and measured in
the lab.

To some extent, the sound of the SB-
X700 can be predicted from its measured
frequency response. Its sound was warm
and sometimes bordered on heaviness in our
rather absorbent listening/test room. The
sound was best with the speakers placed on
the floor; positioning them about 28 inches
above the floor and against a wall produced
excessive bass emphasis in our room (of
course, the results in another environment
would probably be very different). The mid-
dles and highs were smooth and uncolored;
the sound stage, at times remarkably life-
like, was located approximately in the plane
of the speakers and a couple of feet in front
of the wall. These are thoroughly listenable
and enjoyable speakers, standing up well in
comparisons with a number of far costlier
systems.

Frankly, when we heard the Japanese
version of the SB-X700, we expected that it
would be a rather expensive product when it
came to the American market. Instead, the
SB-X700 is priced very competitively with
many other good speakers in a popular price
range, and it should definitely be heard by
anyone looking for top-quality sound at rea-
sonable cost. -Julian D. Hirsch

Circle 141 on reader service card
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ADC Sound Shaper Thirty Equalizer / Analyzer

THE ADC Sound Shaper Thirty (SS -30)
is a combination of an octave -band

stereo equalizer, pink -noise generator, and
real-time spectrum analyzer. It is designed
to be plugged into the tape -monitor loop of
an amplifier or receiver. The nominal gain
of the SS -30's equalizer section is 1.0 with
its controls centered. Its input impedance is
75 kilohms, and the output impedance is
100 ohms. The SS -30 is rated to deliver a
maximum output of 10 volts rms into a I 0-
kilohm load. The frequency response is

specified as 5 Hz to 100 kHz +0.5, -1 dB.
The spectrum display has a rated accuracy
of ± 1 dB on the 10 -dB range and ± 3 dB on
the 30 -dB range. Its input sensitivity is 150
millivolts (mV) for the line inputs and 0.5
mV for the microphone input. The pink -
noise generator has an output of 150 mV.

Vertical sliders adjust the gain in each of
the ten equalizer bands (whose frequencies
correspond to those of the spectrum -ana-
lyzer section) over a range of ± 12 dB. The
sliders have positive detents at their center

and ± 6 -dB settings. The equalizer sliders
for the two stereo channels are grouped at
the left and right sides of the panel, with the
bright blue-green fluorescent spectrum -
analyzer display in the center.

Most of the operating modes of the SS -30
are set by pushbuttons along the bottom of
the panel. The equalizer (EQ) section can
be inserted into the signal path or bypassed
by one button; another button supplies ei-
ther an equalized or unequalized signal to

(Continued on page 36)
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The sleek handset can be placed up or down.

Bedside Big Mouth
Now you can reach out to the world from the comfort of your bed with this elegant new electronic clock
radio, telephone and speaker phone.

You're lying in bed. And, you are dis- ulous sound through the Hi Fide'ity speak- sound you'll enjoy for years to come.
cussing the day's events with your mate. er used for tie AM/FM radio. The sound quality shouldn't really be a
-he lights are out, you're relaxed and your AND WHAT A CLOCK RADIO surprise. You see, it's made by Unitech,
hands are at your sides. If you're impressed with this :elephone the enormous personal stereo company.

So what's so new? Well for one thing, system (I hope you are) wait till you find out In the personal stereo business, sound
your mate is out of town and the two of you about the timing conveniences and sound quality is everything. And it's backed by
are talking on the latest in hands free quality of this electronic clock radio. their standard limited warranty.
speaker phones. What's more, if the two of First the controls. The large green LED TRY THE BEDSIDE BIG MOUTH
you were in bed together, you both (or your display with high/low brightness switch, RISK FREE
whole family for that matter) could talk to is extremely easy to read. You won't have Be orepared for a shock. If you haven't
anyone on the phone simultaneously. to worry about losing the time if there's a tried any of the new electronic phones

Of course you can pick up the decorator power failure once you install the standard you're in for a pleasant surprise. And, for
designed phone handset with its long coil- 9V battery (included) for protection. that mattter if you haven't bought a new
ed cord, and talk or make calls as you You'll have fast and slow set for both the clock radio for a few years you're going to
would with your regular telephone. But regular and alarm times. And, once yourve be pleasantly surprised too.
with this new phone, you'll have all the set the alarm, you can choose to be awak- Try this all new Electronic Clock Radio
new telephone advances rolled into one. ened by your favorite radio station or an Telephone risk free in your own bedroom.

And best of all, you won't have to pay electronic chirp alarm. If you aren't quite If you aren't 100% satisfed, simply return it
the phone company's monthly rental char- ready to get up, just tap the handy snooze to DAK within 30 days for a refund.
ges for their dumb phones ever again. Just button for a few minutes of ext-a sleep. To order your all new Unitech Bedside
plug in the standard modular plug and the And since getting up is no fun. this radio Big Mouth (our name for it), Electronic
AC line cord and you're ready to go. will also help put you to sleep. A touch of AM/FM Digital Clock Radio Telephone,

You'll have universal push button dial- the sleep button will give you up to an hour with both handset and speaker phones
ing that gives you the convenience of push of your favorite radio station to relax you. risk free with your credit card, call toll free.
buttons anywhere and works on your cur- The radio will then shut itself off and wait Or send your check not for the up to
rent phone line and your own number. to perform its next programmed task. $129 to $1 59 price tag we've seen on

A last number redial key redials busy GREAT SOUND SAYS IT ALL other telephone clock radios without the
numbers with the touch of a button. And, It doesn't take many features beat the speaker phone, but send the incredibly
you'll really enjoy the delightful chirping phone company's phones. But, there are low price of just $68 ($5.50 PEtH) Order
electronic ring that won't send you into lots of regular clock radios. No. 9507. CA res add 6% tax.
shock if it sounds when you are asleep. Once you hear the sound of these fine Now you can replace the phone corn -

If you want momentary privacy from the sensitive radio receivers, you'll oe sold on pany's dumb phone and add an exciting
Person you're talking to, a mute key lets the sound as well as the phones. elega -it clock radio with fabulous sound to
you have it. It's like electronically putting This FM radio really pulls in the stations. turn your bedroom into an entertainment
your hand over the mouthpiece. And the full range speaker has a very and communications center.

The sound quality is nothing short of pleasing and full rich sound.
ncredible. An electret condenser mike Of course, with the touch of a switch you
ets you be heard loud and clear at the can also tune in your favorite AM stations
other end, whether you're using the hand- too. You car keep up with the latest news
set or the hands free speaker phone. or your choice of music on AM

When you use the handset, you hear the This all new electronic clock radio tele-
other person through a high quality trans- phone brings a really elegant Icok to your
ducer like you'd find in fine headphones. bedroom, office, den or kitchen What you
With the speaker phone, you'll hear fab- can't see it our pictures is the elegant

INDUSTRIES INCORPORATED
DAK
TOLL -FREE 1-800-423-2636

f busy, after hours, on weekends or in CA
CALL TOLL -FREE . . . 1-800-228-1234
10845 Vanowen St., N. Hollywood CA 91605
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the tape-recording output jacks in the rear
of the unit (replacing the functions of the
tape jacks in the amplifier to which the SS -
30 is connected). In the EQ mode, red
LED's in each of the slider handles are lit.
The SS -30 is supplied with a battery -pow-
ered electret microphone that plugs into a
front -panel jack for equalizing (or analyz-
ing) the response of the speakers and room.
The omnidirectional microphone has a

"compensated" frequency response of 50 to
13,000 Hz. A button connects either the
line or microphone signal to the spectrum -
analyzer input, and another inserts a SUB-
SONIC FILTER into the signal path, cutting
off signals below 15 Hz at an I8 -dB -per -
octave rate.

A pair of buttons below the analyzer dis-
play switches the analyzer circuits to moni-
tor either the left- or right -channel signal
(from the line source) or the sum of both
channels when both buttons are engaged.
Since the microphone supplies only a mono
signal, the analyzer automatically operates
in the mono mode during acoustic analysis.
A button supplies the internally generated
pink -noise signal (a hissing random noise
that has equal energy in each frequency oc-
tave) to the amplifier via the line outputs,
replacing the regular program. This is used
for equalizing a room or speaker response.
Pressing the PEAK HOLD button retains the
instantaneous display readings for at least
20 seconds as an aid to monitoring levels
with transient program material.

The spectrum -analyzer display, measur-
ing approximately 11/4 x 21/2 inches, con-
tains eleven vertical columns of LED seg-
ments. The length of each illuminated col-
umn is proportional to the signal energy in
its corresponding frequency band. The
bands' center frequencies are 31, 62, 125,
250, and 500 Hz and 1, 2, 4, 8, and 16 kHz,
matching those of the equalizer section (the
rightmost display column shows the average
level over the entire frequency range).

The column height is divided into ten
equal intervals, with full-scale ranges of 10,
20, or 30 dB set by a rotary switch on the
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front panel. Thus, each vertical division cor-
responds to a level change of 1, 2, or 3 dB.
Another knob provides continuous adjust-
ment of the input sensitivity of the analyzer.
Two small knob switches control the tape
functions of the SS -30. One cross -connects
two tape decks for dubbing from either ma-
chine to the other, and the second knob con-
nects either the source signal or the pay-
back output of either deck to the inputs of
the SS -30 circuits. The final front -panel
control is a pushbutton power switch. The
rear apron of the SS -30 contains only the
various signal (and tape) input and output
jacks and a single unswitched a.c. outlet.

The ADC SS -30 is finished in black with
contrasting light-colored panel markings. It
measures 167/8 inches wide, 83/8 inches deep,
and 41/2 inches high and weighs about 101/2
pounds. The battery -powered microphone is
fitted with an integral cable, about 18 feet
long, and a standard 1/4 -inch phone plug.
Price: $400.

 Laboratory Measurements. The individ-
ual octave -band equalizer sections had the
specified responses. Their maximum adjust-
ment range was between ± 14.5 and 16 dB,
and the center frequencies were very close
to the indicated values. Driving a standard

"14rt-',""
"No, officer, I wasn't dimming my headlights to signal you.

My car stereo has a 700 -watt amplifier, and when the music hits
peaks, it drains the juice from the electrical system."

10K 20K

IHF load of 10 kilohms in parallel with
1,000 picofarads, the SS -30's 1,000 -Hz out-
put clipped at II volts with a gain of 0.95
(approximately -0.5 dB).

The SUBSONIC FILTER lowered the fre-
quency responses of the unit by only 0.5 dB
at 20 Hz and by 33 dB at our lower meas-
urement limit of 5 Hz. The harmonic distor-
tion at a 1 -volt output was 0.0025 per cent,
increasing to a still negligible 0.045 per cent
at 5 volts. The unweighted noise level of the
SS -30 was unmeasurable, being less than
our measurement limit of 100 microvolts
( -80 dB referred to I volt). The pink -noise
generator's output level was 150 millivolts,
as rated.

 Comment. We used the ADC SS -30
with a couple of different music systems to
equalize the room and speaker response at
the listening position. The process is uncom-
plicated, although the inevitable interaction
between adjacent (or even alternate) sliders
may require several repetitions of the ad-
justment in some parts of the frequency
range. (We actually ran out of adjustment
range at low frequencies because of a siz-
able room resonance.) The result was simi-
lar to what we have achieved with previous
efforts at room equalization. The instruc-
tion manual for the SS -30 does point out
that a flat response at the listening position
usually sounds too bright and suggests a
slight rolloff in the highest (16 -kHz) band.
This conforms to our experience. If the final
equalization is done by ear, using the pink
noise only for the initial adjustments, the
result is most likely to be pleasing.

The analyzer display is both interesting
and informative to watch, if for no other
reason than its clear indication of the con-
centration of music energy in the midrange
and the minuscule levels to be found in the
upper octaves with most program material.
The ADC Sound Shaper Thirty is a versa-
tile and useful adjunct to a well-equipped
stereo music system. While it is possible to
buy a "plain" equalizer for less money, the
convenience of the SS -30's built-in spec-
trum analyzer and pink -noise generator is
undeniable. When used with care and intel-
ligence, this instrument should make a good
home music system sound even better.

-Julian D. Hirsch

Circle 142 on reader service card

(Continued on page 38)
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Crown Power Line 3 Power Amplifier

O

HE Crown Power Line 3 basic powerT amplifier is rated to deliver 90 watts
per channel into 8 -ohm loads from 20 to
20,000 Hz with no more than 0.05 per cent
distortion, or 140 watts into 4 -ohm loads
with no more than 0.1 per cent distortion.
Like the other Power Line amplifiers, it fea-
tures Crown's proprietary Multi -Mode cir-
cuit, which continuously varies the operat-
ing mode of the amplifier between class A
and class B according to the instantaneous
signal output it is called upon to deliver.
The purpose of the Multi -Mode system is to
provide the lowest possible distortion at all
signal levels together with maximum over-
all circuit efficiency.

Unlike the variable -mode (or variable -
class) circuits used in some other ampli-
fiers, which affect only the output stage, the
Multi -Mode circuits control the operating
conditions of the three highest -level ampli-
fication stages (pre -driver, driver, and out-
put). At low output -power levels (up to 20
milliwatts) all three stages operate in class -
A mode, which is inherently completely free
of crossover distortion as well as being the
most nearly linear amplification mode.
Crown points out that with ordinary music
program material the amplifier actually op-
erates in this mode most of the time. As the
instantaneous power of the signal waveform
rises above 20 milliwatts, the output transis-
tors change to class -B operation, the high-
est -efficiency mode of a linear audio ampli-
fier. Since the drivers and pre -drivers con-
tinue to operate in class A, Crown calls this
the "Class A plus B" mode.

Finally, at the highest power levels, the
driver and pre -driver stages change to class -
AB operation so that they can drive the out-
put transistors (operating in class B) to
their full power output (a class -B amplifier
requires actual driving power, instead of
only a voltage or current input, in order to
develop its full output). Crown refers to this
as the "Class AB plus B" mode. These three
basic operating conditions of the Multi -
Mode circuit vary more or less continuously
throughout the signal waveform and are
separately determined for the positive and
negative portions of the waveform cycle.

1 he Power Line 3 is protected against
overdrive or improper load conditions by
several internal systems. A fast -acting lim-
iter instantaneously holds the output power
to a maximum safe value in the event of an
output short or undesirably low load imped-
ance. According to Crown, this circuit pro-
duces a muffled snapping sound when it op-
erates, but it will not be activated if the load
impedance is 4 ohms or higher. Since the
Power Line 3 is completely direct -coupled
from its input jacks to the speaker outputs,
the speakers are protected with a low -fre-
quency interrupt circuit that places the am-
plifier in a stand-by mode if it senses more
than 10 millivolts of direct current at the
output. Each channel has its own thermal
protection system, which also places the
amplifier in stand-by mode until it has
cooled to a safe temperature. Finally, an
a.c.-line fuse protects the entire amplifier
against a catastrophic internal failure. The
very comprehensive manual for the Power
Line 3 provides recommendations for fusing
the speaker lines externally.

The Crown Power Line 3's front panel
has a silver -colored satin finish with match-
ing handles and knobs. The chassis and
large heat -sink fins that extend to the rear
are finished in flat black. The front panel
contains a pushbutton power switch, two in-
put -level knobs with thirty detented set-
tings, and a headphone jack. Two groups of
colored LED's between the knobs, desig-
nated a "Frequency Analyzing Display,"
show the approximate frequency content of
the program (for each channel, yellow,
green, and red lights, respectively, come on
for low-, medium-, and high -frequency sig-
nals). Above the display are two red lights
marked loc (input/output comparator).
The Power Line 3 has circuits that con-
stantly compare the input and output wave-
forms, and any difference between them
causes the corresponding channel's ioc light
to flash. This is a very sensitive type of clip-
ping indicator whose warning signal pre-
cedes any audible distortion.

On the rear of the Crown Power
Line 3 are two pairs of five -way binding
posts for the speaker outputs and a slide

switch that connects the amplifier for
bridged mono operation. In the mono mode,
the power ratings and recommended load
impedances are doubled (to 180 and 280
watts and 16 and 8 ohms), the signal is con-
nected to the left input, and the speaker is
connected to the two "hot" output termi-
nals. The two phono-input jacks and the line
fuse complete the rear -apron features.

The Crown Power Line 3 is 19 inches
wide, 101/8 inches deep, and 514 inches high
(the handles extend 23/8 inches in front of
the panel). It weighs about 25 pounds.
Price: $949.

 Laboratory Measurements. Following
its preconditioning period, the exterior of
the Crown Power Line 3's chassis (and es-
pecially its heat -sink fins) was very hot to
the touch, although no part of it became
more than faintly warm to the touch after
hours of normal listening operation. The
1,000 -Hz output clipped at 104 watts per
channel into 8 ohms, 169 watts into 4 ohms,
and 53 watts into 2 ohms. The clipping
headroom was approximately 0.63 dB for 8
ohms and 0.82 dB for 4 ohms. With the 20 -
millisecond burst signals of the dynamic -
power test, the maximum output was 124,
191, and 51.2 watts, respectively, for loads
of 8, 4, and 2 ohms. The dynamic headroom
was 1.4 dB for 8 ohms and 1.35 dB for 4
ohms.

With both channels driving 8 -ohm loads
at 1,000 Hz, the harmonic distortion was
less than 0.002 per cent from below 1 watt
to beyond the 90 -watt rated output of the
amplifier. With 4 -ohm loads it was typi-
cally about 0.002 per cent up to 100 watts,
rising to 0.0035 per cent at 150 watts and
0.0047 per cent at 160 watts. Distortion
measurements could not be made over the
full range of power outputs with 2 -ohm
loads because of the operation of the protec-
tive system at higher power levels, but the
distortion was in the range of 0.003 to 0.005
per cent up to at least 10 watts output.

At the rated 90 -watt output into 8 -ohm
loads, the distortion was about 0.002 to
0.003 per cent in the midrange, rising below
100 Hz and above 4,000 Hz to maximum
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readings of 0.09 percent at 20 Hz and 0.02
per cent at 20,000 Hz. At half -power and
one -tenth power the distortion was very
nearly the same as at full power. The IHF
intermodulation (IM) distortion was meas-
ured with 18- and I9 -kHz input signals at a
peak output equal to that of a 90 -watt sine -
wave signal. The second -order distortion at
1,000 Hz was not detectable (it was less
than -96 dB), and the third -order compo-
nent at 17 kHz was -92 dB relative to 90
watts. The amplifier's slew factor was 3.2,
with the full -power waveform changing
from sinusoidal to triangular at about 65
kHz. The Power Line 3 was stable with
reactive simulated speaker loads and with a
standard IHF reactive load.

The amplifier's sensitivity for a 1 -watt
reference output was 0.135 volts, and the
A -weighted noise level was below our meas-
urement limit of -90 dB referred to 1 watt.
The frequency response was flat down to 5
Hz (our lower measurement limit) and
down by 0.1 dB at 20,000 Hz and 3 dB at
160 kHz. The Frequency Analyzing Dis-
play operated with an output as small as 1.5
milliwatts, making it visible under all nor-
mal listening conditions. The Low light was
on for frequencies between 5 and 180 Hz,
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the MED light was on from 180 to 2,500 Hz,
and the HIGH light was on for frequencies
higher than 1,700 Hz.

 Comment. Obviously Crown's engineers
have devoted considerable effort and inge-
nuity to their Multi -Mode circuit design,
and we do not doubt that it works as de-
scribed. In our listening tests, repeated A/B
comparisons between the Power Line 3 and
two other, more powerful amplifiers failed
to reveal any audible differences, which did
not surprise us in view of the three units'
almost identical measured performance
(except for output power).

The Power Line 3 is an absolutely first-
rate product, solidly built and attractively
styled. From its nominal 90 -watt rating it
might seem to be a relative lightweight
(middleweight?) in terms of output power,
but it is well equipped to hold its own
against almost any amplifier on the market.
And with the many speakers whose actual
impedance falls to 4 or 5 ohms at some fre-
quencies, the Power Line 3 begins to show
some of its true mettle. Touching the ex-
posed metal surface of the amplifier during
and after an extended period of operation
gives convincing evidence of its high effec-

tive operating efficiency; very few compo-
nents we have tested-let alone high-pow-
ered amplifiers-run as cool as this one.

The ioc indicators are a truly useful fea-
ture since they give an extremely accurate
indication of the onset of clipping. If they
are not lit, the amplifier is not distorting,
period. This is in sharp contrast to the
"power" displays featured on many receiv-
ers and other amplifiers, whose true func-
tion seems to be merely cosmetic. On the
other hand, we were unable to figure out
any really useful purpose for the Frequency
Analyzing Display other than to provide a
mild form of visual entertainment.

The Crown Power Line 3 is a rather ex-
pensive amplifier, and buyers of products in
its price range are usually looking for spe-
cial qualities beyond mere low -distortion
amplification. Crown's products in general
stand apart from the mass of consumer au-
dio components by virtue of their design
features, ruggedness, and distinctive ap-
pearance. The Power Line 3 obviously be-
longs in the Crown family. Its design, func-
tion, and performance all reflect the compa-
ny's long tradition. -Julian D. Hirsch

Circle 143 on reader service card

Bang & Olufsen
MMC 2

Phono Cartridge

THE Bang & Olufsen MMC 2 phono car-
tridge, one of a new series from the

Danish manufacturer, represents a further
refinement of the "Moving Micro -Cross"
design that has long been a feature of B&O
cartridges (it predates stereo by several
years). The MMC 2 is a moving -iron car-

tridge in which the flux from a fixed mag-
net is divided between four pole pieces in
accordance with the motion of a tiny X-
shaped magnetic armature. The signal volt-
ages are generated in two pairs of push-pull
coils surrounding the pole pieces.

This basic construction is essentially sim-

ilar to that of other B&O cartridges. The
special properties of the MMC 2 derive
from the materials and processes used to re-
duce its effective tip mass and total weight.
The stylus is a line -contact diamond (a
derivative of the Pramanik stylus shape in-
troduced by B&O some years ago for play -
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In the graph at left, the upper curve represents the frequency re-
sponse of the cartridge. The distance (measured in decibels) be-
tween it and the lower curve is the average separation between
the two channels (anything above 15 dB is adequate). The inset
oscilloscope photo shows the cartridge's response to a recorded
1,000 -Hz square wave, which indicates resonances and overall
frequency response (see text). At right is the cartridge's response

ing CD -4 quadraphonic records) whose
shank, only 0.12 millimeter square, is nude -
mounted on a single -crystal sapphire tube
cantilever. The pivoted end of the cantilever
moves a miniaturized Micro -Cross arma-
ture, whose small size also contributes to
the very low effective tip mass, specified as
0.3 milligram.

The low overall weight of each of the new
MMC series cartridges, as well as their
small size, has been achieved by using a
powerful samarium -cobalt magnet. The
cartridge body is a tiny tapered rectangular
tube whose four integral pins plug into a
special mount that can be installed in any
standard tone arm with 1/2 -inch mounting
centers. The cartridge body weighs only 1.6
grams, and the combined weight of the
MMC 2 cartridge and its mounting bracket
is only 4.6 grams (about 2 grams lighter
than most other magnetic cartridges). An
additional weight is supplied to increase the
total weight to 6.3 grams for use in arms
that cannot be balanced at the lower
weight.

The MMC 2 is fitted with an integral
hinged stylus guard to protect the stylus
during installation or removal of the car-
tridge. The stylus assembly is not replace-
able by the user, but it is actually easier to
insert or remove the cartridge body from its
mount than it is to install most replacement
styli. A small stylus -cleaning brush is fur-
nished with the cartridge.

The B&O MMC 2 is designed to use a
I -gram vertical tracking force and is rated
to deliver an output of at least 2.12 milli-
volts for a recorded velocity of 3.54 cm/sec.
The channel levels are matched within 1.5
dB. The rated frequency response is 20 to
20,000 Hz ± 1.5 dB, with a channel separa-
tion of at least 25 dB at 1,000 Hz and 20 dB
or better over the full 50- to 15,000 -Hz
range. Each cartridge is supplied with a
computer printout of its output voltage, bal-
ance, separation, tracking ability, and 20 -
kHz output level. The MMC 2 does not
have critical loading requirements, and a
resistive load of at least 47,000 ohms,
shunted by no more than 400 picofarads of
capacitance, is satisfactory.
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to the intermodulation-distortion (lM) and 10.8 -kHz tone -burst test
bands of the TTR-102 and TTR-103 test records. These high veloc-
ities provide a severe test of a phono cartridge's performance.
The intermodulation-distortion readings for any given cartridge can
vary widely, depending on the particular test record used. The ac-
tual distortion figure measured is not as important as the maximum
velocity tracked before a sudden increase in distortion occurs.

The MMC series currently includes five
models, from the MMC 1 to the MMC 5,
having identical dimensional and electrical
specifications but differing in their stylus -
tip shapes and compliance specifications,
and therefore in their overall frequency -re-
sponse uniformity. The price of the B&O
MMC 2 is $290.

 Laboratory Measurements. We used the
B&O MMC 2 in the low -mass tone arm of
a Dual 74IQ record player. Initial response
measurements with different load capaci-
tances showed a negligible difference (less
than I dB) for load values between 200 and
435 picofarads, and the lower value was
used for subsequent tests. The frequency re-
sponse with the CBS STR 100 test record
showed a gentle drop above 500 Hz to about
-2 or -3 dB from 5,000 to 16,000 Hz.
The output rose slightly at 20,000 Hz, re-
sulting in an overall response variation of 3
dB over the 40- to 20,000 -Hz range of the
test record. The average channel separation
was measured as 20 to 25 dB in the mid-
range, 28 to 30 dB at 10,000 Hz, and 15 dB
at 20,000 Hz.

As expected, other test records yielded
different frequency -response curves. The
best was obtained with the JVC 1007,
which produced a response flat within ±0.5
dB from 1,000 to 20,000 Hz. The B&K
2009 record, on the other hand, showed a
rising response above 7,000 Hz. The
square -wave response with the CBS STR
112 test record was excellent, with a single
damped overshoot and very low-level ring-
ing visible on the square -wave output. The
cartridge's output was 2.85 millivolts, with
a 0.9 -dB channel imbalance. In the Dual
arm, the total effective mass of the arm and
cartridge was 14 grams, and the low -fre-
quency resonance was about 8 to 9 Hz. The
vertical tracking angle was measured as 24
degrees.

At its rated 1 -gram tracking force, the
MMC 2 tracked our high-level low- and
middle -frequency records easily, and it was
able to play the 80 -micrometer level of the
German HiFi:2 record. Its intermodulation
distortion with the Shure TTR-102 test rec-

ord rose smoothly from less than 1 per cent
at 7 cm/sec to 6 per cent at 27 cm/sec. At
no time was any obvious mistracking visible
on the output waveform. High -frequency
tracking, measured with the 10.8 -kHz tone
bursts of the Shure TTR-103 test record,
was also very good, as evidenced by a vir-
tually constant (and very low) distortion of
about 0.8 per cent over the 15- to 30-cm/sec
range of the record.

 Comment. The subjective tracking per-
formance of the B&O MMC 2 lived up to
the promise of its bench tests. The Shure
ERA IV "Audio Obstacle Course" record
could be played without audible distortion
except at the highest level of the flute sec-
tion, and the ERA V record was tracked
successfully at all levels. The sound charac-
ter of this cartridge was much like that of
earlier B&O cartridges we have used. Com-
pared with some other cartridges having ex-
aggerated high -frequency response, this one
might seem unexciting, but we would prefer
to describe its sound as "neutral." Its fre-
quency response is undeniably smooth (the
actual output variation, as our tests show, is
largely a function of the particular test rec-
ord used for the measurement).

Installing the MMC 2 is very easy since
the mounting bracket is installed without
the cartridge, eliminating any risk to the
delicate stylus. One must be careful to seat
the cartridge firmly in its socket, however,
since we noted a tendency (on our test sam-
ple, at least) for the cartridge to work loose
from the socket, especially when its stylus
was being brushed free of dust or lint. The
open design of the stylus protector enables
the entire stylus assembly to be seen when
cueing the pickup or playing a record, a fea-
ture we greatly appreciated.

The B&O MMC 2 impresses us as being
a logical evolutionary development, almost
certainly better in its record -playing per-
formance than its predecessors and with its
bulk and weight trimmed substantially to
match the capabilities and requirements of
modern tone arms. -Julian D. Hirsch

Circle 144 on reader service card
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HOW WE PROVED
THE TOP NAMES
CASSETTE DECKS
AREN'T ON TOP

A frequency response out to at least
20kHz is necessary to accurately tepru-

duce sounds within the audible spectrum. shaded area represents accuracy to 3d(3.

e
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Frequency response is the single most important
measurement of musical quality in cassette decks.
The wider and flatter the response curve, the better
the equipment sounds.

We were so confident that our decks would out-
perform the competition, that we challenged owners
of other cassette decks to bring them in to their
Hannan Kardon dealers and test their frequency
response against our CD401's.

Our test procedure was very simple: 1) Any cas-
sette deck including those costing up to twice as
much as our CD401 were eligible; 2) We cleaned and
demagnetized the heads of the competing decks to
assure fairness and maximum performance; 3) The
testing was done by HK's independent manufactur-
er's representatives; 4) The CD401 to be tested was
chosen at random ft urn dealer stock and received no
special adjustments.

The test results: Over 3000 consumers accepted
the challenge, and in 98% of the cases, the CD401
had a wider, smoother frequency response than any
other deck tested.

Here's another outcome which may surprise you
even more. In comparing the test results from com-
petitive decks to the performance available from our
entire line, we found that all of our decks, from the
CD91 at $260* to our CD401 at $750' delivered a
superior frequency response performance than did
decks costing twice as much or more.

Of course, numbers don't tell the whole story.
So now that you've seen our specs, you owe it to
yourself to hear our decks.

17 hannan/kardon

CD 401
For the Hannan Kardon dealer nearest you call toll free 1-(800) 528-6050 ext. 870 or write, Harman
Kardon, 240 Crossways Park West, Woodbury, NY 11797. In Canada, Gould Marketing, Quebec

'Manufacturer's suggested price.
ULTRAWIDEBAND
CASSETTE DECK



Tangential -tracking
turntables have been
made by Bang &
Olufsen for more than
a decade. Shown here
is a view of the
Beogram 8000

CHOOSING
A TURNTABLE

By Alan Lofft
PPEAR NNCES can be deceptive.

What looks like a simple enough
task-rotating a disc platter at

a constant speed with a support system
that allows a phono cartridge unre-
stricted movement in tracking the in-
wardly spiraling record groove-on
close examination turns out to be

fraught with considerable technical
problems, many of them inherent in the
analog system of sound storage devised
by Edison and Berliner. And with the
shadow of the digital Philips/Son),

Compact Disc looming on the horizon,
discussion of the traditional turntable
concerns-flutter, rumble, tone -arm
geometry, and so forth-might seem
oddly out of touch. After all, what rele-
vance does talk of drive -system accura-
cy, lateral tracking error, or mechani-
cal isolation have when the Compact
Disc may relegate these subjects to the
back shelf of audio history?

Inelegant or not, the grooved analog
disc is still the world standard, and it
will remain so for at least the next few
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years. Industry pundits now envisage
the transition from all -analog to all -
digital record production as taking as
long as the move from mono to stereo:
perhaps ten years. Even if you decide to
purchase a CD player in the near or dis-
tant future, you're still going to need an
analog turntable to play all those treas-
ured discs in your collection that-for
economic, musical, or technical rea-
sons-are unlikely ever to be reissued
in the digital CD format.

So the old concerns of turntable
buyers are still valid. And this year,
technical innovation and competition
for the audio dollar have combined to
offer better performance and more re-
fined (and useful) convenience features
for less money than before. Two years
ago, who would have believed that an
automatic direct -drive turntable with
tangential -tracking tone arm and mi-
croprocessor control would be available
for only $200?

But as good engineering reduces
some of the old analog -disc vexations
(rumble, for example) to (mostly) inau-
dible levels, other turntable parame-
ters-effective mass of the tone arm,
mechanical isolation, flutter, tone -arm
geometry-take on greater practical
significance. In addition to perform-
ance aspects, today's turntable buyer
must also consider pivoted vs. tangen-
tial -tracking tone arms, direct vs. belt
drive, "servo controlled" tone arms, and
at least four levels of automation.

Turntable Drive Systems
Any turntable drive system must ro-

tate the platter on which the disc sits at
a specific, constant speed, free of any
rapid speed irregularities (flutter),
slower speed variations (wow), or long-
term instabilities (drift). Vibrations
and noise from the turntable's motor
must not reach the platter, where they
will be detected by the cartridge and re-
produced as a low -frequency rumbling
noise along with the music. Any of
these problems, if sufficiently severe,
will have unpleasant audible conse-
quences on music reproduction.

Perhaps the simplest means of
achieving all these goals is the belt -
drive system. A motor attached to the
turntable base, spinning at about 300
rpm, drives a relatively heavy platter by
means of a flexible rubber belt or band.
The rubber belt prevents most of the
motor vibration from reaching the plat-

ter, and the mometum of the platter
overcomes any small speed fluctuations
caused by motor -speed irregularities or
belt slippage. In the simplest models,
the motor is an a.c. type whose speed is
regulated by the a.c. line frequency
(which is held very steady); hence the
term "a.c. synchronous" is used to de-
scribe this type of turntable motor.

An outstanding virtue of synchronous
belt -drive design is its simplicity. It can
be found in inexpensive turntables from
JVC, NAD, Marantz, Fisher, and oth-
ers, as well as in moderate -to -expensive
models from Europe (Thorens, Dual)
and the United Kingdom (Linn, Mis-
sion, STD, Ariston, Systemdek, Mi-
chell). The difference between less cost-
ly and more expensive models is mainly
a function of platter weight as we] as
sophistication of the suspension/vibra-
tion-isolation system and the tone arm.

Rather than relying on just the fly -

THIS MONTH'S COVER: The Pioneer
PL -7 featured on the front cover of
this issue is a fully automatic, direct -
drive turntable with quartz-PLL speed
control. It has a straight, statically
balanced Polymer Graphite tone arm.
Price: $200.

wheel effect of a heavy platter to
smooth out momentary speed fluctua-
tions, many belt -drive models (Pioneer,
Harman Kardon, Dual, Thorens, and
Technics, for example) incorporate a
method of speed regulation called servo
control. This system compares the
speed of the motor (or revolving plat-
ter) to an internally generated, fixed
reference frequency (or voltage) and
supplies instantaneous correction when
any speed discrepancies are detected.
Servo -controlled systems usually pro-
duce less flutter than a.c. synchronous
drives, and they also allow for electron-
ic, rather than mechanical, speed
change as well as vernier adjustment of
the playback speed (pitch control).

A further refinement of servo control
is possible through the addition of a
phase -locked loop (PLL), perhaps in
conjunction with a quartz -crystal oscil-
lator. These features do appear on belt -
drive models, but very rarely; they are

mostly associated with direct drive, the
drive system that virtually dominates
the turntable market for models priced
between $150 and $500. With direct
drive, the platter rests directly on the
shaft of a low -speed (331/3- or 45 -rpm)
motor. This would seem to encourage
the transfer of vibration directly to the
platter, but the very slow rotation of the
motor places most, but not necessarily
all, of the rumble frequencies in the in-
frasonic region, below audibility. Since
the platter and motor can be considered
an integral unit, the servo control of a
direct -drive turntable reacts very
quickly to minute speed fluctuations,
enabling direct -drive models, as a class,
to achieve somewhat lower flutter fig-
ures than belt -drive systems.

Although many direct -drive and belt -
drive turntables produce essentially
inaudible amounts of rumble, the exact
distribution of rumble frequencies dif-
fers from one model to another, and
sometimes the rumble can reach audi-
ble levels at audible frequencies. Rath-
er than trust the somewhat confusing
state of rumble specifications and
measurements, do an in-store test:
while playing music, set the volume
control to a level that is as loud as
you're ever likely to want for listening,
make sure the system's tone controls
are set "flat," and then play the "silent
grooves" between cuts on an LP
through speakers with good bass re-
sponse. (Do not play the lead-in groove
for this evaluation since it is usually
filled with built-in rumble.) All you
should hear is the groove "swish"; if
you hear any low -frequency rumbling,
try another turntable. Use the same
record for all the tests, since the built-in
rumble from the pressing and record -
cutting lathe can vary from one disc to
another. (Variations in perceived rum-
ble can also be caused by tone -arm/
cartridge problems; see below.)

The Tone Arm
An ideal tone arm would suspend and

maintain the phono cartridge in perfect
alignment to the record groove, allow-
ing the cartridge and stylus to follow
the groove inward with no lateral resist-
ance to its movement across the record.
This utopian tone arm would also per-
mit the cartridge to negotiate large
record warps or other disc -surface rip-
ples without causing violent oscillations
of the cartridge/tone-arm combination
and without disturbing the orientation
of the stylus to the groove. In practice,
these ideals are somewhat compro-
mised, regardless of whether the arm
moves in a straight line (called a linear -
tracking or tangential -tracking arm) or
describes an arc across the surface of
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the disc (a pivoted arm), as shown in
Figure 1. But with careful tone -arm de-
sign-and exacting accuracy in car-
tridge installation-either type of arm
is capable of extremely accurate recov-
ery of musical information from the
record groove.

When a master disc is "cut," the cut-
ting head and stylus move on a straight,
radial rail from the outside edge to the
inner portion of the disc. Tangential -
tracking tone arms essentially attempt
to duplicate this movement with the
playback cartridge and stylus. The ap-
proach, in theory at least, is supposed to
create the least difference between the
cutting- and playback -stylus alignments
and hence the least amount of distor-
tion in playback. Therein lies the ap-
peal of the linear -tracking arm. But,
with few exceptions, radial arms do de-
viate from perfect tangential alignment
to the record groove. A record groove is
not an equally spaced spiral; if it were,
then it would be a simple matter to pro-
pel a tangential arm smoothly across
the disc at a constant speed. Since the
groove spacing varies, the arm's hori-
zontal speed must also vary. This is ac-
complished by letting the spiraling
groove itself pull a linear -tracking arm
slightly away from perfect tangency;
the servo system controlling horizontal
arm movements senses such deviations
and uses them to vary at
which the arm moves across the disc.

The deviation from tangency required
to get the arm in a linear -tracking turn-
table moving either inward or outward
can typically be 0.5 degree.

The traditional pivoted tone arm, an-
chored at one end to a corner of the
turntable, swings in an arc across the
disc, producing a varying inherent de-
gree of error in the angle of the car-
tridge to the groove. By offsetting the
angle of the cartridge/headshell assem-
bly relative to the arm shaft (or by us-
ing an S- or J -shaped arm) and by care-
fully choosing the angle of offset in re-
lation to the arm's length and position,
the tracking -angle error (and any dis-
tortion due to that error) can be re-
duced to zero at two points on the disc.
At all other points, the errors of a piv-
oted arm can be reduced to levels (typ-
ically 2 to 3 degrees) that are audibly
insignificant and measure only slightly
greater than those of a tangential -
tracking tone arm.

All of this, however, assumes correct
tone -arm design and perfect cartridge
alignment in the tone arm, two things
not always achieved in either type of
tone arm. There are numerous exam-
ples of pivoted arms with incorrect con-
figurations, and even the most meticu-
lous audiophile is unlikely to mount a
cartridge in a pivoted or tangential arm
with an accuracy greater than ± 0.5 de-
gree in angle or less than 1 millimeter
in position. As Peter Mitchell, president

r

A linear -tracking arm allows the stylus to
be in nearly perfect tangency to the record

grooves at all points in its path.

Figure 1. The theoretical advantage of a linear -tracking turntable
(left), also called tangential -tracking or straight -line -tracking,
over one with a conventional pivoted tone arm (right). A straight
pivoted tone arm with an offset headshell (or an S- or J -shaped
arm with no headshell offset) will hold the cartridge exactly tan-
gent to the record groove at only two points. (The positions of
these points vary according to the degree of offset; a straight
arm whose headshell has no offset will be tangent at only one
point.) At other points on the record, the cartridge may have a

of the Boston Audio Society, has con-
vincingly pointed out, these practical
factors combine to cancel any theoreti-
cal superiority due to tangency accura-
cy of a linear -tracking tone arm over a
pivoted one. An alignment -protractor
accessory can help the buyer of a piv-
oted -arm turntable to achieve correct
tone -arm geometry and to reduce
tracking -angle error.

Technics' introduction of "P -mount"
plug-in cartridges for both its linear -
tracking and pivoted -arm turntables ef-
fectively removes the possibility of
alignment or positioning errors in car-
tridge installation. The P -mount system
replaces the headshell and cartridge -
mounting hardware with a simple re-
ceptacle that the cartridge plugs into,
thus forming a positive, mechanical in-
terlock between cartridge and tone
arm. The system is being adopted by
other manufacturers, and P -mount car-
tridges are now available from several
of then-, freeing the less nimble -fin-
gered turntable buyer from the tedious
and exacting task of cartridge installa-
tion as well as ensuring a high degree of
alignment accuracy (assuming, of
course, that the manufacturer has cal-
cLlated the arm geometry correctly be-
forehand). Manufacturers are also be-
ginning to pay attention to the prob-
lems of installation and alignment for
convent:onal cartridges. Shure's V15
Type V cartridge comes with its own

A pivoted arm with an
offset head3hell will have

zero tracking error at two points (indicated
by arrows) anJ a mar.imum of 2 to 3 degrees

of error at other points on the record.

tracking -angle error of up to 2 or 3 degrees. A linear -tracking
arm's headshell is theoretically tangent to the record groove at
all points; in practice, the amount of tracking -angle error is de-
pendent on the electromechanical accuracy of the servo -control
system. It is usually 0.5 degree or less. A linear -tracking arm also
requires no antiskating correction. However, a possible disadvan-
tage is that linear -tracking machines are inherently more compli-
cated mechanically than pivoted -arm turntables. Most use photo -
optical arm -displacement sensors to control the servomotors.
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(
special alignment tools, for example,
and other cartridges come premounted
in headshells.

One definite advantage that linear -
tracking tone arms do have relates to
skating force. Since the frictional drag
of the record groove is always along the
longitudinal axis of a tangential -track-
ing arm, the downward pressure of the
stylus on both groove walls is identical,
as it should be. In a pivoted arm, how-
ever, the geometry of the tone arm and
the groove friction combine to create a
force that tends to pull the stylus to-
ward the center of the record (it
"skates" inward), so that there is more
pressure on the inner groove wall than
on the outer one. If not compensated
for, this pressure differential can pro-
duce uneven record wear and distortion
due to mistracking (since the outer
groove wall may be traced with too lit-
tle tracking force). Most pivoted -arm
turntables therefore have antiskating
mechanisms that apply a compensating
outward push to oppose the skating
force. (The mechanism may be a
spring, a hanging weight, or a magnet-
ic -repulsion system.)

No antiskating system can ever be set
perfectly, however, since the amount of
antiskating force required at each mo-
ment varies with the level of groove
modulation, the modulation frequen-
cies, the distance of the cartridge from
the center of the disc, the stylus shape,
and the composition of the disc materi-
al. In contrast, a linear -tracking tone
arm generates no skating force, so it re-
quires no antiskating force. In this re-
spect it is ideal, though superiority due
to a banishment of skating force, by any
means, is difficult to hear at best and is
usually inaudible.

The friction of a tone arm's bearings
(rather than their type-ball-race,
knife-edge, etc.) should be considered
in choosing a tone arm (or turntable),
especially if a high -compliance premi-
um cartridge is to be mounted in an in-
tegrated turntable's pivoted arm. The
delicate stylus assembly must carry the
combined mass of the cartridge and
tone arm across the record; if there is
excessive horizontal friction in the arm
bearings, the outer groove wall will
have to provide the necessary force to
overcome it. As a result, tracking of
complex, highly modulated passages
may be degraded. The lower the verti-
cal tracking force (VTF) the cartridge
requires, the more important arm fric-
tion becomes. For medium -compliance,
middle -line cartridges, a bearing fric-
tion (in milligrams) amounting to 5 per
cent of the tracking force is acceptable,
but for high -compliance, low -tracking -
force cartridges, a bearing friction of
1 per cent of the recommended VTF is
ideal. The lateral bearing friction of the
best separate tone arms is typically in
the range of 10 milligrams. Recently, a
number of manufacturers have started
providing arm -bearing friction specifi-
cations for their integrated turntables.

Finally, in making a choice between
the pivoted or linear -tracking arm,
buyers should be aware that linear -
tracking models are inherently com-
plex: a combination of servomotors,
pulleys, worm gears, and/or rollers is
employed to move the arm carrier along
its guide rail. Pivoted arms, in contrast,
are usually quite simple, and simplicity
in a mechanical design generally im-
plies high reliability.

Arm Mass and Resonance
When a weight suspended by a

spring is disturbed, it "prefers" to bob
up and down at a certain rate. Similar-
ly, when stimulated by a record warp,
the combined mass of a cartridge and
tone arm likes to bounce up and down

on the springy stylus suspension at a
certain rate. The rate of this bounc-
ing-the tone-arm/cartridge resonance
frequency-is determined by the sprin-
giness or compliance of the stylus sus-
pension, the effective mass of the tone
arm, and the weight of the cartridge
body. (Effective mass is the relative
massiveness at the headshell end of the
arm, which matters more than the
arm's total weight.)

Most record warps occur in the range
of one to seven times per second-in
other words, at 7 Hz or less. If the
tone-arm/cartridge resonance frequen-
cy also falls in this range, a record warp
will trigger a violent bobbing of the
tone arm, resulting in cartridge mis-
tracking, powerful infrasonic signals
that can cause woofer distortion, and
possibly even skipped grooves (see Fig-
ure 2). The vertical cartridge motion
also moves the stylus forward and back-
ward in a "scrubbing" motion. This
produces a particularly annoying flut-
ter modulation of the musical program,
heard as a waver in the sound as the
warp passes beneath the stylus. The
bobbing action rapidly alters the verti-
cal tracking force as well, producing too
much force on the uphill side of the
warp and far too little on the downhill
side, a problem that is exacerbated by a
massive tone arm. Changes in tracking
force can result in mistracking and dis-
tortion over the warped portions of the
record. The trick, then, is to keep the
tone-arm/cartridge resonance frequen-
cy above the region of record warps
(7 Hz and below), yet below the audible
frequency range (starting at around 20
Hz); the range from 10 to 12 Hz is con-
sidered ideal.

The tone-arm/cartridge resonance
frequency can be raised into the ideal
range by reducing the compliance
(springiness) of the stylus assembly, by
reducing the weight of the cartridge
body, or by reducing the effective mass
of the tone arm (through more skele-
tal construction or lighter -weight ma -

Record moving
in this direction. Tracking force increases

here as the warp forces
the stylus and arm up.

On the downhill side of the warp,
cantilever tension keeps
the stylus in the groove
while the cartridge lags behind.

Up-and-down cartridge motion

r* --1
Back -and -forth
stylus motion ("scrubbing")

Figure 2. Tracking a warped record. If the vertical motion of the
cartridge, headshell, and tone arm that is caused by a warp is not
properly damped, an oscillation at the resonant frequency of the

combined system wil set in. This oscillation causes variations in
tracking force and cantilever angle. The resulting motion causes
the stylus to change speed relative to the disc.
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(a) Simple Belt -Drive Design

Dust cover

Light wood or
synthetic base

Rubber -shock -mounted motor
Rubber drive belt

(b) Simple Direct -Drive Design

Decoupled feet

Compliant feet

(c) Elaborate Belt -Drive Design

Dust cover, motor, and
base are insulated from
the platter and tone arm.

Simple pads

Direct -drive motor

Floating subchassis
Rubber drive belt

(d) Elaborate Direct -Drive Design

Dust cove

'Tunable" isolating feet

Special nonresonant
compound base or,
with increasing price,
a more massive wood
or synthetic base

Loose, -floppy" springs

Simple wood or compound base

- Special nonresonant
compound base

I 1

1
44,

Direct -drive motor
.'21;

Floating subchassis Stiffer isolators instead of loose springs

Figure 3. The four basic types of turntable drive and suspension
systems (front views). While there may be other systems and

terials). Since a significant reduction of
stylus compliance results in poor bass
tracking ability, the other two routes
are generally chosen. For example, sev-
eral leading cartridge manufacturers
have introduced models with greatly re-
duced overall weight. With its P -mount
system, Technics has eliminated the

combinations of systems used in some units, these are the most
common. Often execution is more important than design.

headshell and mounting hardware on
its cartridges, thus lowering their mass;
moreover, since the mass and com-
pliance of the cartridges that can be
used with a P -mount turntable are
known in advance (the characteristics
of P -mount cartridges are standardized
whatever the manufacturer), Technics

claims to have optimized the resonance
on all their P -mount turntables at 10
Hz. Combining the cartridge and head -
shell into a single plug-in unit (an ap-
proach taken by Audio-Technica, Orto-
fon, and ADC) will also lower the over-
all effective mass and raise tone -arm
resonance. (Continued on next page)
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By now it should be clear that per-
haps the biggest advantage of most, but
not all, tangential -tracking turntables
is a much shorter, lighter, and therefore
less massive tone arm. The arm tube on
many linear -tracking models is typi-
cally half the length of a typical 81/2- to
9 -inch pivoted tone arm. Such short
tone arms can easily keep the tone-
arm/cartridge resonance in the ideal
range. In pivoted -arm turntables, there
is an increasing emphasis on reducing
arm mass through spare, bare -bones
construction and the use of new, light -
but -rigid materials (carbon fiber, tita-
nium, and the like), a trend evident in
the integrated turntables from Onkyo,
Pioneer, Harman Kardon, and others.

Ultra -low arm mass and lightweight
construction may not be quite the pana-
cea it is thought to be, however. Exper-
iments conducted at Canada's National
Research Council demonstrated that
several ultra -low -mass arms displayed
a high sensitivity to structural reso-
nances excited by stylus vibrations in
the groove. These resonances extended
well into midrange frequencies; worse,
loud music exacerbated the resonance
peaks by as much as 30 dB! A more tra-
ditional arm of medium mass was
largely insensitive to these effects. It
would seem that specially rigid and
light materials (such as the aforemen-
tioned carbon fiber) are more resistant
to these structural resonances.

Not only should the arm/cartridge
resonance fall at the proper frequency,
but its strength should be reduced or
damped, because an undamped arm/
cartridge resonance can exaggerate
turntable rumble, floor -conducted vi-
bration, or low -frequency mechanical
feedback from the speakers. A viscous -
damped hinged brush attached to the
cartridge absorbs much of the shock of
record warps and lowers the amplitude
of the arm/cartridge resonance.

Turntable manufacturers have also
taken steps to reduce arm/cartridge
resonances. Dual decouples part of the
counterweight from its tone arm with a
flexible material; this antiresonance
filter vibrates in the region of the reso-
nance, but out of phase, thereby cancel-
ing much of the resonance peak. A
technically ingenious approach to low-
ering effective mass and controlling
arm resonances can be seen in the "Ser-
vo -Tracer" or "Bio-Tracer" pivoted
arms on some Denon, JVC, and Sony
turntables. Servomotors within the arm

correct any unusual, rapid arm motions
(such as those from record warps).
These techniques can theoretically re-
duce a tone arm's effective mass to zero
while suppressing resonances entirely.

Some manufacturers attempt to
make an issue out of the shape of a piv-
oted tone arm. Though most pivoted
arms nowadays use a straight arm
shaft, an S- or J -shaped tone arm can
work just as well and needn't be more
massive. For example, by using titani-
um tubing and moving the headshell
sockets close to the arm pivots, SME
has achieved very low effective arm
mass in its highly regarded Series III
tone arms.

Suspensions and Vibration
A phono cartridge is an acutely sensi-

tive but terribly undiscriminating vi-
bration detector: it can't separate the
musical vibrations from the record
groove from other vibrations trans-
mitted from the external environment,
whether they are from footfalls on the
floor, speaker cabinets shaking the
turntable shelf, or high -volume sound
energizing the plastic dust cover. A
good turntable suspension will reduce
these external vibrations (along with
the turntable's motor noise) to audibly
insignificant levels. If a suspension is
inadequate, enough of these distur-
bances may reach the platter and tone
arm to cause muddied or boomy bass,
coloration of midrange sound, howling
feedback, or groove jumping (with
heavy footsteps). The wise turntable
shopper should know beforehand where
the turntable will be located as well as
any eccentric physical characteristics
of the listening room (old springy wood-
en floors, for example), because differ-
ent types of suspensions (see Figure 3,
page 49) react somewhat differently to
particular installations.

The suspension in Figure 3(a) is typ-
ical of many belt -drive turntables. Rub-
ber motor mounts and drive belts insu-
late the platter from motor vibration,
and compliant "feet" on the base help
damp out external shocks. The base
may be made of light wood or a nonres-
onant synthetic compound. This type of
suspension will yield adequate isolation
when the turntable is located well away
from the speakers. Note that there is no
acoustic insulation between the dust
cover and the turntable base (or the
tone arm), so acoustic pickup at high
playback volumes might be expected.

(Incidentally, you can improve the
isolation of any simple turntable by
placing it on a 1 -inch -thick slab of par-
ticle board laid on top of a sheet of ure-
thane foam of similar-or greater-
thickness. Make sure that the turntable

is level and steady, however. Special ac-
cessory isolating feet are also available
for placing either directly under the
turntable or under the board; experi-
ment for best results.)

Quite similar is the suspension in Fig-
ure 3(b), which is typical of inexpensive
direct -drive turntables whether they
have pivoted or tangential -tracking
arms. Flexible feet are the principal
means of isolation, but at higher price
levels you will find a more massive
wooden or synthetic slab as the base
(Yamaha, Denon, Sansui, JVC, and
other manufacturers take this approach
in their top direct -drive models). Such
bases often weigh about 25 pounds,
double that of inexpensive models.
Thanks to a basic law of physics-it
takes a great deal more energy to set a
large mass in motion than a small
one-a turntable with a massive base
along with decoupling feet can be
placed fairly close to speakers played at
high volume. The heavy base also re-
sists excitation by dust -cover vibration.

The more elaborate belt -drive sus-
pension in Figure 3(c) anchors the mc-
tor and dust cover to the base but sus-
pends the platter and tone arm on a
subchassis with loose, floppy springs.
As long as this type of turntable is
placed on a secure shelf or table, the
suspension system provides excellent
isolation from floor -conducted or
acoustic vibrations. However, springy
wooden floors or a shaky shelf can ex-
cite the floppy suspension, causing
groove jumping. This type of jiggly sus-
pension also takes some getting used to
when cueing a record and can be quite
unnerving to inexperienced users-a
consideration if babysitters, family, or
friends will be operating the turntable.

Typical of Technics, Pioneer, and
Dual direct -drive models, the suspen-
sion in Figure 3(d) also has a floating
subchassis but utilizes much stiffer iso-
lating springs, a nonresonant-com-
pound base, and compliant feet, which
in some cases can be "tuned" to sup-
press a specific low -frequency vibra-
tion. This suspension may offer slightly
less isolation than the previous type,
Figure 3(c), but it is much less sensitive
to instability from springy floors or a
shaky shelf.

Where the machine's design permits,
you can check the isolation characteris-
tics of a turntable by placing the stylus
in the record groove with the platter
stationary and giving the shelf on which
the turntable rests a sharp rap with
your finger. The weaker the "chunk"
you hear through the speakers (or the
headphones), the better the turntable's
rejection of external vibration.

A good record mat (see Figure 4)
should, by supporting the grooved area
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of the disc, suppress "microphonic"
pickup by the disc of acoustic energy in
the listening area. Record support by
raised rubber ridges or pods is to be
avoided, although record clamps may
help as long as they aren't too heavy.
"Sticky" rubber accessory mats have
been found to be very effective in sup-
pressing disc resonances, but they're a
bit inconvenient: the adherence be-
tween the mat and disc usually necessi-
tates peeling the mat off the record. A
technically elegant, though costly, solu-
tion to the problem of disc/mat reso-
nance is available in the accessory Au-
dio-Technica Disc Stabilizer and either
of two Luxman turntable models.
These use an air pump to form a vacu-
um bond, lasting for the duration of
play, that sucks the disc down tight
against the platter.

Automation and Niceties
Perhaps a decade ago, buying a rec-

ord changer (a turntable that automat-
ically plays a stack of LP's) meant a
serious compromise in performance.
Well, that time is past; direct -drive and
belt -drive changers from many manu-
facturers have virtually the same wow,
flutter, and rumble specs as their less
automated brethren. For the record col-
lector who wishes to avoid the inconve-
nience of having to get up and change
records at the end of a side (and it is
inconvenient sometimes) but is not
overly fastidious about record handling,
the major consideration is whether the
convenience outweighs the added com-
plexity intrinsic to the operation of an
automatic changer.

For most turntable buyers, however,
the major decision will be choosing
among single -play automatic, semi -au-
tomatic, and manual turntable models.
A manual turntable requires the user to
do everything: remove the arm from its
rest, place the stylus on the record, and
return the arm to its rest at the end of
the side. Mechanical simplicity is a
manual turntable's main virtue. With a
little more mechanical and electrical
complexity, a semi -automatic model of-

fers automatic shut-off and arm -return
at the end of play, a pleasant conve-
nience. (There are also in-between
types that only lift the arm at the end of
a disc; you have to return the arm to its
rest manually.)

For those who find greater peace of
mind in not having to manipulate the
delicate cartridge and arm at all, an au-
tomatic clearly is the right choice. Buy-
ing an automatic often brings other
niceties: some models have sensors built
into the platter to detect the disc size or
to prevent the turntable from operating
unless a record is on the platter (a fine
childproofing feature). Other automat-
ics will repeat the same side over and
over (handy at parties). Some of the
least expensive tangential -tracking
models have, built-in muting to silence
the initial impact of the stylus on the
disc, a nice touch. In fact, buyers who
choose a tangential -tracking model
usually get pushbutton, servo -con-
trolled cueing; you never need to touch
the arm even when cueing manually.

Once automatic arm -control func-
tions have been incorporated into a
turntable, microprocessor selection of
individual cuts can be added relatively
easily. Some linear -tracking models can
be programmed to play cuts in any or-
der, repeating some and skipping others
(haven't you always wanted to play
Janis Joplin's Pearl without having to
listen to Mercedes Benz one more
time?). Programmability is even avail-
able on some pivoted -arm turntables.

Human engineering with respect to
controls and features shouldn't be over-
looked. Turntables with their controls
mounted outside the dust cover are
more convenient and offer fewer oppor-
tunities for dust to settle on your rec-
ords. Check whether the dust -cover
hinge operates smoothly and whether
the cover will stay open when it should
(it should, of course, be closed when
you're playing a record). Try the cueing
controls: does the stylus return to the
same spot when it comes back down? Is
the stylus -force gauge easy to read?
Does the counterweight on the tone arm
have a good friction clutch to retain the

Raised label area
Raised edge bead of disc
protrudes beyond edge of mat.

Indentation in mat Mat supports grooved area of disc.
accommodates label area. Platter

Figure 4. An ideal record mat. The model was derived from laboratory and listening tests
performed by the Canadian National Research Council. Note how the groove area of the
record is evenly supported by the mat at all points.

correct balance setting? Do all the con-
trols work smoothly, or does operating
them set the suspension into a jiggly os-
cillation? If you like to play DJ and
back -cue selected cuts, check the plat-
ter's start-up time. Some direct -drive
models have plenty of torque and reach
full speed in less than a revolution.
Some belt -drive units with heavy plat-
ters often take from 4 to 7 seconds to
stabilize at speed. A strobe -assisted,
vernier adjustment of platter speed is
useful to compensate for drag from a
too -heavy record -cleaning brush or to
tune the pitch of a disc to match that
of a musical instrument for playing
along.

For installations where space is at a
premium, there are a number of alter-
native designs of considerable appeal.
Sony, Aiwa, and Pioneer all have front -
loading turntables with retracting
drawers that extend at the touch of a
button; some even have tangential -
tracking tone arms. The front -loading
format allows the turntable to be
stacked with other components, but
make sure that you can still see the disc
to cue up a selection manually when the
unit is stacked (programmable cueing
mitigates the latter problem). The foot -
wide turntables with tangential tone
arms built into their covers are very
compact, but they need to be placed in
good light so that individual cuts can be
seen through the covers for cueing.
Mitsubishi's vertical -loading format
seems ideally suited to shallow shelving
but requires lots of vertical space. Both
Kenwood and Sharp also have vertical -
format models; the Sharp unit is even
able to play both sides of a disc without
turning it over (around?).

Clearly, the current crop of turnta-
bles offers an extraordinary range of
features coupled with, by and large, im-
pressive performance. But this makes
choosing a particular model all the
more difficult. Still, buyers should feel
assured that in selecting a unit from
any of the major manufacturers, they
will be getting a turntable whose per-
formance and specs (particularly with
respect to rumble, wow and flutter, and
tone -arm mass) are considerably better
than those of most models of only a few
years past. Five or six years ago it was
almost impossible to find an integrated
turntable with a low -mass tone arm; to-
day there are many. Some audiophiles
may not be able to find one model with
all the features and the performance
they want. For them, the answer may
be two turntables: a modest automatic
model for family and friends to use and
an uncompromising manual turntable
with separate tone arm for purist pur-
suits. This solution-at least for this
writer-keeps everybody happy!
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CHOOSING any hi-fi component solely
from its performance specifications
is always risky, but a turntable is

surely one of the most difficult to assess
from a mere listing of technical terms and
numbers. There are few meaningful and
universally accepted measurement stand-
ards for turntables, and one reason for this
is the difficulty of correlating numerical
turntable ratings with subjective effects on
the listener.

The specifications for a typical record
player can usually be divided into those
dealing with the turntable and its drive mo-
tor, those dealing with the tone arm (if one
is included), and such general specifications
as dimensions, weight, and power require-
ments. To illustrate how to evaluate turn-
table specs, we will examine in detail the
manufacturer's spec sheet for an actual
turntable, the Hitachi HT -45. This spec
sheet was chosen from a pile of brochures
picked up at a local hi-fi dealer because it
seemed the most "typical."

control circuits to establish and maintain
motor speed. The speed of a belt -driven
turntable, however, can be changed either
electronically or by mechanically shifting
the belt to a different -diameter pulley.
There are no particular performance differ-
ences between the two methods. The maxi-
mum deviation in operation from the nomi-
nal speed values is often included in turnta-
ble specifications, though not in the case of
the Hitachi unit. Speed -deviation values
around 0.002 per cent are typical of quartz -
crystal -controlled turntables, but for home
use even I per cent is usually inaudible (this
is a typical speed -error specification for a
cassette deck, by the way). Considering that
a speed error of 0.002 per cent would affect
the playing time of a I -hour program by
less than 0.1 second, its importance to the
home user is obviously slight.

a A vernier speed adjustment may be de-
sirable for users who require precise

pitch control. When most turntables were

Turntables:
How to Evaluate the Specs
By Julian D. Hirsch

1rhe type of drive system used to turn a
I record is often described with more

specifications than most people either re-
quire or can understand. Sometimes the
technical description is brief and even un-
derstandable by the lay user; Hitachi's sim-
ple statement that the turntable uses a two -
speed d.c. servo -controlled direct -drive mo-
tor should suffice for even the most con-
cerned audiophile. The precision with which
a turntable is manufactured is more impor-
tant than its specific drive method.

01 The platter construction is less signifi-
cant today than in previous years.

When steel platters were used in some turn-
tables, there was always a possibility of
magnetic attraction to certain cartridges
having a strong external magnetic field,
thus increasing the vertical tracking force.
The universal use today of nonmagnetic
platter materials makes this a moot point.

.1 Information about motor type is partly
V redundant with the specification of the
drive type and, in any case, means little to
the lay user.

4The operating speed(s) is of obvious con-
cern to any buyer whose record collec-

tion includes 45- or 78 -rpm discs. Although
331/3 rpm is universal and 45 rpm nearly so,
few new turntables today can play 78's.

5 The speed -change system specification
is essentially redundant for direct -

drive turntables, all of which use electronic

driven by induction motors, the effect of
line voltage on motor speed was a meaning-
ful specification. Today's synchronous or
servo -controlled motors are essentially un-
affected by even the largest line -voltage
shifts tolerated by the U.S. national power
grid. For turntables having fixed speeds, the
speed accuracy is sometimes given (it is
usually far better than anyone will ever re-
quire in a home system).

7The signal-to-noise ratio of a turnta-
bleg is what we usually refer to as its

"rumble." Rumble is the audible result of
mechanical vibration from the motor or any
other rotating part that causes a movement
of the record relative to the cartridge stylus
(or vice versa). That vibration usually oc-
curs at low bass frequencies and produces
an output signal from the cartridge whose
sound suggests a low-pitched rumble or
sometimes a hum.

A direct -drive motor operating at 331/3
rpm has a basic rumble frequency around
0.5 Hz, far below audibility or the ability of
any speaker to reproduce. In most cases,
however, the rumble covers a broad band of
frequencies extending from the infrasonic
range well into the mid -bass. Depending on
its frequency distribution, it is possible for a
given amount of rumble from a turntable to
be totally inaudible, unacceptably high, or
anywhere between those extremes. There-
fore, various weighting systems for rumble
measurements have been proposed and
used. Weighting is a modification of the
measurement to diminish the contribution

of less -audible frequency components and
to accentuate that of the more -audible fre-
quencies in the final, single -valued rumble
rating-expressed as a number of decibels
below a reference level, making "higher"
ratings preferable. Sometimes, as in the
present example, rumble is specified as a
signal-to-noise ratio (S/N or SNR). The
two are identical except for their algebraic
signs: S/N's are positive values and rumble
ratings negative ones.

Throughout much of the world, the Ger-
man DIN standards have been adopted for
acoustic measurements, and most turntable
rumble ratings, like those of the Hitachi
HT -45, are expressed as "DIN -B"
weighted values. Apart from its widespread
use, the DIN -B rumble weighting has little
to recommend it, since it virtually discards
most of the actual rumble frequencies and
thus produces unrealistically good numbers.
DIN -B rumble specifications are frequently
around -75 dB. We prefer to use the Au-
dible Rumble Loudness Level (ARLL)
weighting proposed some years ago by CBS
Laboratories. It is more realistic than
DIN -B but also results in less impressive
figures. We find that most good turntables
measure around -60 dB with ARLL
weighting, with a few as good as -65 dB.

A turntable whose rumble is largely at in-
frasonic frequencies, and thus not directly
audible, can still degrade the reproduced
sound by overdriving an amplifier output
stage or driving a woofer cone beyond its
linear limits-particularly when the ampli-
fier's response extends down to d.c. (0 Hz),
or nearly so, or if the speakers are ported or
vented types. We find that most turntables
have an unweighted rumble level of about
-30 dB, with the best reaching -40 dB
and only a few as poor as -25 dB. Some
manufacturers' specifications include
DIN -A as well as DIN -B rumble ratings.
The DIN -A standard is close to an un-
weighted measurement, although we have
seen few turntables with published DIN -A
rumble ratings as poor as our unweighted
test measurements.

a The wove -and -flutter specification re-
fers to the audible result of fluctua-

tions of turntable speed, which cause a low -
frequency frequency modulation of the
reproduced program. These fluctuations
usually result from pulsations of the motor
torque and are related to the specific motor
design. Wow is a slow up-and-down varia-
tion in turntable speed. Severe wow is heard
as a distinct sliding of the musical pitch.
Flutter is a rapid variation in turntable
speed. In the worst cases it is heard as a
quivering, wavering, or "souring" of the
musical pitch. The borderline between wow
and flutter is vague, however, and they are
usually specified and measured together.

Wow -and -flutter is measured by playing
a test record carrying a steady 3,150 -Hz
signal (3,000 Hz in older test discs) and
connecting the amplified cartridge output
to a flutter meter, which is essentially an
audio -frequency FM receiver with a meter
that shows the modulation (in per cent) of
the 3,150 -Hz carrier frequency when it is
played back. (For example, a 3,000 -Hz tone
with I per cent wow -and -flutter would
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change frequency over a ± 30 -Hz range,
from 2,930 to 3,030 Hz.)

Wow -and -flutter is also a weighted meas-
urement, since different rates of change
have different degrees of audibility. Human
hearing is most sensitive to wow -and -flutter
when the flutter shifts occur at about a
4 -Hz rate, and the test standards adopted
by international bodies such as CCIR in
Europe, and by the IEEE in this country,
use a weighting curve that peaks at 4 Hz
and reduces the contribution to the final
reading of higher and lower rates. Most
Japanese turntables, however, carry JIS-
weighted wow -and -flutter ratings, which
yield lower (better) numbers than the oth-
ers. One key difference between the JIS and
the other systems is that it is a weighted -
root -mean -square reading (usually abbre-
viated as wrms), whereas CCIR and IEEE
readings are based on a quasi -peak meas-
urement. The latter always produces less -
attractive (higher) numbers, identifiable by
a " ±" prefix.

Much of the wow -and -flutter we measure
is ascribable to test -record warps or eccen-
tricities, and it is unusual for us to measure
values as low as 0.06 per cent wrms or
± 0.08 per cent weighted peak. Some turn-
tables carry lower ratings, such as the 0.025
per cent (wrms) of the Hitachi HT -45,
which was presumably measured with spe-
cially made lacquer test discs whose flatness
and concentricity were carefully controlled.
Another common method with direct -drive
turntables is to measure the wow -and -flut-
ter within the motor's servo -control loop,
which eliminates the need for a record, car-
tridge, or even tone arm. This can result in
some impressively low readings, less than
0.01 per cent in some cases, that may be a
valid indication of the turntable's perform-
ance but cannot be compared with readings
made in the conventional manner. Such
wow -and -flutter readings can sometimes be
identified by the appearance of "FG" (fre-
quency generator) in the specification.

9 The tone arm has the function of sup-
porting the cartridge above the record,

with the correct angular relationship to the
radius of the disc, as the stylus traverses the
spiral groove from the outer edge to the la-
bel area of the record. Most tone -arm spec-
ifications deal with dimensions and design
features. Some of these factors do have a
bearing on the potential performance of the
pickup system, but others (such as the
shape of the arm tube) are irrelevant.

All else being equal, a straight arm (like
that used in the HT -45) can obviously have
lower mass than a bent arm, since it has less
material in its tube (a straight line is still
the shortest distance between two points,
the points in this case being the arm's hori-
zontal pivot and the cartridge's stylus). The
"static balance" in the Hitachi specs indi-
cates that the arm is initially balanced with
the cartridge installed and that the counter-
weight is then offset to give the desired
tracking force. Some arms are described as
having "dynamic balance," which implies
the use of a spring to provide downward
force while the arm remains balanced. No
particular advantage or disadvantage can
be attributed to either design.

les The description of the Hitachi HT-
%i 45's headshell as a "plug-in type"

suggests that it is not the old standard EIAJ
pin -and -collar type shell. The photo con-
firms that it is a low -mass shell of the kind
used on many recent record players.

11
The tracking error is usually stated
in the form used by Hitachi, as

"±x degrees." A more meaningful specifi-
cation would give the maximum error in de-
grees per inch (or centimeter) of radius,
which has some relationship to the playback

Specifications

3 grams. (Almost all super -lightweight car-
tridges are supplied with an additional
weight to bring their total to more than
4 grams-mounting hardware adds a bit
more.) These days, few cartridges weigh
more than 9 grams, but one that did could
not be used in this arm.

14 The dimensions of a record player,
like those of any other component,

are important if you want to make sure that
the unit will fit in an allotted space. Turnta-
ble dimensions are usually given with the

2 -speed. DC servo dirType
drive semi-autcmatic

Platter: Aluminum alloy dieca
310 mm outer ciamete
Brushless, coreless.
slotless Unitorque mo
'33.1/3 and 45 om
Electronic changeover
system
a 3% (33-1/3 rc m)
a 4% (45 rpm)
78 dB (DIN -B)
0.025% WRMS

Speed Adjustment

Signal -to -Noise Ratio:
Wow and Flutter:

TONEARM
"Type:

Headshell:
,Tracking Error:

/ Adjustable Force Range

Acceptable Cartridge
Weight:

CARTRIDGE
Type
Output Voltage

Channel Difference
Channel Separation
Tracking Force
Stylus Tip.

GENERAL
Dimensions (W ui Du HI

/5
Weight.

Static balance string
Plug-in type
a 2'
0-3 gil turn o' the
balance weigh. (direct
readable in 0.1 g step

Duel magnet
2.5 mV at 1 kHz
50 mmisec
1 dB at 1 kHz
23 dB at 1 WI
2g
0.6 mil (DS-ST35)

435x 365 x 11C mm
(17-1/8"x14-318' u4
5 kg(11 lbs.)

distortion. The Hitachi rating corresponds
to a "worst -case" error of 0.8 degrees per
inch at a 2.5 -inch playing radius t perfectly
satisfactory performance).

12 The adjustable force range is ac-
tually not very important because it

is almost always more than adequate to cov-
er all required tracking forces.

13 The specification for acceptable
cartridge weight is important, espe-

cially in view of the very lightweight car-
tridges now available from several manu-
facturers. In this case, the minimum weight
of 4 grams means that the arm will not bal-
ance with a cartridge weighing less than

cover lowered. Be sure also to allow suffi-
cient clearance above the turntable so that
the cover can be raised fully.

1= The weight of a turntable is usually
of minor importance except to indi-

cate the overall solidity and massiveness of
the unit (which has no necessary relation-
ship to its sound qualities). The weight can,
however, affect the isolation of the record -
playing system from floor vibrations or even
from the acoustic output of the speakers,
and thus it does affect the clarity of the
overall sound. Turntable isolation is a com-
plex subject, and no specifications deal with
it quantitatively (there are no standards
whatever for measuring it).
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How to
Judge a Record
Without Playing It
You can evaluate a pressing visually
once you know what to look for and
how it is likely to affect the sound
By David Ranada

EVERY serious record buyer should
be able to tell something about
the pressing quality of an ana-

log disc from a visual inspection. Not
only is such skill valuable when you're
considering the purchase of used rec-
ords, but some of the techniques can be
applied when you're buying new discs.
Of course, most new records are se-
cure! y wrapped 'for your protection, -
but records purchased by your friends
are not, and a quick glance at a friend's
copy will give a good indication of the
types of faults you may find if you pur-
chase the same album.

With the help of James Shelton,
president of Europadisk (one of Amer-
ica's top disc -manufacturing opera-
tions), I've assembled a rogues' gallery
of common visible disc defects, any of
which would cause a pressing to be re-
jected at Europadisk. Almost all these
defects indicate sloppiness in the press-
ing or disc -mastering processes. Many
of the faults are difficult to see with
the naked eye, and even harder to pho-
tograph, so I've provided some verbal
and sonic descriptions too. When lis-
tening for the effects of the various
faults, remember that their audibility
varies tremendously with the type of
music being played. I've heard some ex-
tensively scratched rock and disco press-
ings that sounded just fine because
the low-level ticks produced by the
scratches were masked by the music.

Shrink wrap. Know your shrink wrap.
Low-cost shrink-wrapping machines are
used by many record dealers to reseal used
and/or possibly defective pressings. The
type of plastic used in these machines dif-

fers in texture and thickness from most
shrink wrap used by major disc manufac-
turers. Familiarity with "authentic" shrink
wrap will help you detect resealed discs.
Also be suspicious of shrink wrap applied
over notches or holes cut in an album jack-
et. Such holes merely indicate that a disc is
a cutout or overstock, not that it is defec-
tive. They are cut after the authentic plastic
wrapping is applied, so there should be
holes in the wrapping too.

Cleanliness. Cleanliness is next to godli-
ness when it comes to disc care and noise
levels. When you take a record out of its

2
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inner sleeve for the first time, check wheth-
er it brings along its own supply of dust and
debris (it shouldn't) from the inner sleeve,
the pressing and packaging environment, or
previous handling. The machines that trim
off excess vinyl after the pressing cycle may
leave slivers of vinyl attached to the edge of
a disc; such slivers can become detached
only to be caught in the inner sleeve or on
the disc surface. Remove these slivers
promptly, for if they are caught between the
sleeve and the disc when the disc is replaced
in the inner sleeve, they may abrade the disc
surface. (This is why Europadisk's James
Shelton prefers tight shrink wrap for pack-
aging new discs. The loose wrappers used
for many audiophile releases encourage the
jacket, inner sleeve, and disc to slip and
slide against each other during handling, in-
creasing the chance of damage from gritty
debris.)

Scratches. It's obvious that a brand-new
pressing should not show any scratches. But
not all visible scratches (on a used disc, say)
will be audible. The audibility of a scratch
depends on its severity (depth), on exactly
where the stylus traces the groove, and on
how loud the music is when the scratch
passes. Don't think that every tick and pop
you hear is caused by a scratch. Scratches
are responsible for ticks and pops that re-
peat with every revolution of the disc.
Molded -in defects (such as dimples and
blisters) produce less high -frequency noise
and are heard more as thumps. Random
ticks and pops stem from poor -quality vinyl
or from dust and debris.

Fingerprints and scuffing. Grimy and
greasy fingerprints collect dust. Naturally,
they should not be present on a new press-
ing (or a used one either if it has been prop-
erly handled). Sometimes what look like

fingerprints are not actually made by un-
sheathed fingers but by gloved hands han-
dling a disc made from master discs that
have not been "dehorned." The master -disc
cutting process throws up little ridges,
called "horns," beside the newly cut groove.
Because these are outside the groove, they
shouldn't have any audible effect on the
music. If they are not removed early in the
mastering process, however, they can create
problems in making a low -noise disc stamp-
er. Horns molded in vinyl are easily
abraded (by a gloved finger, for instance),
leaving scuff marks on the disc surface
(Photo 1). The disc may become noisier in
these spots. You can tell whether your disc's
masters were dehorned by rubbing your fin-
gertip (shielded by a soft cloth glove or
piece of paper) across the surface of the
disc. A dehorned disc will not scuff.

The label. See if the correct label is on
each side of the disc. You'd be surprised
how often it isn't. Playing the disc is not
necessary to check this out; just see if the
matrix number scratched or engraved in the
disc's lead -out (spin -out) area matches the
number on the label.

The condition of the disc label can also
indicate the quality of the pressing. It's sur-
prisingly easy for pressing machines to slip
out of alignment, the audible result of
which is an off -center disc with a once -
per -revolution wow. Among the necessary
alignments are those that center the label;
thus, an off -center label may indicate a mis-
aligned press and an off -center pressing. A
very off -center label might even extend over
the locked groove at the end of a side.

Besides being centered, a label should be
flat. Sometimes moisture in the label paper
is not fully removed when the label is ap-
plied, leading to a bubbly label when the
disc is pressed. The vapor released by the

hot pressing process has to go somewhere,
and it can easily end up between the stamp-
er and the vinyl-voila, more noise.

Center hole. Beware of center holes that
aren't perfect circles. An elongated center
hole indicates an eccentric disc and points
to a too -short cooling period in the pressing
cycle or sloppy alignment of the pressing
machine. Debris around the center hole
(from the vinyl or the label) can interfere
with changer operation and with disc place-
ment on a manual turntable. On used rec-
ords, tracks around the center hole-made
by a turntable spindle as the disc's previous
owner(s) searched for the hole by feel-can
give some indication as to how often the disc
has been played (Photo 2). A used disc with
an extensive trail network around its hole
has probably been played too often to risk
purchase.

Orange peel. The lead -out or spin -out
area on a disc (the surface between the last
modulated groove and the locked groove at
the inside of a disc) can be used as a sensi-
tive indicator of pressing quality. Ideally,
this area looks absolutely flat and mirror -
smooth. The most common and easily found
fault is descriptively named "orange peel."
It appears as an orange -peel -like texture of
the spin -out area and is heard as noise in the
low to midrange frequencies (Photo 3). The
orange -peel effect comes from insufficient
polishing of the back of the thin metal disc
stampers. The somewhat rough surface of
the back of the stamper is transferred-by
the pressure of the disc -making process-to
the front of the stamper and thereby to the
surface of the pressing. Circular texturing
in the spin -out area concentric with the disc
center occurs when the finish of the mold
faces (to which the stampers are cemented)
is transferred to the disc.
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Sleeve and disc -cleaner damage. Also ex-
amine the lead -out area for traces left by
the inner sleeve or by a liquid record clean-
er. These look like water spots on the disc
surface (Photo 4). Those caused by plastic
inner sleeves stem from chemical reactions
between the vinyl compound and the plastic
of the sleeve. Water marks left by a record
cleaner indicate that not all of the fluid was
removed during cleaning, leaving it to dry
in place. Regardless of origin, pressings
with any such marks should be avoided
since they are apt to be noisy.

Damaged stampers. Thin disc stampers
are very fragile. Any damage they suffer
will be transferred with high fidelity to the
disc surface, where it can usually be heard
as a low -frequency noise. Look for anything
on the disc surface that makes it appear
dented or folded (Photo 5).

Dimples. Small indentations in the rec-
ord surface are usually caused by foreign
matter caught between the mold faces
and the rear of the stampers. The trapped
material causes the stamper to bulge out
slightly, thus creating a corresponding
small pit on the disc surface (Photo 6).
Dimples are heard as repetitive low -fre-
quency thumps and are quite common.

Blisters. The topological inverse of dim-
ples, blisters (or "bubbles") are usually the
result of foreign matter caught in the vinyl.
They indicate a pressing that may be noisy
throughout, not just when the blister passes
(Photo 7). The particles can come from bits

surplus pressings is used) or insufficiently
mixed and melted pieces of reused vinyl.
Blisters usually sound like dimples but can
contain greater high -frequency energy and
may sometimes sound more like ticks than
thumps.

Non -fill or un-fill. Non -fill, as its name
implies, results from insufficient filling of

the stamper by the vinyl during the pressing
operation, leaving an area of the finished
pressing where the grooves are not com-
pletely formed. The effect sounds like a
once -per -revolution series of closely spaced
ticks, predominantly on the right channel
for the first few minutes of the disc. It looks
like a mottled greyish discoloration of the
disc surface, usually within half an inch of
the outer edge (Photo 8). Europadisk's
Shelton says that non -fill is common on dis-
co records, but the high overall modulation
levels usually mask the added noise.

Stitching. Also called "release scuffing,"
stitching is heard as a ripping sound in the
left channel one or two revolutions before a
loud passage. It looks like a series of reflec-
tive stitches sewn along the groove path
(Photo 9). Stitching can appear anywhere
on the disc and can cover a wide area. It is
caused by the hot, still -plastic, freshly
pressed disc coming into contact again with

the just -separated stamper. The louder por-
tions of the music appear on the stamper as
higher and wider ridges (on the disc as
wider and deeper grooves), and if these
ridges come into contact with a just -molded
disc, they can deform the groove. Stitching
occurs because of misaligned machinery
and/or overly short pressing cycles.

Warpage. A very common problem,
warpage comes in three varieties. Dish
warping, in which the disc assumes a dish
or mound -like appearance (depending on
which side is up), is caused by improper
cooling of the disc during the pressing proc-
ess. A little dishing is not objectionable,
though turntable mats vary in their degrees
of tolerance for dished discs because of dif-
ferences in mat cross -sections.

Saddle warping (Photo 10) is also a
pressing -plant defect. It can be caused by
insertion of the pressing in its jacket before
it is cool enough. A saddle warp is much
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more difficult for a cartridge to track than a
dish warp.

Perhaps the most difficult warps to track
are edge -pinch warps (Photo II), which are
rapid and violent undulations of the outside
edge of the disc. They used to be caused by
pressing -machine operators who handled
the discs before they had sufficiently
cooled. Modern automated presses can
cause pinch warps during disc trimming.
Check for all types of warps by holding the
disc on edge to eliminate the disc -distorting
effects of gravity.

Groove guard. The raised rim of a disc is
called the groove guard. Together with the
raised label portion, it is meant to keep disc
surfaces from rubbing together when they
are stacked (as in a record changer). The
groove guard is also a good source of low -
frequency noise, since the stamper for the
disc actually has to be deformed to make
this ridge. The profile of a groove guard
should not extend into the recording area
(righthand disc in Photo 12), and the profile
should not be very steep if the opening roar
of the disc is to be minimized.

Stains. Discolorations of the disc surface
can derive not only from badly mixed re-
ground vinyl (always an indication of high-

er noise levels) but also from a reaction of
the chemically active nickel stampers with
compounds in the vinyl. The reaction prod-
ucts can build up on the stamper and pro-
duce a once -per -revolution "swish" sound.

Audio quality. The disc -surface defects
discussed above relate to pressing quality.
Although pressing quality affects the ulti-
mate sound quality through its influence on
background noise, the most significant fac-
tors in a disc's sound quality are the master
tape and the way it has been transferred (or
cut) onto the master lacquer disc. Because
the cutting engineer greatly influences the
appearance of the grooves on a disc, conclu-
sions drawn from a visual examination are
not as clear cut when it comes to audio
quality. All the buyer can look at is the
width and spacing of the grooves. But these
can reveal much.

The record's dynamic range can be
gauged by the variation in the reflectivity of
the disc surface. Low-level passages result
in closely spaced, narrow grooves that ap-
pear darker. High-level passages produce
more widely spaced and wider grooves, and
the disc will look lighter in loud passages. A
disc with a wide dynamic range will show a
considerable difference between the darkest
and lightest portions of its surface. Of

course, this also depends on the dynamic
range of the music itself. Classical music
tends to have the greatest dynamic varia-
tions and popular dance music such as disco
the least.

A record's degree of stereo separation can
sometimes be gauged by the variations in
width of the grooves. Stereo sound is en-
coded as vertical modulation of the groove,
and as the groove becomes more or less deep
its width also changes. A mono record looks
quite different from a stereo disc because
the groove width is constant.

Inner -groove distortion can be estimated
by seeing how close the groove is cut to the
label. The closer it is cut, the more distor-
tion there is likely to be, especially if the
music is loud near the end of the side. If the
same piece of music is cut at the same level
on two different discs but one disc's groove
approaches within half an inch of the label
and the other's ends about an inch away,
the latter disc (the one that doesn't look

filled up) will be easier to track and have
less distortion.

As a test of these principles, take a look at
two very different disc surfaces (Photos 13
and 14). One disc is of high-level rock mu-
sic; the other is Telarc's digital recording of
the 1812 Overture (complete with cannon
shot). Which is which should be obvious.

Musical performance. With classical re-
cordings you can get a general idea of the
tempo taken for a piece by comparing tim-
ings for various performances of the same
work. The disc surface can also reveal a few
musical details. For instance, the repetition
of the pattern of light and dark bands in Sir
Georg Solti's recording of Beethoven's
Eroica Symphony (London CS 7049, Photo
15) shows that the rarely heard first -move-
ment exposition repeat is taken.
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The complete, do-it-yourself
stereo system check-out!

Stereo Review's STEREO TEST RECORD-only $9.95
Fine-tune your stereo's
performance with this amazing,
easy -to -use record!

You don't have to be an electronics
whiz to improve your stereo's perfor-
mance. With the SRT 14-A STEREO
TEST RECORD from the Technical
Editors of Stereo Review, its detailed
instruction manual and your own ears,
you can fine-tune your stereo to
get accurate, near -perfect sound
reproduction!

Designed for both amateur and
professional use, the STEREO TEST
RECORD enables you to test all of
the following easily and quickly:
Cartridge tracking, high frequency 
Frequency response, 20kHz to 25 Hz 
Separation left to right  Separation
right to left  Cartridge tracking, low
frequency  Channel balance  Car-
tridge and speaker phasing  Low -
frequency noise  Turntable flutter 
Frequency -response sweep, 500-
20,000 Hz, left channel  Frequency -
response sweep, 500-20,000 Hz, right
channel  Tone bursts  Internnodulation
distortion  Antiskating adjustment 

1,000 Hz reference tones  3,150 Hz
tone for flutter and speed accuracy 
Stereo spread  Standard "A," 440 Hz 
Chromatic octave  Guitar tuning tones.

Most of these tests can be
performed without additional test
equipment. However, the record also
includes professional -level tests calling
for oscilloscopes, chart recorders and
distortion analyzers.

Whether you're a stereo buff who

r

has to have everything perfect, or an
attentive listener who simply wants his
music to sound better, the STEREO
TEST RECORD will help you make your
stereo perform fantastically!

Start demanding the maximum
from your stereo system. Use the
coupon below to order your STEREO
TEST RECORD-the complete do-it-
yourself stereo system check-up tool
- for just $9.95.

IVCHARGE ORDERS-for your convenience,
PHONE TOLL FREE 800-526-0790. In New Jersey 201-540-0445.

Test Record, Dept. 30013, P.O. Box 555, Morris Plains, N.J. 07950

Please send SRT 14-A Stereo Test Records @ $9.95 each.
($11.95 outside U.S.A.)

0 PAYMENT ENCLOSED $
 CHARGE: D Visa

 Diners Club
0 MasterCard

American Express

Card No. Exp. Date

Signature

Print Name

Address

City/ State / Zip
 Residents 01 CA CO CT. DC. FL. IL. MA, MI. MO. NI. NY State. OH. Sc and VT add applicable sales tax
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Best of the month
Stereo Review's Selection of Recordings of Special Merit

State -of -the -Art Sound
For Bernard Haitink's

Illuminating Reading of
Shostakovich's Fifth

BERNARD HAITINK'S new London
digital recording of Shostakovich's

Fifth Symphony is the first in his cycle
of that composer's symphonies to be
made with the Amsterdam Concertge-
bouw Orchestra. The acoustical quali-
ties of the venerable Concertgebouw
hall add something special in the way of
tonal warmth for the strings and bril-
liance for the brass, as well as the kind
of spatial ambience this music needs.

More important than the quality of
the recording, however, is that Haitink,
unlike most non-Soviet interpreters, has

Conductor Bernard Haitink

chosen to treat the Fifth Symphony as
something other than a display vehicle
for a virtuoso orchestra. Impending
tragic conflict is very much evident in
his reading of the opening passages,
and at the end of the first movement the
icy tones of the glockenspiel verge on
the spooky. The second movement as-
sumes a mood of menacing sarcasm in-
stead of being treated as the usual
Mahleresque jeu d'esprit. As in almost
all performances of the Fifth, the slow
movement is the high point. The build-
up toward the first climax is long, slow,
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and rock steady, and the coda after the
final climax has a chilling, almost dis-
embodied character similar to pages of
the Sibelius Fourth Symphony.

The finale remains the hardest part
of this work to bring off, chiefly be-
cause the seemingly monumental coda,
with its solemn fanfare built on a ma-
jor -mode variant of the first four notes
of the opening, simply does not grow or-
ganically out of what came before. The
ferociously militant opening pages of
the movement virtually play them-
selves, but when the lyrical interlude
arrives, the problem is to keep it from
sounding banal or cloying. Haitink gets
top honors for his reading, which is re-
markably convincing.

In the music that works up to the fi-
nal fanfare of the coda, the dotted
woodwind figuration is similar to that
used in Boris Godunov prior to the
"spontaneous demonstration" of the
people in the opera's opening scene.
This brings up Shostakovich's own
comment about the Fifth, which is
quoted by London's annotator, Timo-
thy Day, and, more fully, by Solomon
Volkov in the controversial and emo-
tionally harrowing book Testimony-
The Memoirs of Dmitri Shostakovich
(Harper and Row, 1979): "I think it is
clear to everyone what happens in the
Fifth. The rejoicing is forced, created
under threat, as in Boris Godunov. It's
as if someone were beating you with a
stick and saying, 'Your business is re-
joicing, your business is rejoicing,' and
you rise shaky, and go marching off,
muttering, 'Our business is rejoicing,
our business is rejoicing.' "

Soviet tradition calls for an ultra -sol-
emn treatment of the finale of the
Fifth, and in his recording of it with
the Leningrad Philharmonic Yevgeny
Mravinsky takes almost four minutes to
traverse the coda. At the other extreme,
Leonard Bernstein, apparently taking
his cue from Koussevitzky's Boston
Symphony performances in the 1940's,
plays it in a brisk two and a quarter
minutes. I find neither of these versions
as satisfying as Haitink's, which, at
three minutes, ten seconds, is just five
seconds faster than the early 1970's
Melodiya/Angel recording by the com-
poser's son, Maxim.

Overall, Haitink's performance here
strikes me as one of the most illuminat-
ing versions of the Fifth on records. The
only other recording of this symphony
that I find comparable with Haitink's is
the one by Maxim Shostakovich (now

Kate (left) and
Anna McGarrigle
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available on Quintessence), but the new
one enjoys two distinct advantages over
its predecessor: the Concertgebouw Or-
chestra is far superior to the USSR
Symphony, and the state-of-the-art
digital sonics are truly splendid.

-David Hall

SHOSTAKOVICH: Symphony No. 5, Op.
47. Amsterdam Concertgebouw Orchestra,
Bernard Haitink cond. LONDON 3 LDR
71051 $12.98, 0 LDR5 71051 $12.98.

"Love Over and Over":
More Shenanigans from
The Glorious McGarrigles

THERE'S no one else in pop music
quite as wonderful or unorthodox

as the Canadian sisters Kate and Anna
McGarrigle, and their new album,
"Love Over and Over," shows them at
their most eccentric and eclectic. It's
glorious, but it can drive a critic to des-
pair trying to describe it. Like their pre-
vious Warner Bros. albums, this one is
a startling pastiche of styles, from folk
to classical, from spiritual to secular,
from Old World to New, from Tin Pan
Alley to the Brill Building. They even
come close sometimes to getting all of
that into one song through their choices
in lyrics, vocal line, and instrumenta-
tion (slipping a squeeze box in between
a piano and an electric guitar, for one
example).

The very first cut here, Move Over

Moon, is a hybrid of pop, bebop, doo-
wop, and Andrews Sisters swing. The
next, Anna's Sun, Son (Shining on the
Water), opens with a brief, souped -up
snippet of The Star-Spangled Banner
before breaking into a pseudo -Calypso
beat. An even better example of the
McGarrigles' unique shenanigans is
Midnight Flight at the end of side two.
Kate begins it with a melody that
sounds like a bastardization of Jacques
Brel, St. James Infirmary, and her sis-
ter's own Heart Like a Wheel. Just as
you get settled into it, she modulates
from a minor key to a major and back,
and before the song's five minutes and
forty seconds are up, she's had you in
and out of everything from traditional
blues to cool jazz to supper -club music.
She resolves it melodically at the end,
but you're not sure if you've just heard
a dirge or a celebration. Then it dawns
on you that the woman in the song-
who's leaving her lover-has the same
ambivalence: "And this moment
doesn't come easy or often/So I'll take
advantage and be on my way."

"Where do they get these things?" I
used to ask myself about the McGarri-
gles. At first I thought they must isolate
themselves up there in Montreal, refuse
to listen to music of any kind, and sim-
ply create from instinct. But then I re-
alized the answer is just the opposite.
They get them from everywhere and
everything: from the folk instruments
their parents kept around the house,
from their classical training as children,
from their early adulation of the Weav-
ers, from the various folk groups they
formed with and without their sister
Jane (who co -produced "Love Over and
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All The Fire,
Fury And Passion

Of Beethoven
Is Yours To

Audition FREE
FOR 10 DAYS
THE COMPLETE SET

OF NINE
BEETHOVEN
SYMPHONIES

ONLY $9.98
It's your introduction to The International Preview Society-

music club with NO OBLIGATION TO BUY.
No Obligation To Buy Any Future
Offerings

This remarkable $9.98 offer is our way of
introducing you to an outstanding music club
with never any obligation to buy. You'll have
the opportunity to select exciting single or
multi-record/cassette collections approx-
imately every four weeks in our exclusive
Preview Magazine. Each issue highlights
a Main Selection...plus an impressive array
of alternate selections (most available on
cassettes).

You Choose Only The Music You Want
If you'd like to preview the Featured Se-

lection, you need do nothing. We'll send it
automatically. But if you'd prefer an altir-
nate selection or none at all, just mail back
the Preview Notification Card-enclosed
with the magazine-by the specified date.
You'll always have at least 10 days to decide
whether you want to exercise your free pre-
view privileges. Should you ever have less
than 10 days, you will receive full credit for
returned merchandise.

Regular Savings Of Up To 35% Off
List Prices

As a Society member, you always enjoy up
to 35% off suggested retail prices on all
multi -record sets. Plus, our Half -Price
Bonus Plan means that for every regular
member purchase you make, you may
choose a Bonus album for only half of the
members' already -low club price! That

amounts to savings of more than 55%! A
postage and handling charge (plus applicable
sales tax) is added to all shipments.

FREE 10 -Day Audition Privileges
You'II always have 10 days to preview a

selection at home-absolutely free. And re-
member, unlike most other record clubs,
there's never any obligation to buy.

Highest Quality Recordings
All selections are on RCA, Deutsche

Grammophon , London, and Philips-the
world-renowned labels most respected by
music lovers and performers alike.

Mail Your Request Form Today-
You Send No Money Now!

-FREE HOME AUDITION REQUEST..
The International Preview Society
P.O. Box 91406  Indianapolis, IN 46291

YES! Please send me, for my free audition, the
"Beethoven-Nine Symphonies" set, and my bonus album
to keep, free and without obligation. I may return
"Beethoven-Nine Symphonies" after 10 days and owe
nothing...or keep it for only $9.98 plus a postage/handling
charge (sales tax where applicable). I will also receive,
approximately every four weeks, free preview privileges of
the finest classical recordings. Of course, I may cancel at
any time.

RC/1
RED SEAL

FREE BONUS
Your free gift-just for
returning the attached
coupon within 10 days-
BEETHOVEN'S VIOLIN
CONCERTO, performed
by Christian Ferras and
the Berlin Philharmonic
Orchestra. conducted by
Herbert von Karajan.

Please send all selections on:  LPs (R5040/R5156)  Cassettes (C5040/C5156)

Name

Address Apt. No.

City State
Only new members eligible. Offer limited to the connecting 48 states. Limit one
membership per household. NOTE: All applications are subject to review, and
we reserve the right to reject any application.

Zip
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Over" with Kate and Anna, sings back-
up on one cut, and plays piano on an-
other), and from Kate's 1971 tour with
cellist/singer Roma Baran.

"We write from the intellect, but it
starts off in the emotions," Kate once
said in these pages, and perhaps that
explains why so many of the McGarri-
gles' songs seem like moody little the-
ater pieces. Then, too, they "like to
write rock and roll," as they sing on the
title cut, "but it doesn't always hang to-
gether." So instead we get slow, inti-
mate songs of romance (I Cried for
Us), detached, dark -humor word por-
traits of strange characters (Star Cab
Company), witty, cockeyed observa-
tions of life and love (Move Over Moon,
Love Over and Over), and magical tap-
estries woven out of the most ordinary
and mundane events (On My Way to
Town, The Work Song). Surprisingly,
just about everything here works, ex-
cept perhaps their French adaptation of
Bob Seger's You'll Accompany Me.

Much has been written about the
"simplicity" of the McGarrigles' songs,
but musically they aren't nearly as sim-
ple as they might sound-just try trans-
cribing some of this stuff! Many of the
McGarrigles' songs sound uncompli-
cated because Kate and Anna have de-
liberately opted for a simple produc-
tion. And on the new album they move
back toward the less commercial, al-
most all -acoustic instrumentation that
Joe Boyd used in producing their first
album, as opposed to David Nichtern's
heavier touch on "Pronto Monto," the
last one before "Love Over and Over."

I think it's only fair to say, however,
that the McGarrigles really aren't for
everybody. To some, their sweet and
chirpy voices will always sound hope-
lessly amateurish and their songs seem
appallingly homemade. To me, those
qualities are all to the advantage of
such pieces as The Work Song (which
Maria Muldaur covered in 1973), as
fine and effective at capturing the Old
South as Robbie Robertson's The
Night They Drove Old Dixie Down. As
Kate herself sings in The Work Song:
"Label it garbage/Label it art/You
couldn't call it soul/You had to call it
heart." Heart it is, and mind and music
too. As far as I'm concerned, "Love
Over and Over" is an aural delight, a
private recital for the lucky ones who
care to attend. -Alanna Nash

Guitar virtuoso
John McLaughlin

KATE AND ANNA McGARRIGLE: Love
Over and Over. Kate McGarrigle (vocals,
piano, fiddle, guitar, accordion); Anna
McGarrigle (vocals, piano, accordion);
Gerry Conway (drums, percussion); An-
drew Cowan, Alun Davies, Mark Knopfler
(guitars); Pat Donaldson (bass); Kenny
Pearson (piano, organ); Chaim Tannen-
baum (banjo, mandolin, saxophone); other
musicians. Move Over Moon; Sun. Son
(Shining on the Water); I Cried for Us;
Love Over and Over; Star Cab Company;
Tu Vas M'Accompagner; On My Way to
Town; Jesus Lifeline; The Work Song; St.
Valentine's Day 1978; Midnight Flight.
POLYDOR 422-810 042-1 Y-1 $8.98.

John McLaughlin's
Eclectic, Electric
"Music Spoken Here"

JOHN MCLALGHLIN'S association
with the French jazz musicians who

have played on his last two albums con-
tinues to be a fertile one. His new "Mu-
sic Spoken Here" further explores and
enlarges the acoustic/electric synthesis
he used on "Belo Horizonte," although
where the earlier album emphasized
the acoustic side of the synthesis, "Mu-
sic" stresses the electric.

McLaughlin's work with his present
group is developing along a path strik-
ingly similar to Weather Report's in its
electronic tonal landscapes, in its pow-
erful rhythmic drive and structural
complexity, and in its concept of mu-
sical space and how to fill it. Honky
Tonk Haven, for example, with its ring-
ing Zawinulish Prophet 5 keyboard
backdrop, swirling cymbals, and thin-

derclap percussion, could have come
from any of Weather Report's last four
or five albums, and McLaughlin's dart-
ing, funky guitar solo suggests one of
Jaco Pastorius's nimble bass lines. In
Blues for L.W., an ostinato phrase in
the synthesizer explodes at random in-
tervals, splintering the soft interplay of
organ and acoustic guitar, just as Za-
winul is apt to pop in and out of the flow
of a song such as Scarlet Woman.

Evidence here of a rich fertilization
by current jazz ideas isn't limited to
Weather Report, however. Brise de
Coeur, a duet for guitar and piano, pays
homage to Keith Jarrett, and Mc-
Laughlin's own eclectic guitar style
boasts influences from rock to raga, fla-
menco to funk. As with all of Mc-
Laughlin's work, technical virtuosity is a
given. It's hard to imagine any human
being playing so many right notes, so
purely, as McLaughlin does on the
acoustic guitar, harder still to believe
that lines so difficult are being doubled
on keyboard, as is the case on Aspan.

Unlike many jazz performers, John
McLaughlin has always preferred to
work within a set group. Both the Ma-
havishnu Orchestra and Shakti staked
out and cultivated significant new
ground, and McLaughlin's current en-
semble appears to be doing the same.
Here's hoping they continue playing to-
gether for a long time. -Mark Peel

JOHN Mc-LAUGHLIN: Music Spoken
Here. John McLaughlin (acoustic and elec-
tric guitars); Katia Labeque (Synclavier,
piano); Francois Couturier (organ, synthe-
sizer, piano); Jean -Paul Celea (acoustic
bass); Tommy Campbell (drums). Aspan;
Blues for LW.; The Translators; Honky
Tonk Haven; Viene Clareando; David; Neg-
ative Ions; Brise de Coeur; LOro. WARNER
BROS 23723-1 $8.98, © 23723-4 $8.98.
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Juilliard Quartet: Robert Mann. Earl Carlyss, Joel Krosnick. and Samuel Rhodes

The Juilliard Quartet's
Third Bart6k Set Ranks
Among the Very Finest

THERE have been a dozen integral re-
cordings of the six Bart6k quartets

released in this country alone since Co-
lumbia issued the first in 1950. That
one was by the original Juilliard String
Quartet-consisting of Robert Mann,
Robert Koff, Raphael Hillyer, and Ar-
thur Winograd-and among its succes-
sors was a 1963 stereo version by the
Juilliard with Isidore Cohen and Claus
Adam replacing Koff and Winograd,
respectively. The recent Bartok centen-
nial and the ascendancy of digital re-
cording technology have combined to
stimulate today's Juilliard Quartet-
Earl Carlyss, Samuel Rhodes, and Joel
Krosnick are now the colleagues of first
violinist Robert Mann-to tackle these
six masterpieces again. Sonically the
results are very fine, and musically the
set compares well with the finest of
those by such current competitors as
the Tokyo, Hungarian, and Lindsay
Quartets.

The 1963 Juilliard recording, which
is still available, showed a somewhat
more flexible approach to the music
than did the group's generally fierce
and youthful 1950 readings while re-
taining a sinewy texture and the slash-
ing rhythmic attacks. Further interpre-
tive changes in this newest series of per-
formances seem essentially minor. The
two early quartets are played with great
tonal richness but also with great atten-
tion to their linear elements. As might
be expected, the real excitement comes
with the mature works, beginning with

the taut, compressed Quartet No. 3 and
working up to the full amalgamation
of the ethnic and the universal in the
Quartets Nos. 4, 5, and 6. Indeed, I feel
about these last three works the way I
do about the Brahms symphonies: m
favorite is the last one I listened to.

It is in these latter works too, with
their amazing variety of color, that the
advantages of digital mastering become
most evident. The tremendous reduc-
tion in background noise level, :ogether
with the virtually noiseless CBS press-
ings, has resulted in a dynamic range
that makes possible a true pianissimo as
well as effective capture of subtle tim-
bral effects, most strikingly in the three
middle movements of Quartet No. 4
(which for the present happens to be
my favorite). The sonic ambience is
richer and airier in the new Juilliard re-
cording than in either of the two earlier
versions. In only a few small respects do
I find that the 1963 performances have
an edge-a more emphatically con-
clusive ending to Quartet No. 5 and a
more generally effective communi-
cation of the elegiac tone of Quartet
No. 6.

I note that the new CBS package has
retained James Goodfriend's excellent
commentary and analysis from the ear-
lier stereo issue (including the typo that
has Bartok making posthumous [1956]
revisions to the First Quartet). Newly
added is a rather opaquely worded es-
say by Milton Babbitt on the structural
aspects of the six quartets; it's fine for
specialists, but it will be hard going for
the ordinary listener. -David Hall

BARTOK: String Quartets Nos. 1-6. Juil-
hard Quartet. CBS 0 I3M 37857, © 13T
37857. no list price.

Best of the Month
Recent selections

you might have missed

POPULAR
0 Captain Beef heart 8 the Magic Band:
ice Cream for Crow. VIRGIN ARE 38274

the most brilliant expression of Beef-
hear's strange muse since 'Trout Mask
Replica ' (January)

Donald Fagen: The Nightfiy. WARNER
BROS 23696-1 " nostalgia, surprises,
and an irresistible beat " (March)

S Michael Jackson: Thriller. EPIC OE
38112 ''Lives up to its title (April)

S Uttle Steven and the Disciples of
Soul: Men Without Women. EMI AMERICA
ST -1'086 " genre music never sound-
ed so good (March)

L.z Meyer: Once a Day. ADELPF0 AD
2009 "From toe-tappin joy to faded love
on ar album of classic country music "
(April)

S Dianne Reeves: Welcome to My
Love PALO ALTO PA 8026 "An impressive-
ly varied debut solo album " (January)

,0 The Roches: Keep On Doing. WARNER
BROS 23725-1 "The Roches are so far
beyond borrowing that they've forgotten
how " (February)

S Utopia. NETWORK 60183-1. "A nearly
perfe;t set of well made pop songs "
(February)

CLASSICAL
.7 J. S. Bach: Goldberg Variations. CBS
IM 37779. "Glenn Gould's legacy . . . the
most stimulating and entertaining account
of thin remarkable work yet recorded...."
(January)

E Beethoven: Plano Sonatas Nos. 4
and 11. CBS M 36695. "Murray Peraho's
first Beethoven recording is uncommonly
convincing." (April)

S Cacti: Oronfea. HARMONIA MUNDI HM
1100 02 "Early Venetian opera returns to

life in a fabulous performance
. ." (April)

C Mozart: Le Nozze dl Figaro. LONDON
LDR '4001 "No other recorded Figaro
can match the combined strength of the
five principals in this one. . . .' (January)

7 Mozart: Piano Concertos Nos. 12
and 20. DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON 2532 053
Piano Concertos Nos. 15 and 21. Pi -LPs
6514 148. "Exceptionally appealing per-
formances by Rudolf Sorkin and Alfred
Brand 91. "(February)

 Purcell: The Fairy Queen. DG ARCHIVE
2742 001 ". . a peak in the performance
of English Baroque music " (March)

E. Reich: Tehillim (Psalms). ECM -1-
1215. "A rare and really joyful listening ex-
perience." (February)

O Schumann: Symphony No. 3 ("Rhen-
ish"); Manfred Overture. DEUTSCHE GRAM
MOPHON 2532 040. "... magical and richly
satisfying. . . ." (March)
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Classical Musk

EI.RYBODY knows that an-
gels are musical. For one

thing, they are usually de-
picted playing harps. But the
angel whose portrait is a high-
light of the exhibit of art trea-
sures from the Vatican now
touring this country is shown
playing a lute. He was painted
by Melozzo da Forli in the fif-
teenth century.

In show business the term
"angel" refers to someone
who provides financial back-
ing for a play or similar enter-
prise. Texaco, for example, is
the "angel" behind the radio
and TV broadcasts from the
Metropolitan Opera, and Ex-
xon is the "angel" behind the
Great Performances series on
public television.

Oil companies do not have a
monopoly on angeldom or an-
gelhood. Philip Morris Incor-
porated is sponsoring the ex-
hibit officially titled "The
Vatican Collections: The Pa-
pacy and Art" with a grant of
$3 million to the Metropolitan
Museum of Art in New York,
where the show is on view un-

flews Beiefs

til June 12. It will be at the
Art Institute of Chicago from
July 23 to October 16 and at
the Fine Arts Museum of San
Francisco from November 19
to February 19, 1984.

The English firm that man-
ufactures du Maurier ciga-
rettes has played angel to a
number of recording projects,
including the first digitally re-
corded set of all the Beethoven
symphonies. The latest du
Maurier project is a series of
digital recordings of the
Tchaikovsky ballets The Nut-
cracker, Sleeping Beauty, and
Swan Lake conducted by
John Lanchbery.

Dame Margot Fonteyn has
endorsed this series. She said,
"It is a particular joy to hear
this splendid du Maurier Rec-
ord Collection, conducted by
John Lanchbery with his
unique sensitivity to the light
and dark sides of the music-
the highlights and the tragic
moments. He leads a wonder-
ful orchestra in the Philhar-
monia, and the digital process
gives the recording a purity of

sound one could not find any-
where else." The label on
which the Tchaikovsky ballet
series was released in the
United States is, of course,
Angel Records. W.L.

G00D news to anyone short
of .the $1,900 it takes to

buy the New Groves Dictio-
nary of Music and Musicians
is the launching of a spin-off
series of individual biogra-
phies drawn from it, begin-
ning with Haydn, Handel,
Mozart, and Schubert. Each
book includes the complete
list of the composer's works
and bibliography appended to
the individual entries in the
dictionary. In this series, pub-
lished by W. W. Norton, the
hardcover editions are $12.95,
the paperbacks $7.95.

THE Best Classical Album
of 1982, as chosen by

members of the National
Academy of Recording Arts
and Sciences and announced
at the Academy's 25th annual
Grammy Awards ceremonies,
was Glenn Gould's CBS Mas-
terworks recording of Bach's
Goldberg Variations. The
same recording, released only
a month before the pianist's
death last October, was also
voted Best Classical Perform-
ance by an instrumental So-
loist. RCA's recording of the
Mahler Seventh Symphony by
James Levine and the Chicago
Symphony received a Gram-
my as Best Orchestral Re-
cording. Both were picked as
1982 Records of the Year by
the editors Of STEREO RE-
VIEW. . . . Other Grammies
went to the Philips recording
of Wagner's Ring cycle con-
ducted by Pierre Boulez, the
Berlioz Damnation of Faust
conducted by Sir Georg Solti
for London, and the Brahms
Clarinet Sonatas played by
Richard Stoltzman on RCA.

Levine and the Chicago
Symphony were also honored
for their Mahler Seventh by
the Gustav Mahler Society of

Los Angeles, which gave them
its Best Mahler Recording of
1982 award.

The "other" French prize -
giver for outstanding record-
ings (after the Academie du
Disque Francais, reported on
here last month) is the
Academie Charles Cros,
which passed out its awards in
March. Top honors, the Prix
du President de la Repub-
lique, went to the Deutsche
Grammophon coupling of
Berlioz's Les Nuits d'Ete and
La Mon de Cleopture, sung
by Kiri Te Kanawa and Jessye
Norman, respectively, under
Daniel Barenboim, and the
Philips recording of Mahler's
Das Lied von der Erde led by
Sir Conn Davis, with Norman
and Jon Vickers. 0

THE Wolf Foundation,
which has previously

cited outstanding achieve-
ment in the sciences and the
fields of agriculture and medi-
cine, has announced its first
award in music. The $100,000
prize will be shared by the
pianist Vladimir Horowitz,
the French composer Olivier
Messiaen, and the Israeli
composer and musicologist
Josef Tal. ... Two composers
were included among the thir-
teen new members elected to
the American Academy and
Institute of Arts and Letters
this year. They were Stephen
Sondheim, whose work has
been almost entirely in the
commercial theater, and Bet-
sy Jolas (born to American
parents in Paris), who has
served as Messiaen's assistant
at the Paris Conservatory
since 1971. Sondheim's scores
for such shows as Sweeney
Todd (RCA) are, of course,
well known to American au-
diences and record buyers; Jo-
las is represented on records
at the moment by only one
work, her Third Quartet, on
the CRI label. . . . The Ameri-
can pianist Van Cliburn was
given the Albert Schweitzer
Music Award in ceremonies
at Carnegie Hall in April for
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"helping human kind tran-
scend its national boundaries
and ideologies through a pro-
found respect for musical
excellence."

The British painter David
Hockney, who has designed
important productions for the
Metropolitan and San Fran-
cisco Opera companies (the
latter via Glyndebourne), has
received the Hamburg Foun-
dation's $10,000 Shakespeare
Prize for his contribution to
the arts over the past twenty
years. . . . Included in the
New Year's honors list of
Queen Elizabeth II was the
conductor John Pritchard,
who was knighted Sir John,
and that jack of many trades,
including opera production,
Jonathan Miller, who was
made a Commander of the
British Empire.

DIRECTOR Franco Zeffirel-
li's lavish new film ver-

sion of Verdi's La Traviata
stars tenor Placido Domingo
and soprano Teresa Stratas
(above right), with James Le-
vine conducting the Metropol-
itan Opera Chorus and Or -

U

chestra. "If anyone can make
opera accessible, it is Franco
Zeffirelli," says Stratas. Zef-
firelli, who is as much at home
in movie studios as in opera
houses, is careful to point out
that this picture is "not just a

filmed opera." Critics have
agreed. Declaring the picture
a triumph, both vocally and
histrionically, the Internation-
al Herald Tribune said, "Mu-
sical drama and the true art of
the cinema-moving pic-

Disc and Tape Reviews

tures-have been united with
exquisite artistry." After a

New York opening late in
April, La Traviata is sched-
uled for national distribution,
and a soundtrack recording on
Elektra will follow.

By RICHARD FREED  DAVID HALL  GEORGE JELLINEK
STODDARD LINCOLN  ERIC SALZMAN

C. P. E. BACH: Trio Sonata in C Major.
J. C. BACH: Trio Sonata in B -fiat Major.
GOLDBERG: Trio Sonata in C Major. Itz-
hak Perlman, Pinchas Zukerman (violins);
Timothy Eddy (cello); Samuel Sanders
(harpsichord). ANGEL O DS -37815 $12.98,
© 4XS-378 I 5 $12.98.

Performance: Warm
Recording: Fine

The two trio sonatas here by J. S. Bach's
sons are welcome additions to the catalog
since they show this genre in its last phase,
when elegance of melodic writing outshone
countrapuntal interest. Johann Gottlieb
Goldberg is more famous as the performer
of the thirty variations by Bach Pere dedi-

Explanation of symbols:
0 = eight -track stereo cartridge
© = stereo cassette
O = digital -master recording
0 = direct -to -disc

1:23 = CX-encoded

Monophonic recordings are indicated
by the symbol 03

The first listing is the one reviewed;
other formats, if available, follow it.

cated to him, but his sonata here is a fine
work written in the high Baroque style. Al-
though Itzhak Perlman and Pinchas Zuker-
man approach the music in a thoroughly
twentieth-century manner, they are such
superb violinists, and so perfectly matched,
that one can only admire their sensitive mu-
sic making. S.L.

BARTOK: String Quartets Nos. 1-6 (see
Best of the Month, page 65)

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
BEETHOVEN: Piano Trio No. 6, in B -Bat
Major, Op. 97 ("Archduke"); Piano Trio
No. 7, in B -fiat Major (WoO. 39). Vladimir
Ashkenazy (piano); ltzhak Perlman (vio-
lin); Lynn Harrell (cello). ANGEL 13 DS -
37818 $12.98, © 4XS-37818 $12.98.

Performance Superb
Recording Excellent

Three superb soloists become an integrated
ensemble to perform a sublime piece of
chamber music. What more could you ask?
Ashkenazy, Perlman, and Harrell achieve a
perfect balance in their reading of the Arch-
duke, which is spacious and warm in the
first and third movements and spiced with
just the right amount of earthiness in the
scherzo and finale. The Trio No. 7 is a mi-

nor, but delightful, one -movement work
that followed the great Archduke by only a
year. Let's hope for the rest of the Beethov-
en piano trios from these artists. S.L.

BLOCH: String Quartet No. 1. Pro Arte
Quartet. LAUREL LR-120 $8.98.

Performance Intense
Recording Shrill in spots

A surprisingly wide range of music by Er-
nest Bloch is represented in the current
Schwann catalog, ranging from scripture -
inspired masterpieces such as Schelomo
and the Sacred Service to more eclectic
scores such as the Concerto Grosso No. 1,
the two violin sonatas, and the Sinfonia
Breve. Before this release, however, only
Nos. 3 and 5 of his five string quartets had
ever appeared in stereo disc format.

The F:rst Quartet is something of a
blockbuster, some fifty-six minutes long
and consisting for the most part of highly
charged music in a post-Franckian structur-
al framework. The music itself, however, is
more along the lines of middle -period Bar-
tok, especially in the ferocious Allegro fre-
netic° second movement. Among the love-
liest things in the score is the slow move-
ment, which evokes the Swiss homeland of
the composer's youth.

The present performance of this huge
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Beethoven's
Late Quartets

From Two Fine
Ensembles

The Hollywood String Quartet:
left to right, Felix Slatkin, Paul Shure,

Alvin Dinkin, Eleanor Aller

THE Amadeus Quartet, which celebrated
its thirty-fifth anniversary last year, is

not only one of the very few string quartets
to perform uninterruptedly for so long but
also, I believe, the only one ever to exist for
so many years with no change in personnel.
It is, moreover, surely the most distin-
guished such ensemble to be formed in Brit-
ain. The Hollywood String Quartet, which
was organized by Felix Slatkin in the same
year as the Amadeus (1947), did have a
personnel change or two in its regrettably
much briefer history, but it was at least ar-
guably the finest such group ever to have
been formed in our own country.

Both the Amadeus and the Hollywood
ensembles are represented in new releases
of recordings of the late quartets of Bee-
thoven, which must be the most awesome
handful of related works in the entire cham-
ber -music repertoire. In the case of the
Amadeus, it is an anniversary remake on
Deutsche Grammophon; in the case of the
HSQ, it is a belated reissue on the EMI la-
bel (available here as an import), the sec-
ond installment of HSQ revivals from this
source. (The first set, "The Legendary Hol-
lywood String Quartet," RLS 765, came
out a year ago; its three discs offer works by
Schubert, Brahms, Smetana, and Dvotak.)

Both of the Beethoven sets are enormous-
ly welcome, especially the HSQ's, which
ought not to have been allowed to disappear
in the first place. There was less of a need
for the Amadeus set, perhaps, since that
group's earlier one is quite decently re-
corded and is still in circulation (in a ten -
disc DG "Bargain Box" of all the Beethov-
en quartets). But the remakes-which are
not quite brand new, having been taped be-
tween 1978 and 1981-are in general more
interesting than the earlier performances,
good as those were (and are). The overall

intensity is a bit deeper now, most conspic-
uously in the somewhat broader tempos tak-
en throughout the set-quite tellingly, I

felt, in the slow movements of the grand -
scaled Opp. 127, 130, 131, and 132. The
scherzos in Opp. 127 and 135, I'm afraid,
are less tidy here, and the Grosse Fuge had
more character and more power in the ear-
lier set, but the superbly played finale of
Op. 135 and the profoundly affecting reali-
zations of the big three-Opp. 130, 131,
and 132-offset these lapses. When we hear
such works performed as movingly as they
are here, it seems churlish to complain
about a misstep or two elsewhere in so large
an undertaking. In any event, these per-
formances of what may well be the three
greatest works in the string -quartet litera-
ture are on that exalted level at which com-
parisons may serve to describe differences
but not to measure superiority.

The sound on the Amadeus set is realistic,
well balanced, and totally honest through-
out the eight sides. Much the same may be
said of the mono sound on the Hollywood
String Quartet set, though these recordings
go back more than a quarter of a century, to
1957. The sound is astoundingly rich and
vivid for its time; one would hardly suspect
the recordings' age or notice that they are
not stereophonic. The performances, to be
sure, make sonic considerations secondary,
but the splendid sound quality does enhance
their appeal. That appeal is considerable,
based equally on profundity, vigor, and bril-
liance. For sheer articulation of the notes,
the playing at times approaches the miracu-
lous, and the more demanding Beethoven's
music becomes, both spiritually and techni-
cally, the more splendidly the HSQ rises to
meet its demands.

In general, the Amadeus performances,
with those broader tempos, are more

gutsy-in Opp. 130, 131, and 132 in partic-
ular-while those by the younger Holly-
wood group, with their fleeter speeds, show
more sweetness and regard for tonal beauty
(the Op. 130 presto has incomparable light-
ness and grace). The HSQ's recordings of
Op.132 and the Grosse Fuge exhibit a spir-
itual power and dramatic tension rarely
matched in other recordings of these works,
and that of Op. 131 is not far behind. There
is more to come in this series of HSQ reis-
sues, I hope, and some of the repertoire
could be very interesting, but there is noth-
ing more worthy of preservation than this
set of the late Beethoven quartets.

When the HSQ's Beethoven recordings
were originally issued here by Capitol, the
Grosse Fuge and Op. 135 each had a side to
itself on the fifth disc in the set. Both of the
new four -disc sets are laid out with Op. 135
filling out side two of Op. 127 and the
Grosse Fuge on the same disc as Op. 130,
for which work it was the original finale.

-Richard Freed

BEETHOVEN: String Quartets: No. 12, in
E -flat Major, Op. 127; No. 13, in B -fiat
Major, Op. 130; No. 14, in C -sharp Minor,
Op. 131; No. 15, in A Minor, Op. 132; No.
16, in F Major, Op. 135; Grosse Fuge, Op.
133. Amadeus Quartet. DEUTSCHE GRAM-
MOPHON 2740 265 four discs $43.92.

BEETHOVEN: String Quartets: No. 12, in
E -flat Major, Op. 127; No. 13, in B -flat
Major, Op. 130; No. 14, in C -sharp Minor,
Op. 131; No. 15, in A Minor, Op. 132; No.
16, in F Major, Op. 135; Grosse Fuge, Op.
133. Hollywood String Quartet. EMI
RLS 7707 four discs $31.92 (from Interna-
tional Book and Record Distributors, 40-11
24th Street, Long Island City, N.Y.
11101).
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work by the Pro Arte Quartet has great in-
tensity and all the virtuosity required for its
effective communication. I would have
liked a slightly closer, less reverberant sonic
envelope and more body in the lower regis-
ter throughout much of the first movement.
The scherzo, where low -register scoring
plays a significantly larger role, sounds just
fine, however. D.H.

BRAHMS: Symphony No. 1, in C Minor,
Op. 68. Los Angeles Philharmonic Orches-
tra, Carlo Maria Giulini cond. DEUTSCHE
GRAMMOPHON 0 2532 056 $12.98, © 3302
056 $12.98.

Performance. Big -scaled
Recording: Full-bodied

Carlo Maria Giulini's reading here of the
Brahms First Symphony reflects more the
grand -scaled Continental tradition epito-
mized by Furtwangler than the more vola-
tile approach of his countryman Toscanini.
Giulini and his players make nearly every-
thing work magnificently, with particular
attention paid to blendings and balances of
timbres so as to allow the fullest apprecia-
tion of Brahms's orchestral colors. The slow
movement, for me the high point, is set
forth with a noble intensity. The introducto-
ry pages of the finale verge on the apocalyp-
tic-most effectively so-and for the most
part the body of the movement is splendidly
done. My main complaint about the per-
formance concerns the disconcertingly slow
pace of the big tune in the finale.

Giulini elicits a very full tone from his
string players, and praise is also due the solo
horn player. The sound overall is full and
rich, the miking fairly close up. D.H.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
BRITTEN: Canadian Carnival, Op. 19;
Young Apollo, for Piano, String Quartet,
and String Orchestra, Op. 16; Four French
Songs; Scottish Ballad for Two Pianos and
Orchestra, Op. 26. Jill Gomez (soprano, in
the songs); Peter Donohoe (piano, in Young
Apollo and Scottish Ballad); Philip Fowke
(piano, in Scottish Ballad); City of Bir-
mingham Symphony Orchestra, Simon
Rattle cond. ANGEL 0 DS -37919 $12.98, ©
4ZS-37919 $12.98.

Performance Fresh, fun
Recording Beautiful

BRITTEN: Gloriana, Symphonic Suite; The
Prince of the Pagodas, Prelude and Dances.
Bournemouth Symphony Orchestra, Uri
Segal cond. ANGEL 0 DS -37882 $12.98, ©
4ZS-37882 $12.98.

Performance. Very good
Recording. Nice

Benjamin Britten was a relatively prolific
composer, and he was, it seems, good and
prolific right from the start. We're getting a
lot of early Britten on records these days,
and it is welcome.

The Four French Songs are certainly ear-
ly (1928) and pretty good stuff for a four-
teen -year -old. What is impressive is not so
much the technical skill as the emotional
depth of feeling suggested by these settings
of Hugo and Verlaine. Eleven years later, at
the ripe old age of twenty-five, Britten left
war -torn Europe for North America, where
he spent several years. The other three

pieces on the first record above are from
Britten's American period.

The most American and the most impres-
sive is the Young Apollo, which the com-
poser inexplicably withdrew shortly after its
premiere (1939). The music is lean, direct,
imaginative; it has profile and color. Cana-
dian Carnival, written in the same year, is
similar in style and appeal, although, at
twice the length, it is a bit less coherent and
sustained. The Scottish Ballad, written a
year or two later and slightly better known,
is actually a somewhat more pompous and
conventional piece. Still, everything here is
fresh and fun to hear. It is also beautifully
performed by an excellent group of soloists,
a fine English orchestra, and a very good

conductor, Simon Rattle. Beautiful digital
recording too.

Another reading English orchestra per-
forms the suites from two of Britten's least -
successful large stage works, Gloriana,
written for the coronation of Queen Eliza-
beth II, and The Prince of the Pagodas, a
ballet written for John Cranko and the
Royal Ballet. It is certainly nice to have
some of this music in an accessible form,
though Britten at his most official is not al-
ways Britten at his most original or most
moving-there are a lot of fanfares on this
record. It is the ballet score that commands
the most attention. The suite is not by Brit-
ten but by Norman Del Mar, and it omits
the Pagoda -land music, which is said to
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show the influence of the Balinese gamelan.
Even without it, there is enough here to
make me want to hear the original score -
and see the original ballet. Colorful stuff.

The performance and recording are, if
not quite equal to that on the other disc,
quite decent. An interesting feature is that
the recording was supported by Harvey's of
Bristol (the Cream Sherry people), appar-
ently the Bournemouth Symphony's main
sponsor since 1975. E.S.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
BUXTEHUDE: Sonatas for Violin, Viola
da Gamba, and Harpsichord: B -flat Major,
Op. 1, No. 4; A Major, Op. 1, No. 3; G Mi-
nor, Op. 2, No. 3; E Major, Op. 2, No. 6.
Boston Museum Trio (Daniel Stepner, vio-
lin; Laura Jeppeson, viola da gamba; John
Gibbons, harpsichord). HARMON IA MUND1
HM B 1089 $7.98.

Performance Poetic
Recording Very good

This sampling of sonatas by Dietrich Buxte-
hude, the organist and church composer
who led the way to Bach, comes as a pleas-
ant surprise. Unlike their Corellian ccun-
terparts, these sonatas free the viola da
gamba from its usual chore of continuo sup-
port and give it an active role in the contra-
puntal texture. Harking back to the can-
zona tradition, the works have no set num-
ber of movements but, rather, a dramatic
series of contrasting sections of tremendous
variety. The music is both witty and pas-
sionate, with a strong melodic profile, lich
harmonies, and masterful counterpoint.

The Boston Museum Trio eloquently
proves the validity of reviving early instru-
ments. The pure sound of the strings with
its controlled decay gives Buxtehude's
tightly worked melodies and intricate coun-
terpoint great clarity and naturalness.
Careful articulation enables the listener to
follow each melodic thread as it pursues its
course over the harmonic support of the
harpsichord. In short, these are wonderful
works, real discoveries, and the Boston Mu-
seum Trio presents them in the best possible
light. S . L.

FRANCK: Symphony in D Minor. Bavarian
Radio Symphony Orchestra, Kiril Kondra-
shin cond. PHILIPS 0 6514 119 $12.98, CD
7337 119 $12.98.

Performance. Dramatic
Recording: Good location job

FRANCK: Symphony in D Minor. Or-
chestre Philharmonique de Liege, Pierre
Bartholornee cond. RICERCAR RIC 009
$11.98 (from AudioSource, 1185 Chess
Drive, Foster City, Calif. 94404).

Performance: Solidly traditional
Recording: Clean

It is a rare conductor who can bring the
Franck Symphony in D Minor to its peak of
affirmation for today's listeners. I heard
Rafael Kubelik carry it off with the Boston
Symphony in the Sixties, and others have
done it justice on discs, but neither of the
realizations under consideration here quite
measure up. The late Kiril Kondrashin, re-
corded in public performance complete with
coughs and concluding applause, seeks to
infuse an extra element of drama into the

end movements, with a resultant loss of
flow. He is at his best in the slow movement
and imparts a fascinating Brahmsian flavor
to the extended coda. Digital mastering or
no, however, some of the solo balances seem
a little off, the French horns (not always on
pitch) being rather too prominent in the
opening movement.

The Ricercar disc from AudioSource is of
interest if only because it offers the sympho-
ny performed by the orchestra of Franck's
home city of Liege, Belgium. Neither the
Berlin Philharmonic nor the Chicago Sym-
phony need fear for their laurels in terms of
finesse and virtuosity, but Pierre Bartho-
lomee offers a good traditional reading
throughout. The winds are unusually prom-
inent, with the solo English horn being very
front -and -center in the allegretto middle
movement. The room sound is clean and
bright but rather highly colored. My review
copy was warped, and side two was pressed
off -center. D. H .

GOLDBERG: Trio Sonata in C Major (see
C. P. E. BACH)

HOLST: The Lure; Dances from "The
Morning of the Year"; The Mystic Trum-
peter. Sheila Armstrong (soprano, in The
Mystic Trumpeter); London Symphony Or-
chestra, David Atherton cond. LYRITA
SRCS 128 $13.98 (from International Book
and Record Distributors, 40-11 24th Street,
Long Island City, N.Y. 11101).

Performance. Committed
Recording Vivid

People who know The Planets and a few
other Hoist pieces generally feel they have
digested the composer's style and know
what to listen for in his works. The newly
recorded The Mystic Trumpeter, which
goes back to 1904 and apparently has yet to
see print in score, may throw such knowl-
edgeable listeners a curve or two. That year,
as the composer's daughter lmogen points
out in her annotation to this Lyrita release,
was "a turning -point" for Hoist, then
emerging from his Wagnerian thralldom
but not yet active in the English folk -music
revival. Walt Whitman was a popular
source for English composers: Delius set
some of Whitman's verses, and Vaughan
Williams was setting others in his A Sea
Symphony at the same time Hoist produced
The Mystic Trumpeter. Why the work has
remained buried away for so long is hard to
imagine; Imogen Hoist advises that her fa-
ther revised portions of it "in his search for
what he called 'the musical idiom of the
English language.' " It is no lost master-
piece, but it is definitely worth hearing, not
least for the light it sheds on the formation
of this intriguing composer's personal
style.

No one would pretend that either of the
purely orchestral pieces on the other side of
the disc is a masterpiece either, but they too
are eminently worth hearing. Composed in
the 1920's, they exhibit plenty of the famil-
iar Hoist characteristics. The Lure was
composed in 1921 to fit a ballet about
moths and a flame; The Morning of the
Year, a choral ballet, was written in 1926-
1927. The music of both has been newly
edited by Imogen Hoist and Colin Mat-
thews. (Matthews, who had a hand in the
late Deryck Cooke's performing version of
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Mahler's Tenth Symphony, also edited The
Mystic Trumpeter.) The marvelous orches-
tral coloring clearly and unmistakably iden-
tifies the composer of The Planets and The
Perfect Fool-and, indeed, there are actual
motifs and rhythmic patterns that recall
those works.

All three works recorded here receive re-
ally committed, expert performances. Shei-
la Armstrong handles her high -lying so-
prano part with apparent ease as well as
conviction, and the orchestra under David
Atherton seems to relish its assignment.
The recording too is just about all one could
ask-rich, well balanced, and vivid. R.F.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
POULENC: Gloria; Concerto for Organ,
Strings, and Timpani. Sylvia McNair (so-
prano, in Gloria); Michael Murry (organ);
Atlanta Symphony Orchestra and Chorus,
Robert Shaw cond. TELARC O DG -10077
$17.95.

Performance: Lively
Recording. Superb

Poulenc's music is either witty and a bit
heartless or sincere and heartfelt. Some-
times, as in the Organ Concerto of 1939, it
is both. The result is a small masterwork.
The Gloria, like Poulenc's other later work,
is simple and deeply felt. These works,
which 1 used to disdain (or, at best, toler-
ate), seem more appealing all the time.

This recording of the Organ Concerto-
played on a beautiful instrument in Atlanta
and performed with panache by both soloist
and orchestra-has spirit and freshness.
Even the very backward -looking Gloria (of
1961!) does not seem so much nostalgic as
regretful. Poulenc's voice is small and
sweet, but it is distinct. Sylvia McNair's
voice is big and beautiful. The choral sing-
ing is good, the orchestral work lively, and it
is all very well recorded. The organ, in par-
ticular, leaps out in a most effective way,
yet it is always, somehow, still in balance
with the vivid orchestral sound. E.S.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
RAMEAU: Pygmalion. John Elwes (tenor),
Pygmalion; Mieke van der Sluis (soprano),
Cephise; Francoise Vanhecke (soprano),
Statue; Rachel Yakar (soprano), Amour;
Chorus of the Royal Chapel; La Petite
Bande, Gustav Leonhardt cond. PRO ARTE
PAL -1082 $9.98, © PAC- I 082 $9.98.

Performance Exquisite
Recording. Bright

Pygmalion, the first of Rameau's eight one -
act ballets, is probably the most accessible
one to modern audiences. Once Cephise,
Pygmalion's justifiably outraged wife,
storms off stage, the action centers on
bringing his statue to life, teaching it to
dance, and singing the praises of victorious
love. Rameau took the animation of the
statue as emblematic of love's awakening in
a young girl, and his music for it is some of
his most luminous. The Graces' dancing les-
son presents a series of delicious snippets of
courtly dances until the statue is sufficient-
ly instructed to move through the paces of
an elegant sarabande. The populace re-
joices, Pygmalion is celebrated with a

(Continued on page 74)
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Katia Ricciarelli (Alice Ford) and Renato Bruson (Falstaff)

Giulini's Falstaff:
A Voyage of Discovery

MUCH has been made of conductor Carlo
Maria Giulini's recent return to the

opera house after an absence of fifteen
years. His return to opera on records is also
a fairly recent phenomenon. Verdi's Rigo-
letto, released by Deutsche Grammophon
in 1980, and the digital version of Verdi's
Falstaff, just released by DG, are the only
full-length opera recordings Giulini has
made in over ten years. More important, the
new Falstaff is the first recording of a work
from the operatic mainstream to be made in
the United States in a decade. (The last
previous one, a recording of Bizet's Carmen
conducted by Leonard Bernstein, was, coin-
cidentally, also a Deutsche Grammophon
release.) But if it takes another decade for a
recording as good as this to come along, it
will have been worth the wait.

Falstaff has been a favorite of Guilini's
for many years. It was the opera with which
he made his British debut with the Glynde-
bourne Festival company in Edinburgh in
1955 and one that he conducted at Covent
Garden in London until he withdrew from
live performances of opera in 1967. Conse-
quently, when all his requirements were
met and he got ample rehearsal time for the
cast of his choosing, along with an orchestra
that he had himself honed to a fine edge, it
was not surprising that he went back to Fal-
staff for this project.

As has been widely reported, the produc-
tion on which this recording is based was a
collaboration between the Los Angeles Phil-
harmonic (which Giulini has served as mu-
sic director since 1978), Covent Garden in

London, and the Teatro Communale in
Florence. When the production was
mounted in each of these cities, Giulini con-
ducted substantially the same cast of sing-
ers but used the local house orchestra.

The new Deutsche Grammophon record-
ing derives from the initial performances in
Los Angeles last year. While it can be
called a "live" recording, it is actually a me-
ticulously edited mix -down of a number of
performances plus a short fix -up session at
the end. The last few hours in the studio
were required because in some passages it
was impossible to edit out the enthusiastic
applause of the Los Angeles audiences.

Much of the freshness and spontaneity
that come across in the recording can be
traced to the fact that the forces involved
had embarked on a voyage of discovery un-
der Giulini's firm control. Ronald Eyre, a
respected London stage director, was com-
ing to opera for the first time, and so was
the Los Angeles Philharmonic. Most of the
cast, including Renato Bruson as Falstaff,
were singing their roles for the first time;
hence none of them had preconceived no-
tions from earlier productions. Therefore, a
sense of discovery grips the listener here as
well, for Giulini reveals a great deal, not
only in the clarity and finesse of the playing
he elicits from the West Coast musicians
but also in the vocal characterizations he
draws from his principals.

Reviewing it in the opera house, some
critics found this Falstaff too clinical and
dispassionate. Referring to it as "Giulini's
Falstaff," they complained that the con -

a

a

ductor had polished the life out of it. In
London the Financial Times called it "a
dull Falstaff, its sparkle dimmed, its effer-
vescence flattened."

Listening to a recording, however, is quite
different from experiencing a performance
in the opera house, and what I got from this
recording is certainly quite different from
what I expected after having seen the pro-
duction at Covent Garden last summer. For
one thing, the orchestral playing on these
discs and tapes is absolutely stunning. As
good as the Covent Garden orchestra is, it is
obvious that the Los Angeles Philharmonic
is today in much better form.

But, more than that, a somewhat dour as-
pect that seemed to becloud the perform-
ance in the opera house is totally absent
from the recording. The music is, of course,
notable for its many ensembles, alight with
gleaming high spirits and busy chatter, al-
ternating with such impassioned mono-
logues as Ford's jealous outburst in Act II
and Falstaff's evocation of the joys and sol-
aces of wine in Act Ill. All this moves for-
ward with great gusto and grace. The mo-
mentum never flags, yet under Giulini's
careful direction nothing is forced, and the
wit, the swagger, the sudden flashes of tem-
perament, the fine tracery of the fanciful
are all there as needed. Throughout, DG's
digital sound fairly glistens.

The men in the cast are perhaps a little
stronger than the women. Bruson's por-
trayal of the title role might be described as
a thinking man's Falstaff-more sensitive
to irony, more rueful, mellower, and more
autumnal in spirit than any other on rec-
ords. His wonderful characterization is in-
sightful and carefully shaped, and it is
beautifully sung as well-really sung. Leo
Nucci's Ford is resonant and full bodied,
and Dalmacio Gonzalez is a suitably ardent
Fenton.

Francis Egerton's Bardolfo and William
Wilderman's Pistola are nicely realized, but
Michael Sells's Dr. Cajus would have bene-
fited from a bit more finish. Lucia Valen-
tini-Terrani has great fun with the role of
Mistress Quickly. Katia Ricciarelli is a ra-
diant Alice, Brenda Boozer a stylish Meg,
and Barbara Hendricks a pure delight as
Nannetta.

Compare this recording with any other-
Solti's, either of Karajan's, or even Bern -
stein's. For all their many strengths, I think
there is no question that Giulini sets a
standard in this Falstaff that none of them
can challenge. -Christie Barter

VERDI: Falstaff. Renato Bruson (bari-
tone), Sir John Falstaff; Leo Nucci (bari-
tone), Ford; Katia Ricciarelli (soprano),
Alice Ford; Barbara Hendricks (soprano),
Nannetta; Brenda Boozer (mezzo-soprano),
Meg Page; Lucia Valentini-Terrani (con-
tralto), Mistress Quickly; Dalmacio Gon-
zalez (tenor), Fenton; Michael Sells (ten-
or), Dr. Cajus; Francis Egerton (tenor),
Bardolfo: William Wilderman (bass), Pis-
tola. Los Angeles Master Chorale; Los An-
geles Philharmonic Orchestra, Carlo Maria
Giulini cond. DEUTSCHE GRA M MOPHON
2741 020 three discs $38.94, 3382 020
$38.94.
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fiercely florid Italianate aria, and all join in
the concluding dance sequence.

The music for Pygmalion-exquisitely
sung by John Elwes-is difficult not only
because of its extremely high tessitura but
also because Rameau combined both the
French and Italian vocal styles in his writ-
ing. Elwes nevertheless moves easily from
the heavy ornamentation of the French
style to the florid phrasing of the Italian.
The women too are excellent. The second-
ary roles of Cephise and the Statue involve
only the French style, but Rachel Yakar, as
Amour, must carry off her large part, like
Elwes, in both national styles.

Rameau's orchestration is particularly
sparse in this work, but, under the direction

of Gustav Leonhardt, La Petite Bande ne-
gotiates the ornate lines with delicate preci-
sion. The practice of taking all of the appog-
giaturas quickly makes the music sound
rather erratic sometimes, but one soon ad-
justs to this somewhat arbitrary approach.
The subtle intricacies of the score could not
possibly come across on modern instru-
ments, and the players' early instruments
and technical assurance serve Rameau's ge-
nius well. This year is the three hundredth
anniversary of the great French composer's
birth, and this exquisite recording commem-
orates it with appropriate style. S . L.

SAINT-SAENS: Cello Concerto No. 1, in A
Minor, Op. 33 (see SCHUMANN)
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SCHUMANN: Cello Concerto in A Minor,
Op. 129. SAINT-SAENS: Cello Concerto
No. 1, in A Minor, Op. 33. Lynn Harrell
(cello); Cleveland Orchestra, Neville Mar-
riner cond. LONDON 0 LDR 71068 $12.98,
© LDR5 71068 $12.98.

Performance: Very good
Recording Resplendent

The most recent previous pairing of these
two works listed in the current Schwann is
that of Jacqueline Du Pre as soloist with her
husband, Daniel Barenboim, conducting
the New Philharmonia; it dates from 1969,
so no one can complain of being inundated
with duplications.

Lynn Harrell is certainly nimble -fingered
enough for the Saint-Saens, and his tone is
big enough to stand out from Schumann's
sometimes opaque orchestral textures with
or without help from the engineers. In Ne-
ville Marriner he has a thoroughly sympa-
thetic collaborator, and the Cleveland Or-
chestra, recorded in Cleveland's acoustically
resplendent Masonic Temple, produces a
musically potent setting. Harrell may sound
a bit larger than life on his first entrance in
the Schumann, but the orchestral sound,
enhanced by London's digital mastering, is
not at all reticent. Harrell's brilliantly exe-
cuted cadenza in this work is his own. The
Saint-Saens concerto, as always, is a real
charmer, and it is performed altogether
brilliantly here. D. H.

SHOSTAKOVICH: Spnphonr No. 5, Op.
47 (see Best of the Month, page 61)

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
WAGNER: Lohengrin. Rene Kollo (tenor),
Lohengrin; Anna Tomowa-Sintow (so-
prano), Elsa; Dunja Vejzovic (mezzo-sopra-
no), Ortrud; Siegmund Nimsgern (bari-
tone), Frederick of Telramund; Karl Rid-
derbusch (bass), King Henry; Robert Kerns
(baritone), the King's Herald; others. Cho-
rus of the Deutsche Oper; Berlin Philhar-
monic Orchestra, Herbert von Karajan
cond. ANGEL SELX-3829 five discs $50.90,
© 4X5X-3829 $50.90.

Performance. Grandiose
Recording: Very good

Heroic romance and grand flourishes are
the essence of Wagner's Lohengrin, and
both elements appeal to Herbert von Kara-
jan's theatrical instincts. The drama he so
vividly captures here commands our admi-
ration, if not always our wholehearted ap-
proval. As has been the case with so many
of Karajan's more recent opera recordings,
the tempos here are at times extremely
slow. The Bridal Chamber Scene has more
ebb than flow, and the tenor hero is com-
pelled to deliver his Grail Narrative as if
each phrase were wrenched from his reluc-
tant throat. But there are enough fine mo-
ments to compensate for such excesses: a
Prelude of almost inhuman smoothness,
beautifully executed transitions between
scenes, a fabulously vivid handling of the
closing ensemble of Act II. The climaxes
are spectacular, and the superbly balanced,
luxuriant orchestral tone is a consistent
wonder.

While compliments are in order to EMI/
Angel for assembling a cast of today's pre-
eminent Wagnerians for this production, a
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doleful comment must again be made about
how today's "best" falls short of the ideal.
Only baritone Siegmund Nimsgern reaches
that peak in this recording. Nimsgern prop-
erly portrays Telramund as a proud but
somewhat stolid warrior who is at the mercy
of forces beyond his comprehension. He
pours out torrents of powerful sound, yet,
for all his vehemence, we retain sympathy
for the character.

Although no one else in the cast matches
Nimsgern's achievement, dedication and in-
volvement are in laudable supply. Rene
Kollo once had the potential to develop into
an ideal Lohengrin. He has the right lyric
timbre for the music, and he still knows how
to deliver the tender appeals to the Swan
with an insinuating mezzo voce. There is
even a touch of poetry in his characteriza-
tion, a quality rarely found in Wagnerian
singers. What Kollo lacks is tonal ampli-
tude and steadiness above the staff, and Ka-
rajan's deliberate tempos are not particu-
larly helpful.

Conversely, the region above the staff is
where Anna Tomowa-Sintow truly spar-
kles. Elsewhere her tone tends to be uneven
and the pitch marginally flat, though her
singing seldom loses its shimmery appeal.
In terms of expressiveness, neither she nor
Dunja Vejzovic make much of the text. Vej-
zovic handles the "Entweihte Goner!" out-
break impressively, but she lacks a truly
menacing quality. Karl Ridderbusch copes
bravely with the King's merciless tessitura,
but to say that he triumphs over it would be
an overstatement. Robert Kerns is accept-
able in the Herald's almost equally de-
manding part.

The recorded sound is topnotch, though
there are a few of the balance eccentricities
(mainly inaudible choral pianissimos) that
often show up in Karajan recordings. G.J.

COLLECTION

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
HUAPANGO. Moncayo: Huapango. Re-
vueltas: Sensemay& Ocho x Radio. Chivez:
Sinfonia India. Galindo: Sones de Maria -
chi. Xalapa Symphony Orchestra, Luis
Herrera de la Fuente cond. Vox CUM
LAUDE O D-VCL 9033 $10.98, © D -VCS
9033 $10.98.

Performance Splendid
Recording. Likewise

It would be nice if one new collection of
Mexican music did not include the Sinfonla
India, Sensemayci, and Pablo Moncayo's
Huapango. This is the third disc to appear
in the last two years with all three of these
titles, and there is yet another containing
both the Chavez and Sensemaya. Nonethe-
less, this is a stunning release in every re-
spect. I'm delighted to have Blas Galindo's
ingratiating Sones de Mariachi back in the
catalog, and Luis Herrera de la Fuente
gives a much more persuasive account of
both this piece and the Moncayo than he
did with the Orquesta Sinfonica National
on Capitol some twenty-five years ago.
There does not seem to be another record-
ing of Revueltas's Ocho x Radio at present
either, and this piece is also worth having.
The digital recording captures the splendid
sound of the Xalapa orchestra, and the Vox
pressing is first-rate. R.F.
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Popular Music

Is that Darth Vader emerging
from his Ti -Fighter after

pursuing Luke Skywalker
across the darkest reaches of
interstellar space? No, just
Millennium Records' Steve
Rodway posing with the Hex-
hedon PC -I, a high -end play-
back system seen on the cover
of Rodway's new album.
"Horizontal Hold." An RCA

flews Briefs

exec discovered the $35,000
unit in a Neiman-Marcus
Christmas catalog and
brought it to Rodway's atten-
tion; the artist (a synthesizer
expert) naturally thought it a
great prop, but I am sorry to
report he did not get to keep
it. Actually, I'm not sorry-
after all, there are people
starving in Detroit. S.S.

As you may have heard by
now, Midwestern rock

hero John Cougar, who sold
more albums than any other
rocker in 1982, is producing a
comeback album for his long-
time idol, Sixties blue -eyed -
soul legend Mitch Ryder. This
kind of fathers -and -sons debt
paying is, of course, rapidly
becoming a trend (in the man-
ner of Bruce Springsteen and
Gary U.S. Bonds or Tom Pet-
ty and Del Shannon), and I

think it's a nice idea. But God
only knows what the Cougar/
Ryder LP will sound like, be-
cause now I hear that one of
the tunes on the work -in -pro-
gress is a new song by irre-
pressible Sixties Space Cadet
Donovan (he of Sunshine Su-
perman and smoking bana-

nas). The ditty, entitled Local
Boy Chops Wood, is said to be
about the late Brian Jones,
original guitarist of the Roll-
ing Stones. S.S.

WIII \ President Ronald
Reagan awarded the

Medal of Freedom to a dozen
outstanding citizens this year,
those honored included such
well-known overachievers as
choreographer George Balan-
chine, architect Buckminster
Fuller, minister Billy Graham,
and former ambassador Clare
Booth Luce. Also included
was the beloved British -born
cabaret singer Mabel Mercer.

Although Miss Mercer was
the first recipient of STEREO
RI VIEW'S Award of Merit in

1975 and later received an
honorary doctorate from the
Berklee College of Music in
Boston, she is still not accus-
tomed to such honors. At a
dinner party held for her by
friends at the Algonquin Ho-
tel in New York she said,
"When I answered the tele-
phone and they said it was the
White House, I thought it was
a joke. And when they said I
was to receive the Medal of
Freedom, I thought, 'Freedom
from what? I've never been a
slave.' But it was lovely! They
give one the medal in three
sizes for different occasions,
and at the luncheon I was
seated next to the President
himself."

At the presentation cere-
monies President Reagan said
of Miss Mercer (in part),
"Her talent, her elegance, and
her unique way with a lyric
have gathered devoted follow-
ers all over the world. Her
special style has influenced
some of America's most fa-

mous performers, earning her
the reputation of a singer's
singer. Miss Mercer's career
has spanned more than sixty
years, and she continues to de-
light audiences and critics
alike. With her incomparable
talent, she has helped shape
and enrich American music."

W.L.

GRACENOTES: According to
Graham Nash, that long -

promised Hollies reunion al-
bum (in the can for almost a
year) will finally be out by the
time you read this. Said Nash,
"I think there will be a lot of
people pleased with what the
Hollies sound like in the
Eighties." . . . Argentina has
finally lifted the ban on Eng-
lish -language records it im-
posed after the outbreak of
the Falklands War. The first
album allowed into the Ar-
gentine marketplace? Super -
tramp's latest, "Famous Last
Words." . . . After a decade -

Cabaret singer Mabel Mercer
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long flirtation with mysticism
and fusion jazz, former cos-
mic cut-up and guitar hero
Carlos Santana seems to be
returning to his roots. His new
album, being produced by
r -&-b giant Jerry Wexler,
features back-ups by the great
Booker T. Jones, as well as
Texas blues bashers the Fabu-
lous Thunderbirds, who have
(almost) New Wave creden-
tials. . . . More legal trou-
bles for the "Wicked" Wilson
Pickett: the great soul singer
pulled out of a series of Eng-
lish gigs recently (quarrels
with his back-up band), and
English promoter Harvey
Goldsmith (the U.K. Bill Gra-
ham) is extremely miffed....
Ska revivalists the English
Beat got a surprise visit from
Mohammed Ali. It seems the
Champ was interested in the
group's deluxe tour bus, which
he saw parked in front of their
hotel, and jumped in for a
look-see. The band was under-
standably thrilled, but there
was no sale. . . . Billy Joel

cc
cc

gave away the Baldwin grand
used on his recent tour after
the final show in New York
City. The piano went to the
winner of a random drawing
for which 200.000 entry

Carlos Santana: returning to his roots?

blanks were distributed in
area stores. . . . According
to England's Melody Maker
magazine, it is now possible to
drop the following names
"without sounding like hip -

Disc and Tape Reviews

py": MC5, Bob Dylan, Morti-
cia Adams, Neil Young, Se-
pina Scott, Velvet Under-
ground, Mrs. Peel, the Clash,
Phil Spector, and Harold Wil-
son. Boy, am / relieved! S.S.

By CHRIS ALBERTSON  PHYL GARLAND  ALANNA NASH  MARK PEEL
PETER REILLY  STEVE SIMELS  JOEL VANCE

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
ABBA: The Singles-The First Ten Years.
ABBA (vocals and instrumentals). Ring
Ring; Waterloo; So Long; I Do, I Do, I Do,
I Do, I Do; SOS; Mama Mia; Fernando;
Dancing Queen; Money, Money, Money;
Knowing Me, Knowing You; The Name of
the Game; Take a Chance on Me; and elev-
en others. ATLANTIC 80036-1 two discs
$11.98, © CS 80036-1 $11.98, TP
80036-1 $11.98.

Performance: Sublime, ridiculous
Recording: Lush

This just may be the ultimate Greatest Hits
album. Of course, I'm prejudiced, and I'll
admit it: I find something irresistible (not to
say hilarious) about a quartet of heavily ac-
cented middle-aged Swedes singing about
teen heartbreak in transliterated English,
especially when the musical backings are

Explanation of symbols:
O = eight -track stereo cartridge

= stereo cassette
0 = digital -master recording

= direct -to -disc
CX-encoded

Monophonic recordings are indicated
by the symbol

The first listing is the one reviewed;
other formats, if available, follow it.

lusher and more bombastic than Bruckner's
Eighth Symphony. Phil Spector, and side
two of "Abbey Road" combined. But that's
ABBA for you, a group that consistently of-
fers its audience cornball sentiments in-
flated to insane proportions and melodies
you couldn't forget even if you wanted to.

This new double -disc album assembles
the cream of ABBA's first ten years of hit -
making plus two previously unreleased
tracks. Is this stuff the manifestation of col-
lective genius? The most representative
kitsch of our recent past? A revealing slice
of life from the belly of the Welfare State?
Does it mean anything? Should it? No mat-
ter. I love every note here, and I'm not em-
barrassed to say so in print. S.S.

RAZZY BAILEY: A Little More Razz.
Razzy Bailey (vocals); vocal and instru-
mental accompaniment. Love's Gonna Fall
Here Tonight; Twenty Years Ago; A Quar-
ter 'Til Three; Keep a Burnin' Love on Fire;
Guess Who's Gonna Be a Dad; Poor Boy;
and five others. RCA AHLI-4423 $8.98, ©
AHK1-4423 $8.98, 0 AHSI-4423 $8.98.

Performance: Good
Recording: Okay

Razzy Bailey is a forty -four -year -old Ala-
bamian who's had an enormous amount of
country airplay since giving up the Cracker -
club circuit and moving to Nashville several
years ago. While his live act proves him
capable of handling just about anything,
he's scored minor hits with such songs as
She Left Love All Over Me, a soppy, senti-

mental piece of MOR flotsam; Too Old to
Play Cowboy, an above -average sample of
mainstream country; and Ain't Got No
Business Doin' Business Today, a loose,
growly r -&-b number that fooled a lot of
people into thinking Bailey was black. He is
an energetic performer who always works
up an honest sweat, though RCA insists on
dressing him in fake -satin shirts and posing
him on plush Victorian furniture, with the
result that he's become a sex symbol for
housewives. But between the string -sweet-
ened songs here about the joys of expectant
fatherhood and 3 a.m. love are several fine
chitlin-soaked. toe -jam ditties that give off
a lot of steam. A.N.

BELLAMY BROTHERS: Strong Weak-
ness. Bellamy Brothers (vocals, acoustic
guitar); vocal and instrummental accom-
paniment. Strong Weakness; Doin' It the
Hard Way; When I'm Away from You; I
Love Her Mind; Almost Jamaica; Lazy
Eyes; and five others. ELEKTRA 60210-1
$8.98, © 60210-4 $8.98.

Performance Better
Recording Excellent

David and Howard Bellamy are two thor-
oughly pleasant fellas from West Central
Florida who have enjoyed a good measure
of success in the last few years with their
country -pop novelty tunes, and nothing
would please me more than to be able to
recommend their music. Unfortunately, be-
cause we have such different ideas of what

(Continued on page 80)
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Merle & Willie:
Real Songs

IN the past few years, it seems as though
I Willie Nelson has recorded an album
with every living singer in the free world. Of
course, George Jones has also been doing
that kind of thing, and last year, when he
and Merle Haggard put out "A Taste of
Yesterday's Wine," it looked as if Haggard
was getting mixed up in it too. To those of
us who really care about Haggard and Nel-
son, all this was somewhat distressing; more
often than not in projects such as these, the
novelty of the singers' getting together at all
overshadows the music they make. The
news, then, that Nelson and Haggard had
teamed up to do an album was received by
some with apprehension.

Well, despite the apparently casual way
that "Poncho & Lefty" was put together
("We just sat around and thought up
tunes," Nelson told me last summer), it is a
real album made up of real songs, not just
another schmaltzy LP of worn-out Forties
tunes. That isn't to say that you won't be
familiar with some of the material-there
are a couple of old Bob Wills western -swing
standards here, two of Nelson's own older
songs, and, of course, the Townes Van
Zandt title song. But I doubt you've ever
heard these tunes quite like this before.

Part of the reason for that is the produc-
tion. This may be the most laid-back album

I've ever heard (even Mickey Raphael is
subdued!). The arrangements are light but
not airy, the old veteran pickers know ex-
actly when to play-and, more important,
when not to play-and the instrumentation
is lean, clean, and tasteful.

But the most important reason "Poncho
& Lefty" is so strikingly handsome is the
wistful, elegiac mood that runs through the
entire album. Like the protagonists in the
title song, Nelson and Haggard took to the
road years ago, thinking it would keep them
"free and clean." Now, looking back, the
age and the hardness they picked up along
the way find them yearning for the homelife
and the clean -smelling sheets they sing of in
All the Soft Places to Fall by Leona Wil-
liams (Mrs. Merle Haggard). The song gets
a rather tongue-in-cheek treatment, but if
you find it hard to believe that Willie Nel-
son has ever really been disappointed by
anything in life, just listen to the closing
track, his own Opportunity to Cry, a blues
classic in the vein of Night Life that is the
finest four minutes on vinyl I've heard in
many a year.

Despite Haggard's top billing on the al-
bum cover, "Poncho & Lefty" is more Nel-
son's album than Haggard's. It was re-
corded at Willie's studio in Texas, uses
more of Willie's usual studio pickers than

Merle's, and was made with the help of
Willie's regular producer, Chips Moman.
You may come away with the feeling that
Willie sings more of the leads than Merle
too, although I'm not sure that's true.
Strangely enough, they hardly ever actually
sing together; instead, they trade off stan-
zas or whole songs-partly, I suspect, be-
cause neither of them can really sing har-
mony, and because their voices don't
complement each other's all that well.

But "Poncho & Lefty" is a decidedly de-
ceptive album. The first couple of listenings
you're liable to think it's lightweight trivia,
and then, before you know it, you find your-
self covered with goosebumps. It's partly
sheer artistry, but it's also because you
know that Merle and Willie have been
there. They've made a seductive, moving al-
bum. Don't miss it. -Alanna Nash

MERLE HAGGARD AND WILLIE NEL-
SON: Poncho & Lefty. Merle Haggard,
Willie Nelson (vocals, guitars); instrumen-
tal accompaniment. Poncho & Lefty; It's
My Lazy Day; My Mary; Half a Man; Rea-
sons to Quit; No Reason to Quit; Still
Water Runs the Deepest; My Life's Been a
Pleasure; All the Soft Places to Fall; Op-
portunity to Cry. EPIC FE 37958, © FET
37958, no list price.
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JENSEN R-408 IA (4. 001591 '239.90
JENSEN RI -530 (Receiver) '349
CLARION 100E08 (SOW , EC) '68
CLARION 5700(0(9 Tuning) '209
SANYO FTX-140 [15W. 001by C, '199.90
MITSUBISMI RX-735 (Dig. Tuning' .214.95
SONY XR-77 (25W. DOIbY' I '329.95
SONY x11.55 (20W !Auto Rev) '239
SONY XR-15 (Auto Rev) . . .139.95

CAR SPEAKERS
JENSEN 0.2020 6x9 Trlax II .89.90: PAIR
lENSEN.1.11135 (4 x 10" COax) .49.95 PAIR
JENSEN I-1045 Fag Tnax .99.90, PAIR
JENSEN 12041 51/4 Coax II .54.90 PAIR
PIONEER TS -6913 .95.90 PAIR
PIONEER 13-2000 Coax '109.90 PAIR
PIONEER Ts -169 .73.90 PAR
PIONEER TS -108 '47.90 PAIR
ALTEC LANSING 4A 6x9 COax 119.95 PAIR
ALTEC LANSING 512

'79.95 PAIR
RADAR DETECTORS

FOx VIXEN '229.95
RADAR INTERCEPT (\Mon '229
WHISTLER SPECTRUM '239
FUZZBUSTER SUPERHET II '189

CAR ACCESSORIES
AUD1OSAFE HIT (Car Stereo L OL '35
PAGE ALERT SONIC ALERT '49
PAGE ALERT 4444 (Deluxe Alarm) .109
UNDO BOX n-3030 (Car ALarm) '229
UNDO BOX TL -1000 (Car Alarm) '129

CALCULATORS
CANON P-101) (Desk /PrInten
HEWLETT PACKARD 1117-11C

l.);u1rrarnrnable)
PACKARD SP -12C

(Financial Calculator)
PANASONIC .11-365 (Solar Ca)c,
TEXAS WISTRUMENTS BAB
(Business Analyst)

.59

'79

'119
'19.95

'39

SONY MI -06
Cassette Steleo

 MIMI MB 1111

SEND FOR OUR FREE
240 PAGE
AUDIO! VIDEO
CATALOG

$23995
TELEPHONES

EXTEND A -PHONE 3000 Cordless) '99.95
EXTEND -A -PHONE 4000 -,rdiess)K139.95
CODE.A.PTIONE 1550

Answer. Mad) I '185
RACER P-7100 (Cordless '129
FREEDOM PHONE 4000 ICL,rdieSSI )229.95
FREEDOM PHONE 3900 [Cordless) .139
FREEDOM PHONE 2500 (MIX Cordless

;')) .ne A ,Iterc0111 BUTIOnl '159
DEMON DIALER MOOS. 176-1

Memory Dialen
PHONE CONTROLLER PC -30

Memory Dialer)
INIONMAATE 925

Answering machme,
PANASONIC KXT-1521

Answering Machine)
SANYO TM -1010 (Cordless)

STEREO -TO -GO

'139.95

'134.95

139.95

'169
.99.95

SONY WAIN/IAN 4 Cass Stereo) '59
SONY WM-71AM Cass Stere01 124.95
SONY WM-F11FM /Cass (Stereo) '94.95
SONY ICE -7600A

Portable 9 -Band Short Wave) '95
SANY01110-1801CaSS Stereo (Dolb711 .65
SANYO MG -2 (AM/FM/Cass Sten '85
SANYO MG -8 (CaSS Stereo) .29.95
AIWA HSP-02 [Cass/Ster AutO Re, .89
AIWA HS.J.02 (Cass /Ste, AutO Rey '129
TOSHIBA K75-3 (FM 'Cass/Stereo) '65
TOSHIBA KTv5-1 (Cass) AM -FM /Stereo) '89
TOSHIBA RP -55 AM. FM SW /Stereo) '55
PANASONIC R0.1 -20X

,CaSS Stereo.' OOP
NC 02-1 CassiStere0)
JVC COF-2 (Cass/FM Stereo)
NC PC -11 (Port Stereo)
SONY Kr -7500A

(Portable 9 -Band Short WaVel

124.95
'79
'99

'249

'95

ACCESSORIES

DISCWASNER DISCKIT
DISCWASHER D-4 SYSTEM
DISCWASHER DISCSET
DISCWASHER DITAT
DISCWASHER GOLDEN Meter
DISCWASHER PERFECT PAM
MAX ELL HE -44 Heal Demall..

'33.99
'10.99
'17.95
.6 79
'7.49
'4.99

.15.99

FREE GIANT
RECORD CATALOG
SEND FOR YOUR FREE 32-PADi

RECORD IS TAPE CATALOG iFolled with
Over 10000 different iist[ngsPADST
POPULAR ARTIST 8 TITLES IN STOCK

POP ROCK JAZZ COUNTRY & WESTERN

LIST PRICE UST PRICE LIST PRICE
.8.98

$399 $699 $799LP OR LP OR IP O
CASSETTE CASSETTE CASSERTTE ,

RCA WP -900
nvertIble VCR system

$949
VIDEO

VIDEO RECORDERS
NEC VC -734 (Beta) 1399
NC 14R-71330 MIS)
JVCNRC-3 (Min VCR 4 4 lbs )
SONY 9-2500 (Beta)
TONY 5L-5100 (Bem)
PANASONIC PV -1510 A/M5 4 -Heads, '639
PANASONIC PV -5500 (Port VHS, CALL
SONY 9-2000 / SONY TT -2000 '. o(Beta Recorder) (Tuner - "
SANYO VC -3900 (Beta( '339
ZENITH VR-8500 Seta( '399

VIDEO CAMERAS
PANASONIC P8-954 (Auto FOCUS) 889
RCA 00012 (Color Camera) '609
RCA CC015 ICOlOr Camera) '909
HITACHI VKC-4150 (AutO Focus) '849
HITACHI DORM GP41M SatIcon) '659
SONY HVC-2400 (Color Camera) '839
JVC 685.91 (Color Camera) '719
JVC GZS-SU Camera tHRC-31 '729
ZENITH VC -1100 (Color Camera) 'B99

SONY COLOR TV
SONY KV-1223/4112 Rerr,te,
SONY KV-1547 )15 Remote)
SONY KV-1952R (19 Remote)
SONY KV-2145 (71 Remote)

'839
'649
'749
'479

'439
'529
'529
'69.1

-NOTE: ALL COLOR TELEVISIONS ARE
SHIPPED FREIGHT COLLECT

VIDEO GAMES
coLECOWSION VIOED GAME . '179.90
ATARI VIDEO GAME CX-2600) '99.90
ATARI VIDEO CAME CX-5200, '199.90
MATTEL INTELIJVISION R 1149.90
VECTREX VIDEO CAME .159.90
ODYSSEY 2 VIDEO CAME .84.90
COLECO EXPANSION MOO 1 (Allows use of
ATARI games ,lecoVision) '59.90
CAME CARTRIDGES FOR COLECOVISION

COLECO Mousetrap '29.90
COLECO Donkey Kong Jr '32.90
COLECO Smurf '29.90
COLECO Za,c,On '49.90
COLECO Turbo '59.90
COMPATISLE ATARI 2600 CARTRIDGES

CARTRIDGES
ACTIVISION Pitfall
ACTIVISM Megamana
ATARI E T
ATARI N, POP -Man
ATARI S,A.,,rd Quest Fur Vv -,'c)
COLECO m
IMAGIC "

'24.90
'24.90
'29.90
'27.90
'32.90
'29.90
'24.90

M NETWORK k ,ma se '19.90
PARKER BROS ='Ogger '29.90
TIGER VISION esnoicl '19.90

COMPATIBLE MATTEL CARTRIDGES
ACTIVISION .29.90
(MAGIC in0 Me Beast '29.90
COLECO DOrINey '<Ong '32.90
MATTEL UtoOta '29.90

VIDEO TAPES

BLANK CASSETTES
ANY BRAND T-120 (ExCept HG) '9.95
ANY BRAND 1-500 (Except HG) '7.95
ANY BRAND L 750 Except MG) .9.95
ANY BRAND 1-830 ExCeOt HG) '11.95
ANY BRAND T 160 Except 14G1 '15.95
ANY BRAND High Grade 1-120. . .13.99

SPECIALS
TDK T-120 '9.49
MAXELL T-120
NC Mgr Grade 1.120 '12.99

iWE CARRY TAPES BY. MAXELL. TOE 7
SONY SCOTCH. FUJI MEMOREX, BASF

AMPEX. NC, PANASONIC, ZENITH

QUANTITY MODEL NUMBER/DESCRIPTION TOTALs4 CHECK OFF DESIRED
MERCHANDISE 8 INCLUDE THIS

.

AD WITH ORDER.

HOW TO ORDER BY MAIL: FOR PROMPT AND
COURTEOUS SHIPMENT USE ATTACHED ORDER
FORM PLEASE SEND MONEY ORDER CERTIFIED
CHECK CASHIER S CHECK MASTERCARD VISA
(Include card number Interbank NO expira
Don date signature. and attach to omen DO
NOT SEND CASH. PERSONAL AND BUSINESS -
CHECKS MUST CLEAR OUR BANK BEFORE PRO
CESSING $25 MINIMUM ORDER. Shipping. NAME MERCHANDISE

TOTAL

I

Handling & Insurance Charge is 5% Of Total
Order with a $3.95 minimum (Canadian ADDRESS
Orders Add 100, Shipping with a (7 95
minimum charge I For shipments by air CITY STATE ZIP LOCAL

SALES TAX
IN Y Res 0,,

Please double these charges SORRY, NO
C.O.D.S. NEW YORK STATE RESIDENTS PLEASE
ADD SALES TAX ALL MERCHANDISE SHIPPED

1 -.4 -iii

SHIPPING
&HANDLING

FRESH AND 100%BRAND NEW, FACTORY
GUARANTEED.

PRINT 4 DIGIT NO
ABOVE NAME (MasterCard Onlyr°

MY CARD
EXPIRES 1

SIGNATURE OF
CARD HOLDER TOTAL

AMOUNT
DEALERS/INSTITUTIONAL INQUIRIES BANK

CALL i800) n1-3191 ISSUED CARDTHAT

BE

C

O2

8
m

2

U
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music should be, I can't do that. "I try to
just keep it fun," David Bellamy told me
recently. But somewhere along the way I
got the impression that music should either
make you feel something or make you do a
little thinking. "Fun," as David Bellamy
would put it, certainly counts as one criteri-
on of good music, but I like a bit of content
with my form, and such niceties as interest-
ing lyrics go a long way with me too.

On "Strong Weakness," the best cut is
Number Two, by the Bellamys' guitarist
Randy Ferrell; it's heads above anything
else they've ever recorded. Where the Bella-
mys do excel, however, is in putting shallow,
suggestive lyrics to catchy melodies (check
out the insulting Redneck Girl or the excep-
tionally banal I Love Her Mind here), in
working out competent and attractive vocal
and instrumental arrangements, and in co -
producing (with Jimmy Bowen) a master
that results in a sound so crisp and snappy
as to put half the staff producers in Nash-
ville to shame. A.N.

FULL SWING: The Good Times Are Back.
Full Swing (vocals); instrumental accom-
paniment. Dancing in the Dark; Trocadero
Ballroom; The Right Idea; Tweedle Dee;
Big Bucks; Serenade in Blue; and five oth-
ers. PLANET BXLI-4426 $8.98, BXKI-
4426 $8.98.

Performance: Mostly dull
Recording: Cute

Hot on the wedgied heels of Manhattan
Transfer comes Full Swing, a three -mem-

ber vocal group assembled by producer
Richard Perry to give still another go -
around to the "cute" idea of performing in
the long -ago style of the Swing Era. Perry
first got Charlotte Crossley (a former mem-
ber of the Harlettes), Steve March (son of
Mel Torme), and Lorraine Feather (daugh-
ter of jazz critic Leonard Feather) together
for an album called "Swing" a few years
ago, and "The Good Times Are Back" is
practically a duplicate effort. After a band
or two, listening to it becomes an enervating
experience.

Crossley and March carry out their as-
signments professionally enough, but it is
Feather's extra -fancy snap and sparkle that
give the album whatever glimmers of life it
has. She shines brightest in a medley of the
Schwartz/Dietz oldie Dancing in the Dark
and her own The Closer I Get to You. This
kid is going places, and the sooner she
shakes the nostalgic dust of Full Swing
from her boots, the better. P.R.

SAMMY HAGAR: Three Lock Box. Sam-
my Hagar (vocals, guitar); vocal and instru-
mental accompaniment. Three Lock Box;
Remote Love; Remember the Heroes; Your
Love Is Driving Me Crazy; In the Room;
and five others. GEFFEN GHS 2021 $8.98,
© M5 2021 $8.98.

Performance. An abuse of power
Recording: Ditto

"Three -Lock Box" is hard-hitting heavy-
metal, and Sammy Hagar can hit with the
hardest. The tunes here stick pretty close to

the recipe studio -tested by bands like For-
eigner and Journey: start with a steady,
pounding beat, duplicate it in the bass, add
whatever power chords, fast lead phrases,
and sound effects come to mind, then mix at
the loudest volume your equipment can pro-
duce. Naturally, a vocalist would have to
scream to make himself heard over this kind
of background, and Hagar does. The lyrics
can be a problem. Like a lot of other hard
rockers, Hagar feels he has to write clever
words to entertain us. He needn't bother.
No one thinks for a minute that love is any-
thing like a radio wave or an antenna, and
saying so (Remote Love) just sounds fool-
ish. There are also songs about sex and for-
gotten war veterans, but at this volume, who
can think about sex? Or anything, for that
matter? It's the same old story: power
corrupts, and this kind of power corrupts
absolutely. M.P.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
GARLAND JEFFREYS: Guts for Love.
Garland Jeffreys (vocals, guitar); vocal and
instrumental accompaniment. Real Man;
Surrender; Fidelity; Rebel Love; Dance Up;
Guts for Love; Shout; and four others. EPIC
ARE 38190, © AET 38190, no list price.

Performance: Great
Recording. Very good

I don't mean to disparage Garland Jeffreys'
achievement on "Guts for Love," easily his
best album since "Ghostwriter," when I say
that my favorite moment on it is the abso-

DBX INTRODUCES
NOTHING FOR LESS.

""IIIIIIr"

The new NX-40. It eliminates
noise and tape hiss at an unheard
of price.

Only $159.
The NX-40 virtually eliminates

the noise a built-in Dolby* system
merely reduces.

It also records and reproduces a
wider dynamic range than other
noise reduction systems, matching
the full range of digital recordings.

So instead of recording noise,
try recording music.

The new NX-40. Nobody gives
you less for less.

For literature on the new NX-40,
call or write: dbx, Incorporated,
71 Chapel Street, Newton, MA
02195. (617) 964-3210.

I

Music can't live without us.dbx,h, Is ,IKTI,ICICd IrddC111.1, of 11,0 \ .11,0, 100 IC, I 1,11,111F (
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lutely perfect cover of the Junior Walker
classic What Does It Take (To Win Your
Love). It's just that Jeffreys and David San-
born on alto evoke the lyric soulfulness of
that song about as well as it can be done.

The key to the album's success is disci-
pline-perhaps a surprising thing to say
about the work of an artist whose music is
intensely personal and self -revelatory. But
there's little here of the strident, unchecked
emotion that was the undoing of Jeffreys'
last release, the live "Rock and Roll Adult,"
nor is there any of that album's deliberately
casual approach to performance, which
seemed to pander to punk aesthetics. "Guts
for Love" is an intelligently conceived,
tightly arranged fusion of Motown, funk -
rock, and reggae. From the imaginative,
off -the -beat phrasing of the lead vocal and
keyboards on Fidelity to the urgency of his
ballad singing on Surrender and Guts for
Love to the funky abandon of Dance Up,
Jeffreys is in complete control. He seems fi-
nally to have learned how to channel his an-
ger into serious music making. And, as El
Salvador and others here demonstrate, this
new artistic discipline has not come at the
expense of the political and social themes
that have always been important to him.

Garland Jeffreys was heavily hyped ear-
ly in his career, and, perhaps inevitably, he
came to disappoint a good many people.
With "Guts for Love" he's finally begin-
ning to deliver on his promise. M.P.

JOHN KAY AND STEPPENWOLF:
Wolftracks. John Kay (vocals, guitar);

vocal and instrumental accompaniment.
Time; None of the Above; You; Every Man
for Himself; Five Finger Discount; and five
others. NAUTILUS 0 NR -53 $16.50.

Performance Workmanlike
Recording. Excellent

John Kay's snarling voice has aged nicely
over the years. taking on a smoky, slightly
quavering resonance. Being pretty much all
that's left of the original Steppenwclf, he is,
of course, miked at the very forefront of
"Wolftracks," a digitally recorded Nautilus
"superdisc." Listening to Kay, I prefer to
recall the days when Born to Be Wild was
on the lips of every biker than to consider
the dreary succession of albums Steppen-
wolf made dt.ring the Seventies. "Wolf -
tracks," unfortunately, recalls the latter.
Clean engineering and noiseless pressing
aren't enough to disguise the fact that these
are not particularly interesting songs. M.P.

JERRY LEE LEWIS: My Fingers Do the
Talkin'. Jerry Lee Lewis (vocals, key-
boards); vocal and instrumental accompani-
ment. She Sure Makes Leaving Look Easy;
Why You Been Gone So Long; She Sings
Amazing Grace; Better Not Look Down;
Honky Tonk Rock and Roll Piano Man;
and five others. MCA MCA -5387 S7.98, ©
MCAC-5387 $7.98.

Performance Hard to tell
Recording Chancey

After a two-year break from recording, the
Killer is back, this time with a new label

and a new producer, Ron Chancey. Chan-
cey's done wonders for the Oak Ridge Boys,
but with other artists, especially the great
Brenda Lee, he doesn't seem to have the
faintest idea of how to showcase what they
do best.

Unfortunately, that holds true with Jerry
Lee Lewis too. Chancey's got him so far
back behind the instrumentation that you
can't tell for sure just what is going on. Part
of the time you can't even make out the
lyrics, and you have to hunt for Lewis's pi-
ano flourishes, routine as they may be.

I'm no: sure what Chancey had in mind
with this album. It's a mixed bag of country
schmaltz boogie-woogie. and Nashville
formula, but the chorines who turn up on
half the cuts might have worked if Chancey
had just used some loose, black voices in-
stead of the Vegas -style doo-wop ones here.
Lewis does catch fire with Fred Koller's
Circumstantial Evidence, a bluely little
rocker that lets him strut his stuff and do
some witty posturing, and Better Not Look
Down, a delicious piece of Southern -fried
funk that brings to mind Allen Toussaint or
Dr. John or, especially, Leon Russell's
Shelter People album and is replete with
searing, Don Preston -like guitar fills. But
other than those two tracks, there's really
not much to gnaw on here. "My Fingers Do
the Talkin'" won't add much to the Killer's
legacy. A.N.

GWEN McCRAE: On My Way. Gwen
McCrae (vocals); vocal and instrumental
accompaniment. Be For Real: Doin' It;

INSIDEOU'r
EADPHONES

Introducing Inside-OutTM MS 100 headphones from Sennheiser. A breakthrough.
Now you can have headphones rugged and reliable enough to bring you performance that

surpasses the most expensive loudspeakers-not only at home, but outdoors as well.
Inside -Out headphones are unequalled in wide linear response,

in transient ability, in ultra lightweight comfort.
Of course, you'd expect them to cost more. But once you go to

your Sennheiser dealer and put them on, you'll be so
fascinated you won't want to take them off.

Inside or out.

Hanteactunng Plant
0-3002 Wedernark, West Germany

SENNHEISEIV
Sennheiser Electronic Corporation (N.Y.)

10 West 37th Street, New York, NY 10018
(212) 239-0190
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Make Believe; Hey World; and four others.
ATLANTIC 80019-1 $8.98, CS 80019-1
$8.98.

Performance: Promising
Recording: Good

Gwen McCrae is a highly promising young
singer. She has the voice as well as vitality
and style. On a big, slow ballad, such as
Make Believe, she can be moving, sexy, and
vocally distinctive. When she's pushed into
faster, disco -slanted material, as she is too
often here, the results are much more ordi-
nary. McCrae is the kind of artist who
ought to be brought along slowly. She's got
the goods; all she needs is the proper show-
case to display them. P.R.

KATE AND ANNA McGARRIGLE: Love
Over and Over (see Best of the Month, page
62)

THE MEMBERS: Uprhythm, Downbeat.
The Members (vocals and instrumentals).
Working Girl,- The Family; The Model;
Chairman of the Board; Boys Like Us; Go-
ing West; Radiodub; and three others.
ARISTA AL 6605 $6.98, (:), ACT 6605
$6.98.

Performance: Defiant
Recording: Very good

If the Specials were the zany side of what
the British call Two -Tone, the Members are
its dark, angry counterpart. "Uprhythm,

If you use a brush to clean your
records, you're not really cleaning
them. That's because a brush works
much like a broom; it sweeps the dirt
around, but actually picks up very
little.

The Nagaoka Rolling Cleaner
uses a special grade of rubber non -
deposit elostomer which never loses its
original dust -gathering ability.

A gentle roll over the record
grooves and all dust and dirt particles
are picked up -with no deposits or
damage from solvents, and no abra-
sion from pushing dirt around.

The Nagaoka Rolling Cleaner's

soft rubber surface molds itself to the
very bottom of the grooves, picking up
dirt that conventional cleaning devices
can't even reach.

By simply washing the Rolling
Cleaner with a neutral detergent, its
adhesive is completely restored -a
process that can be repeatel over and
over again, for years.

Japan leads the world in the
production of hi-fi equipmet.
Nagooka leads Japan in the produc-
tion of accessories.

How will Nagaoka foie in the
United States? The experts expect a
clean sweep!

0 NAGAOKA
Take Care

14 Von Zont St /Norwalk, ConnectKut 06855/203-853-9792/Telex 6430/5 MI.F I INC NLK

Downbeat" is rock/reggae stripped of any
optimism or idealism by a tough, cynical,
pragmatic intelligence. From the album's
first ironic moments you're put on notice.
Working Girl seems a cheery enough rave-
up turning on a rousing, affirmative chorus:
"Hey, I'm in love with a working girl."
Nice, positive, dream -come -true stuff,
right? Wrong. Listen to the lyrics, and you
discover the guy is just sponging off her.

In the course of "Uprhythm, Downbeat,"
the Members trash capitalism (Chairman
of the Board), the family, work (We, the
People), romance (repeatedly)-just your
basic Western social and cultural founda-
tions. And they do it with raw, defiant con-
viction conveyed in blistering sax breaks,
jagged guitar, gunshot percussion, and
anarchic horn charts, all tied down to a
punked-out reggae beat. And lead vocalist
Nick Tesco's dark, grisly tone and aggres-
sive phrasing are about as engaging and so-
licitous as a razor poised at your throat. It
all adds up to a very uprhythm handling of
some pretty downbeat ideas-music that
works on your guts as it works over your
mind. M.P.

THE MIGHTY DIAMONDS: The Roots Is
Here. The Mighty Diamonds (vocals); in-
strumental accompaniment. Everybody
Has an Accent; Declaration of Rights;
Pretty Woman; The Poor Man's Prayer;
Heads of Government; and five others.
SHANACHIE 43009 $8.98.

Performance. Mellow
Recording Very good

Although they have been one of Kingston's
leading vocal ensembles for more than thir-
teen years, the Mighty Diamonds may find
that their biggest current claim to fame is
as the group responsible for Pass the Kou-
chie, the original version of the Musical
Youth hit Pass the Dutchie. Their silky har-
monies and soft, airy balladeering make
them reggae's counterparts to such Ameri-
can soul groups as the Stylistics and the
Chi-Lites. "The Roots Is Here" is a solid, if
not particularly exciting, outing. There's
nothing on it to match Pass the Kouchie,
unfortunately, but the vocals are uniformly
pleasant, seamless, and soothing, and the
accompaniment (by Tuff Gong studio regu-
lars Robbie Shakespeare, Sly Dunbar, and
others) is crisp and neat. Mellow reggae
may seem a contradiction in terms, but the
Diamonds make it work. M.P.

MISSING PERSONS: Spring Session M.
Missing Persons (vocals and instrumen-
tals). Noticeable One; Windows; It Ain't
None of Your Business; Destination Un-
known; Walking in L.A.; U.S. Drag; and six
others. CAPITOL ST -12228 $8.98, 4XS-
12228 $8.98.

Performance: Commercial potential
Recording: Very good

There's something about the music that
comes out of L.A., whether it's the Eagles
or X or Moon Zappa; it's all got a sunburst
finish that says "Buy, buy, buy." Missing
Persons makes calculated billboard rock-
clean, energetic, and, no doubt, market -re-
searched. Everything about this band
screams "hot commercial property," from
the studio -tight chops to the catalog of au
courant sounds (the Sting -like bass, for in -
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stance) right down to the fashionable gen-
der breakdown-four guys fronted by a
tiny, huge -eyed, scarecrow blonde. And the
production glistens like Sunset Strip neon
bouncing off the fresh wax job on a passing
Mercedes. Well, maybe I'm the kind of gull
the music business is short on these days,
but "Spring Session M" works on me.

This clean -edged, tuneful rock is pro-
pelled by drummer Terry Bozzio, for a
short time a member of the Mothers of In-
vention, and lead guitarist Warren Cuccur-
ello, who finds more interesting ways to fill
time than all the synthesizers in Burbank.
The centerpiece is supposed to be lead sing-
er Dale Bozzio, but her just -average voice
depends too much on quirky mannerisms of
phrasing to be truly fetching, and it's the
outstanding accompaniment, intricate and
upbeat, that winds up getting most of your
attention. Of course, you'd expect hard -
driving rock from a band led by a drummer
(Bozzio wrote most of this material), but
the lyrics are a bit better than the usual
commercial cut -and -paste job too. It all
goes to show that while great art (which this
definitely isn't) doesn't spring from the law
of supply and demand, good L.A. rock
sometimes does. M.P.

MODERN ENGLISH: I Melt with You.
Modern English (vocals and instrumen-
tals). I Melt with You; Life in the Glad -
house; Someone's Calling. SIRE 9 29836-0
A 45 -rpm $4.98.

Performance: Short
Recording: Very good

You'll probably play the title cut of this
"maxi -single" once and then never again.
Not that it's bad-it's actually pretty fair
Mersey-beat-but to take up a whole side
for a playing time of less than four minutes
makes it hardly worth changing your turn-
table speed to 45 rpm. Side two, however, is
more generous, logging in at nearly ten
minutes, and more interesting. Life in the
Gladhouse is a subversively hypnotic dub
chant intoned over a rumbling tribal beat;
its driving energy is contagious. Someone's
Calling is a bit more conventional with its
minimalist melody, chunking rhythm gui-
tar, and synthesizer underpinning. Both
tracks immediately go to work to rouse any
suppressed primal urges you may have, and
both continue to grow on you with repeated
listening. M.P.

RIC OCASEK: Beatitude. Ric Ocasek (gui-
tar, keyboards, vocals); vocal and instru-
mental accompaniment. Jimmy Jimmy;
Something to Grab For; Prove; I Can't
Wait; Connect Up to Me; and five others.
GEFFEN GHS 2022 $8.98, © M5 2022
$8.98.

Performance: High-tech
Recording: Outstanding

If I were one of Rick Ocasek's colleagues in
the Cars, I think I'd be a little put off by
"Beatitude." After all, a solo album that
sounds just like one by the whole band
somehow suggests that the other members
are superfluous.

"Beatitude" is an impressive technologi-
cal accomplishment, elaborately produced
and flawlessly engineered. All of the tracks,
both instrumental and vocal, positively scin-
tillate. Although it's shot through with

danceable rhythms, "Beatitude" is definite-
ly more solid-state than sensual-so much
so that the human sound of Deric Dyer's
saxophone on Prove hits you like the heat of
an August afternoon. As usual, Ocasek's
vaguely tragic vocals sound as though
they're coming through a bad transatlantic
phone connection. His smart, economical
lyrics and catchy melodies are everywhere
in evidence, so Cars fans will surely not be
disappointed by this album. They may just
wonder where the rest of the band fits in.

M.P.

YOKO ONO: /t's Alright. Yoko Ono (vo-
cals); instrumental accompaniment. My
Man; Never Say Goodbye; Spec of Dust.

Loneliness; Tomorrow May Never Come;
It's Alright; and four others. POLYDOR PD -
1 -6364 $&98, @ CT -1-6364 $8.98.

Performance: Slily
Recording: Good

All right, all right, I feel sorry for the poor
woman-but I feel sorry for Jackie Onassis
too, and if she made records I wouldn't take
them seriously either. The music on Yoko
Ono's new album, more conspicuously
"pop" than anything she's done previously,
has a certain fragile charm, I suppose, but
let's face it: it's just nursery -rhyme doggerel
gussied up to a fare thee well. S.S.

(Continued on next page)
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ELAINE PAIGE: Sitting Pretty. Elaine
Paige (vocals); vocal and instrumental ac-
companiment. Don't Walk Away Till I
Touch You; Shining; Daybreak; Dancing
Close; We're Home Again; and five others.
EMI NTS 221 $9.98 (from International
Book and Record Distributors, 40-11 24th
Street, Long Island City, N.Y. 11101).

Performance. Good
Recording: Good

You may not know much about Elaine
Paige now, but you will, you will. Besides
having a hit single in Don't Walk Away Till
I Touch You, a fairly standard ballad,
Paige is being talked about for the role of
Eva Peron in the film version of Evita.
Granted, just about every actress or singer
under the age of sixty has tried out for that
role, or at least been mentioned as a possi-
bility, but Paige did play Evita in the origi-
nal London production. Of course, Holly-
wood tradition is never to cast the person
who created a part on stage in the film ver-
sion, so we'll have to see.

This recording, made in 1978, was splen-
diferously produced by Brian Wade, who
also wrote six of the ten tracks. The big sur-
prise is the sound of Paige's voice on rec-
ords; it has a faintly babyish quality, some-
thing like Bernadette Peters when she is
putting you on. It works well enough, par-
ticularly in a song like Right Side of Morn-
ing, a straight -on rock ballad that has been
furnished with an equally baby -voiced cho-
rus honking away in the background. It's
good, lively stuff performed with a lot of
spirit and musicianship, but somehow it
doesn't fit my idea of the sinister Madame
Peron. P.R.

POLYROCK: Above the Fruited Plain.
Polyrock (vocals and instrumentals); instru-
mental accompaniment. Working on My
Love; Call of the Wild; Chains of Iron; Bro-
ken China; Indian Song. PVC 6901 $7.98.

Performance. Good
Recording: Good

Perhaps as a consequence of hard economic
times, Polyrock was dropped by its old la-
bel, RCA. Happily, the group was rescued
by the small independent PVC label. This
short (less than twenty-four minutes total)
but solid little record displays the interest-
ing melodic and sure-if somewhat re-
strained-rhythmic instincts that have
marked Polyrock as one of the more mu-
sical synth -pop bands. In fact, the record's
best moments are in songs that have very
little synthesizer: Chains of Iron, in which
Billy Robertson's New Romantic phrasing,
accompanied by descending scales in piano
and marimba, is superimposed over gallop-
ing rhythm guitar and drums; and Indian
Song, in which Cathy Oblasney's weird so-
prano drifts along on a cushion of churning
rhythm -guitar chords. Though by no means
extraordinary, Polyrock is electro-pop with
solid musical values-and that is some-
thing, these days. M.P.

STAN ROGERS: Between the Breaks .
Lire! Stan Rogers (vocals, six- and twelve -
string acoustic guitars); vocal and instru-
mental accompaniment. The Witch of the
Westmorland; Barrett's Privateers; First
Christmas; The Mary Ellen Carter; The
White Collar Holler; and four others. Fo-
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GARTY'S COVE MUSIC FCM 002 $8.98 (plus
$1.50 postage and handling charge from
Silo/Alcazar, Inc., P.O. Box 429, Waterbu-
ry, Vt. 05676).

Performance: Spirited
Recording: Okay

This is my first exposure to Stan Rogers,
who has recorded four albums, but after lis-
tening to this one, I'd say he's one of the few
"folk singers" around who really deserves
that title. Based in Canada, Rogers is a
hail -fellow -well -met who specializes in the
kind of long, multi -versed, traditional songs
that came to be known as the Childe Bal-
lads. The surprise is that he writes a lot of
the ballads he sings himself, using language
and musical structures that make them
sound like eighteenth -century originals.
Rogers also has the kind of hearty baritone
that suggests he is in the eighth generation
of his family to do this sort of singing-or
that he actually is an ancient balladeer who
somehow got caught in a time warp. The
accompaniment, on such airy instruments
as the Northumbrian smallpipes and penny -
whistle, do little to dispel that notion. "Be-
tween the Breaks" was recorded live in a
Toronto club, and judging from the au-
dience reaction, a good time was definitely
had by all. A.N.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
TODD RUNDGREN: The Ever Popular
Tortured Artist Effect. Todd Rundgren (vo-
cals and instrumentals). Hideaway; In-
fluenza; Bang the Drum All Day; Chant;
There Goes Your Baybay; and four others.
BEARSVILLE 1-23732 $8.98, 0 4-23732
$8.98.

Performance: Excellent
Recording: Very good

Todd Rundgren's albums are always full of
good or bad surprises; they are bad only
when he becomes too serious. Fortunately,
Rundgren's wit, which runs from the subtle
to the berserk, dominates this new solo al-
bum, on which he plays all the instruments
and sings all the vocals.

He's at his wittiest and most literate on
There Goes Your Baybay. The title is a
take -off on Cat Stevens's Here Comes My
Baby (Stevens used to pronounce the last
word as "bay -bay"), but Rundgren's lyrics
are full of references to the current reces-
sion. The hero, juggling his capital, is
shocked to find that his girl friend is leaving
him; it's a wonderful vignette about the
problem of staying in business and in love.
Rundgren's sense of the bizarre is displayed
on Emperor of the Highway, a diatribe
against bad drivers sung in a mock -operatic
voice. The satire is in a Gilbert and Sullivan
mode, but the opening line of the melody
borrows heavily from Lerner and Loewe's
Get Me to the Church on Time.

Except for Steve Marriott and Ronnie
Lane's Traffic -era Tin Soldier, the rest of
the songs are all Rundgren's. Don't Hurt
Yourself, Hideaway, and Influenza are bal-
lads; the last two are whiz -kid exercises, but
Don't Hurt Yourself seems to be autobio-
graphical. Bang the Drum All Day, Drive,
and Chant are a little self-indulgent, but
they are entertaining nonetheless. Along
with all the dazzle, an element of mockery
animates this album. Rundgren is erratic,
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to say the least, and when he makes the
wrong choices he's awful, but when he's
right there's no one else like him. He's right
this time. J.V.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
ROSALIE SORRELS: Miscellaneous Ab-
stract Record No. I. Rosalie Sorrels (vo-
cals, guitar); instrumental accompaniment.
Ashes on the Sea; I'm Thinking Tonight of
My Blue Eyes; Satisfied; The Cool Green
Shores of Erin; If You Love Me; You've
Got to Go to Sleep Alone; Foxy Devil; and
five others. GREEN LINNET SIF 1042
$7.98.

Performance: Infallible
Recording: Excellent, but . . .

It's hard to fault Rosalie Sorrels for any-
thing, and her stirring soprano, sensitive,
romantic delivery, and considerable versa-
tility are above reproach here as usual. On
"Miscellaneous Abstract Record No. 1"
Sorrels has chosen to present what she calls
"my favorite songs to sing. . . . Each one
brings back times, places and people I have
cared for." When that means selections by
Bruce "Utah" Phillips, Mississippi John
Hurt, Patrick Sky, Malvina Reynolds,
Hedy West, and Aunt Molly Jackson, as it
does here, you have a heck of an album. But
Sorrels has omitted the work of one of my
favorite songwriters and poets, Rosalie her-
self, and a Rosalie Sorrels album without
her own material is almost not a Rosalie
Sorrels album at all! Still, she ought to be
declared a National Treasure. Buyer be-
ware, however: the left channel on side two
of my copy fizzles out intermittently A N

JOE STAMPLEY: Backslidite. Joe Stam-
pley (vocals); instrumental accompaniment.
Finding You; I'm Just Crazy Enough:
Everything but the Lady: Poor Side of
Town; It's Over; Southern Comfort; and
four others. EPIC FE 38364, © FET 38364,
no list price.

Performance Uptown honk
Recording: Could be crisper

From as far back as his rock-'n'-roll days
with the Uniques, Joe Stampley has always
had a winning way with a song. As affable
and outgoing as a glad-handing politician,
Stampley usually sounds as if he's really en-
joying himself. But for all the energy and
raw emotion he packs into those honkytonk
and cheatin' songs he does so convincingly,
Stampley says that twelve years into his ca-
reer as a country singer he's still "the big-
gest unknown act in country music." I don't
know that that's quite true, but I do know
what he's getting at. He's very competent at
what he does, has a steadfast following, and
shows up on every back -bar jukebox in the
South. That's about it, though, mostly be-
cause he's never had a big crossover hit.

I suspect Stampley's out to change all
that, because "Backslidin' " turns away
from his good-ol'-boy, fish -bait image for
something a little more stylish. There's nary
a cheatin' or drinkin' song here, and pro-
ducer Ray Baker has some of Nashville's
crack studio musicians ride a finer line be-
tween country and pop than usual with
Stampley, treating him less like a hard-core
country singer than a Southern pop singer,
a la Johnny Rivers, whose Poor Side of
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The Philip Lynott Album:
A Pop Masterpiece

P1111 IP LYNOTT'S new Warner Bros. al -

bum goes straight to the top of two of
my lists: so far it's the year's most bizarre
album and the year's biggest surprise. No
one familiar with Lynott's work fronting

0
ro

the British heavy-metal band Thin Lizzy
could possibly have expected this kind of pe-
culiar pop masterpiece. That's right, pop.
Not rock. "The Philip Lynott Album" is a
mad collision of styles-romantic ballads,

high-stepping barrelhouse rockers, New
Wave, dub, Eurodisco, parody, you name it.
And it works.

In the most nasal voice imaginable, Lyn -
not sings over dubbed -in radio talk -show
hosts (Fatalistic Attitude) or Bible -thump-
ing evangelists (Gino), and he abruptly con-
cludes an unapologetically sentimental love
song, Cathleen, with "Now shut up and go to
bed." He takes a sympathetic look at the
small hurts in the day of an unhappy young
schoolgirl (Growing Up), then segues into
the arcade -game percussion and maniacal,
pounding chorus of Yellow Pearl ("Attack,
attack, attack, attack, attack,/That's what
we lack"). He does a devastating parody of
Bob Dylan in Ode to Liberty-in which,
backed by the languid, fluid guitar of Mark
Knopfler, he calmly suggests that we should
be spending more on nuclear arms. This is
the most schizophrenic pop since Harry
Nilsson. Needless to say, you'd be crazy to
pass it up. -Mark Peel

PHILIP LYNOTT: The Philip Lynott Al-
bum. Philip Lynott (vocals, bass); vocal and
instrumental accompaniment. Fatalistic
Attitude; The Man's a Fool; Old Town;
Cathleen; Growing Up; Yellow Pearl; To-
gether; Little Bit of Water; Ode to Liberty
(The Protest Song); Gino; Don't Talk
About Me Baby. WARNER BROS. 23745-I
$8.98, © 23745-4 $8.98.

The Mini -Wizard. Its wonders never cease.
Here is the car stereo
that does just about
everything Mini-Wizatd
from TEN Cu Audio

For starters, its digital
electronic tuner lets you
pin -point radio stations
with uncanny accuracy.
while the TEN exclu-
sive internal circuits cap-
tures them clearly

You can pre-set your
ten favonte stations and
recall them with a push
of a soft -touch button
Can't make up your
mind on what you'd
like to hear') Just push
the search tuning but-
ton to listen to the next
station And if you
really cant decide. scan
tuning lets you sample
five seconds of a radio
station All of this.
thanks to its memory

Microprocessor mem-
ory technology, devel-
oped by Fujitsu Ltd
The worlds second
largest producer of
computers

Now, for those of
you who enjoy tapes. the
Mini -Wizard leaves lit
tle to be desired Among
its outstanding features
an automatic program
selector that lets you
skip songs. and an auto -
repeat system that gives
your favonte tune up to
five encores

For optimum tape
performance, there are
two TEN exclusive fea-
tures an anti -roll mech-
anism that keeps tapes
from rocking, no mat-
ter where you're rolling
And a Hall Effect end -
of -tape sensor that pre-
vents them from being
eaten

With its five -band
graphic equalizer and
foul -way fader, you can
adjust sound for max-
imum enjoyment, plus
loads of power with its
88 watt amplifier And
the optional remote con-
trol puts magic right at
your fingertips

Of course we could go
on about all the amaz-
ing things that our
MiniNY/izard does, but
we prefer that you try
one yourself You'll soon
agree that its possibili-
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Town shows up at the very end of side one.
Actually, "Backslidin' " isn't that radical

a departure, considering all the different
types of songs Joe's recorded through the
years. I do wish Baker had unplugged the
Nashville String Machine in spots, but
there's enough updated Sixties rock-'n'-roll
here to keep it loose, and even something
called Everything but the Lady, a pretty ef-
fective reading of male insecurities. A.N.

THOMPSON TWINS: Side Kicks. Thomp-
son Twins (vocals and instrumentals); in-
strumental accompaniment. Love on Your
Side; Tears; Lies; We Are Detective; Love
Lies Bleeding; and five others. ARISTA AL
6607 $6.98.

Performance Mannered
Recording Good

There is no more controversial style in pop-
ular music today than the technopop, a.k.a.
synthpop a.k.a. electrobeat (no one can
agree on a name for it), of such bands as
Soft Cell, the Human League, Duran Du-
ran, Yaz, and hundreds of others. It's "so-
phisticated" to some, "soulless" to others; it
makes some people want to dance and it
makes others wince.

The Thompson Twins are typical enough
practitioners of synthesized pop, and their
new album seems to exemplify the form in
many ways, for better and worse. It features
a heavy, eminently danceable disco beat,
unfocused synthesizer fidgeting that ranges
in lone from the cosmic to the flatulent, half
sung, half intoned -through -the -nose lead

vocals and stagey, whispered call -and -re-
sponse background vocals, an ad -jingle
songwriting sensibility, and arbitrary conga
breaks. In all honesty, this stuff is no more
predictable or formulaic than, say, Delta
blues. The problem for me is, the Thomp-
sons just don't put any value on their own
message. If they did, they wouldn't set lyr-
ics like "my love lies bleeding" to such
slight, mincing accompaniment. There may
be a potent irony in putting a la -la -la -la -la
chorus into the grim, Gary Numanesque
Kamikaze, or it may be that the Thompson
Twins can't decide whether they want to be
serious or silly. In the end, this is music at
war with itself. M.P.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
DONNA WASHINGTON: Just for You.
Donna Washington (vocals); vocal and
instrumental accompaniment. You Can't
Hide from the Boogie; Where You Are Is
Where I Wanna Be; I'm into You; Don't Be
an Island; Do You Wanna. Huh?; and three
others. CAPITOL ST -12233 $8.98, 0 4XT-
12233 $8.98.

Performance Full-bodied
Recording Good

Although Donna Washington is no relation
to the late Dinah Washington, she shares
more than just the earlier singer's surname.
Donna Washington has the same kind of af-
fecting, full-bodied vocal lustiness that dis-
tinguished Dinah. Her uptempo numbers
here are sharp and sassy, and on the more

intimate items she drives the lyrics home
with intensity and finesse. Some of the cred-
it should go to Chuck Jackson, who pro-
duced this set. He was a producer for Nat-
alie Cole when her career was on the up-
swing, and a mighty fine job he did. He has
showcased Donna Washington on this al-
bum with comparable care. A class act from
background to center stage. P.C.

GROVER WASHINGTON, JR.: The Best
Is Yet to Come. Grover Washington, Jr.
(soprano and tenor saxophones, saxello);
Ralph MacDonald (percussion); Eric Gale
(guitar); Jon Faddis, Frank Wess, Alex
Foster (horns); Patti LaBelle, Bobby
McFerrin (vocals); other musicians. Can
You Dig It; The Best Is Yet to Come; More
Than Meets the Eye; Things Are Getting
Better; and four others. ELEKTRA 60215-1
$8.98, © 60215-4 $8.98.

Performance. Batter than usual
Recording. Vary good

The easy -listening, jazz -flavored popular
sounds of saxophonist Grover Washington,
Jr., are often dismissed as little more than
high-class Muzak. But he does come up
with some delightful tunes.

On "The Best Is Yet to Come" he follows
the pattern we have come to expect of him,
laying his solo sax over conservatively tai-
lored arrangements laced with the telltale
rhythms of funk. But there are some inter-
esting highlights here. The title selection
features Patti LaBelle in an uncommonly
subdued mood, teasing her way through a
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melody that just seems to ooze into a cozy
corner of the heart. Then, when she seems
unable to contain herself any longer, she
starts a long slide up toward a high note
with Washington's horn in close pursuit.
Arranged by its co -producers, Washington
and Dexter Wansel, the song is sweet and
right for LaBelle and all concerned. Anoth-
er highlight is the vocal work of the formid-
ably talented Bobby McFerrin on Things
Are Getting Better. Otherwise this predom-
inately instrumental set is softly romantic
and intimate. Easy listening, yes, but enor-
mously appealing. P.G.

MARTI WEBB: Won't Change Places.
Marti Webb (vocals); orchestra. All I Am;

Masquerade; Angry and Sore; I've Been in
Love Too Long; Don't; I Guess I'll Miss the
Man; and four others. POLYDOR 2442-186
$13.98, © 3184 149 $13.98 (from Interna-
tional Book and Record Distributors, 40-11
24th Street, Long Island City, N.Y.
11101).

Performance Show time!
Recording: Excellent

Marti Webb has been appearing on the
London stage since the early Sixties and un-
til recently was starring in Andrew Lloyd
Webber's West End hit Song and Dance.
She has one of those big, belting theater
voices that probably can be heard in the last
row without amplification. On records, at
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least on this record, she tends to oversing,
overaccent dramatically, and make a lot of
grand musical gestures that come off as
slightly hammy. At times she is very im-
pressive, as in her performances here of
Don't Cry for Me, Argentina from Lloyd
Webber's Evita or Rod Argent's Angry and
Sore, where she is strident and impassioned.
But ten bands of high-tension, high -decibel,
all -stops -out performing are about five too
many for any recording artist. Even Streis-
and gives herself, and her listeners, a few
quiet spots on her albums. The production
on this one, however, is by Lloyd Webber
himself and is up to his usual standard-an
exceedingly high standard by anyone's
measure. P.R.

MARGARET WHITING: Come a Little
Closer. Margaret Whiting (vocals); instru-
mental accompaniment. The Gentleman Is
a Dope; Come a Little Closer; I Get a Kick
Out of You; I'd Rather Leave While I'm in
Love; Hard Hearted Hannah; and eight
others. AUDIOPHILE AP -173 $7.98.

Performance Smoothly professional
Recording: Good

This is a super -smooth outing by one of the
great pros of the record industry, Margaret
Whiting. Whiting's been around since the
late Forties, but you'd never know it from
the astonishingly fresh sound of her voice.
She still displays the same wonderful into-
nation and diction that always made her
singing-of anything-somewhat special.
Her best track here is Peter Allen and Car-
ole Bayer Sager's I'd Rather Leave While
I'm in Love, in which she builds a strongly
dramatic line. The only quibble I have is
with the somewhat eccentric arrangements
by Hubert Arnold. Sometimes they add in-
terest to a classic such as Hard Hearted
Hannah, but other times they can ruin one,
as in an I Get a Kick Out of You that
sounds disconcertingly melancholy. P.R.

ROBERT WINTERS AND FALL:
L -O -V -E. Robert Winters (vocals, key-
boards); Fall (vocals and instrumentals).
Lady; Dancin' Lady; I Love You Mom;
Lock Me Up; and four others. CASABLANCA
NBLP 7275 $8.98, © NBL5 7275 $8.98.

Performance Clear reflections
Recording: Very good

Robert Winters is a musical chameleon. He
moves smoothly through a familiar reper-
toire and easily manages to assimilate the
colors of the original versions. He seems to
have an affinity for material by Allen Tous-
saint and Lionel Richie, but if he favors any
one artist, it is Al Green, whom he imitates
to perfection on the title tune. His keyboard
playing is unexceptional,. but the man can
sing, he has surrounded himself with musi-
cians, back-up singers, and arrangers of ob-
vious talent, and, with one exception, he has
picked pleasant tunes. The exception is a
dreadful, drippingly sentimental bit of
mother -worship called I Love You Mom. I
would like to hear more from Winters, but I
wish he would hire a producer with imagi-
nation and stop leaning so heavily on the
past accomplishments and triumphs of his
better-known colleagues. C.A.

NEIL YOUNG: Trans. Neil Young (vocals,
guitars, synthesizers); instrumental accom-
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paniment. Little Thing Called Love; If You
Got Love; Computer Age; We R in Control;
Transformer Man; Computer Cowboy (aka
Skycrusher); and four others. GEFFEN GHS
2018 S8.98, M5 2018 $8.98.

Performance Electro-bozo
Recording Good

I don't know quite what to make of this, the
first product of Neil Young's new fascina-
tion with certain electronic instruments
more commonly associated with bands com-
prising young English art -school grads in
Frankie Avalon hairdos and oversize coats.
But, then again, one is not supposed to know
what to make of it; it's Young's latest alien-
ate -your -audience -effort, which is okay by
me. Better to burn out than to fade away I

suppose.
What Young is saying here, if I read him

right, is that the Computer Age (the title of
one of the best songs here) is a fait accom-
pli, that his various inexpensive synthesiz-
ers and Vocoders and drum machines and
four -track tape decks are by now the con-
temporary equivalents of the acoustic gui-
tar-folk instruments. It makes sense, ac-
tually, especially since most of the stuff
here does strike a balance between the
homespun and the machine -tooled, between
the organic and the synthetic. My only
problem is that a lot of it sounds like Fifties
sci-fi kitsch. There are some terrific songs
underneath the space-age packaging, and
almost everything works at least as a novel-
ty. And the concluding Like an Inca, done
with more or less traditional instrumenta-
tion, is as genuinely moving and mysterious
as anything Young has ever written.

I've said it before, and I'll say it again:
Neil Young may be a bozo, but he's such a
great bozo. S.S.

COLLECTIONS

DR. DEMENTO: Demento's Mementos.
Dr. Demento with Barnes & Barnes: Doc-
tor of Dementia. The Other Half: Smut.
Showdown: The Rodeo Song. The Three
Stooges: The Alphabet Song. Dickie Good-
man: Harry's Jockstrap. Gary Muller: My
Name Is Not Mery Griffin. Steve Lisenby:
Swedish Western. Travesty Ltd.: Rock and
Roll Doctor. And eight others. ECCENTRIC
PVC 8912 $8.98 (from Jem Records, P.O.
Box 362, South Plainfield, N.J. 07080).

Performance Goofy
Recording. Very good

Dr. Demento, the syndicated Los Angeles
radio -show host and collector of screwball
ditties, here presents his third treasury of
recorded musical warts. Some of them are
genuinely funny, nearly all of them are
splendidly vulgar, and only a few of them
are merely juvenile. Of the sixteen selec-
tions I laughed most and loudest at Swedish
Western (a Polish joke in a Scandinavian
setting), Rock and Roll Doctor (a phone-in
talk show for junkies), and My Wife Left
Town with a Banana ( . . . ). Two other
items here are historically interesting.
Dickie Goodman, who has had a long career
with novelty hits (Flying Saucer, Mr.
Jaws), is represented by Harry's Jockstrap,
from a 1963 album. The Three Stooges first
sang The Alphabet Song in a 1938 short;
the version here is from around 1959, dur-
ing the Stooges' comeback period.

I recommend "Demento's Mementos" for
times when you've had it with everything
and everybody. J.V.

THE KIDS FROM "FAME": Songs. Erica
Gimpel: Be Your Own Hero; Bet Your Life
It's Me. Debbie Allen: Body Language;
Dancing Endlessly. Gene Anthony Ray:
Lay Back and Be Cool; Mannequin. And
five others RCA AFLI-4525 $8.98, ©
AFKI-4525 $8.98.

Performance Shallow
Recording. Very good

Fame is a TV series (derived from the mo-
vie of the same name) about students at
New York's High School of Performing

Arts. This is the second album it has
spawned. The tone is set by Erica Gimpel's
solo numbers, Be Your Own Hero and Bet
Your Life It's Me. These are supposed to be
rousers loaded with brash charm, but they
have about the same effect as your neigh-
bor's eight -year -old daughter essaying I've
Gotta Be Me at the church talent contest.
The other cast members croon, preen, and
prowl through dubious ditties that are
meant to be fetching and aren't. The instru-
mentals, including Lori Singer's cello and
Lee Curreri's keyboards, are professional
and peppy, but everyone concerned sounds
a bit too precious. J. V.

(Continued on next page)
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RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
JACKIE CAIN AND ROY KRAL: A Ste-
phen Sondheim Collection. Jackie Cain (vo-
cals); Roy Kral (vocals, piano); Paul John-
son (vibraphone); Dean Johnson (bass);
Steve Bagby (drums). Barcelona; Love Is in
the Air; I Remember; I Do Like You; Send
In the Clowns; and nine others. FINESSE
FW 38324 $8.98, @ FWT 38324 $8.98.

Performance: Excellent
Recording: Good

Recorded in performance at Michael's Pub,
a New York restaurant/night club that fea-
tures some of the best impromptu jam ses-
sions in jazz, this album is a complete and
civilized delight. In it Jackie Cain and Roy
Kral run through fourteen songs from the
Stephen Sondheim catalog. Not only are
these real Sondheim performances -acer-
bic, intelligent, and moodily lyrical -they
are exemplary exercises in the art of popu-
lar singing.

The rarest beauty here is a performance
of Anyone Can Whistle, the title song from
a show that was decades ahead of its time
when it appeared on Broadway in the early
Sixties. The most interesting discovery is
the theme song Sondheim wrote for the
French film Stavisky. The production, by
Ken Glancy, is as graceful and literate as
the music and the performers. A joy. P.R.

JUDY CARMICHAEL: Two -Handed
Stride. Judy Carmichael (piano); Marshall
Royal (alto saxophone); Freddie Greene
(guitar); Red Callender (bass); Harold
Jones (drums). Christopher Columbus;
Viper's Drag; Ja-Da; Honeysuckle Rose;
Ain't Misbehavin'; and three others. PRO-
GRESSIVE PRO 7065 $8.98, © C 7065
$8.98.

Performance. Very good
Recording: Very good

Stride piano played by a woman? Sure -
especially if she's as good as Judy Carmi-
chael. Carmichael's interest in stride began
at age twenty when she heard records by
James P. Johnson, his protégé Fats Waller,
and Waller's sometime pupil Count Basic.
Captivated by the music, she learned from
their records, and here she plays with grace
and gusto on a sparkling stride album of
her own.

Among Carmichael's admirers are gui-
tarist Freddie Greene and drummer Harold
Jones, both Basic alumni, who join her on
"Two -Handed Stride" along with bassist
Red Callender and alto saxophonist Mar-

shall Royal. The selections are from the
Waller repertoire. Viper's Drag and Hand-
ful of Keys are Carmichael showpieces, but
the lead on Ja-Da is given to Royal. Both of
them play with a Waller -like sense of hu-
mor. Royal is the perfect complementary
lead; his phrasing reminds me of that over-
looked sax master Frankie Trumbauer. As
proof of Carmichael's appeal, I cite the tes-
timony of a fifteen -year -old young man de-
voted to television, mayhem, and Elvis who
loudly protested my playing "that old
stuff." By the time he had listened to the
album all the way through, though, he nod-
ded sagely and declared, "That's good." I
celebrated his developing taste by increas-
ing his allowance. J.V.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
RICKY FORD: Interpretations. Ricky Ford
(tenor saxophone); Wallace Roney (trum-
pet); Robert Watson (alto saxophone); John
Hicks (piano); Walter Booker (bass); Jim-
my Cobb (drums). Moon Mist; Dexter;
Lady A; Bostonova; and three others. MUSE
MR 5275 $9.98.

Performance: Very fulfilling
Recording: Very good

There are no gimmicks on this new quartet/
sextet album from tenor saxophonist Ricky
Ford. No one strokes the piano strings with
a bottle of Rothschild's finest, the only elec-
tronic buttons pushed are the ones on engi-
neer Rudy Van Gelder's recording equip-
ment, and there is no trace of an imported
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aspiring warbler. This record simply offers
plenty of good music. On second thought,
make that superb music of the tried and
true kind. Ricky Ford, better than ever, is
joined by a first-class rhythm section and,
on three selections, two young horn players
from the current Art Blakey Jazz Messen-
gers group. Blakey has an extraordinary
track record as discoverer of fresh, vital tal-
ent, and these young men, trumpeter Wal-
lace Roney and alto saxophonist Robert
Watson, virtually soar here. In sum, "Inter-
pretations" is a remarkable, driving, right -
on -target album that features musicians of
two generations making music that will ap-
peal to jazz enthusiasts of any generation.

C.A.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
BENNY GOODMAN: Seven Come Eleven.
Benny Goodman (clarinet); Bucky Pizza-
relli, George Benson (guitar); Hank Jones,
John Bunch (piano); Milt Hinton, Ron Car-
ter, Slam Stewart (bass); Grady Tate
(drums); Joe Venuti (violin); Urbie Green,
Al Grey (trombone); Peter Appleyard (vi-
braphone). Alone Together; I Cover the
Waterfront; Seven Come Eleven; Lime -
house Blues; Slipped Disc; And the Angels
Sing; and five others. COLUMBIA FC 38265,

FCT 38265, no list price.

Performance: Fine
Recording. Good

Here are eleven tracks recorded in 1975 but
only recently approved for release by Benny

Goodman. He and his all-star crew (not
everyone listed above plays on every cut;
there were four recording sessions using
varying personnel) are in exceptionally fine
and mellow form in this program of stand-
ards. There are no surprises-unless you
are still surprised by the youthful vitality of
Goodman's attacks on the material and his
fervid solos-but then who would want sur-
prises from an artist who created his own
sure style so many years ago? Special treat:
a performance of Limehouse Blues that ra-
diates virtuosity and musicianship. P.R.

At the time of the album's original re-
lease, many jazz fans still found it difficult
to accept the frosty currents of the Tristano
sound, but when Ornette Coleman hit the
scene with his concept of jazz four years lat-
er, what once seemed too cool suddenly
seemed warmer, even downright tradition-
al. If there is now such a thing as a Tristano
tradition, this Lee Konitz/Warne Marsh al-
bum captures the very core of it. You cer-
tainly don't have to be adventurous to ap-
preciate the sophistication and beauty of
this music. C.A.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
LEE KONITZ AND WARNE MARSH.
Lee Konitz (alto saxophone); Warne Marsh
(tenor saxophone); Billy Bauer (guitar); Sal
Mosca, Ronnie Ball (piano); Oscar Petti-
ford (bass); Kenny Clarke (drums). Back-
ground Music; Donna Lee; I Can't Get
Started; Don't Squawk; and four others.
ATLANTIC/JAZZLORE 02) 90050-1 $8.98.

Performance: Enduring
Recording: Very good mono

This reissue of a 1955 album (originally At-
lantic 1217) features the top graduates of
the Lennie Tristano school of cool, stream -
of -consciousness jazz. That alone makes it
noteworthy, but there is also a marvelous
rhythmic element here in the work of Oscar
Pettiford and Kenny Clarke, who would
eventually take up residence in Europe and
help shape the direction of Continental
jazz.

SUSAN LA MARCHE: Vamp Til Read",
Susan La Marche (vocals); Waldo's Gut -
bucket Syncopators (instrumentals). That's
What I Call Sweet Music; Minnie the
Moocher's Wedding Day; My Daddy
Rocks Me; I Got It. but It Don't Do Me No
Good; I Got What It Takes (But It Breaks
My Heart to Give It Away); Sweet Man;
and five others. STOMP OFF S.O.S. 1032
$8.98 (from Stomp Off Records, 549 Fair-
view Terrace, York, Pa. 17403).

Performance: Catchy
Recording: Excellent

If you are turned on by the early camping of
Cab Calloway, the cute harmonizing of the
Boswell Sisters, and the hot, firm rhythms
of Armstrong's Hot Five, you will be
pleased to find elements of all three in an
album called "Vamp 'Til Ready." It is a de-
lightful medley of past moods captured by

COMPARE PRICES!
E L- II if it IE

Cordless Telephone

'69 01
EX 1100

EPSON 160 CPS

9 X 9 Dot Matrix

125
FX8OFT

Cr. commodore
CI28 /4
128 K

0

Memory -
CALL FOR PRICE

JENSEN 6 X 9
Triax Speakers

CONCOFID Hi -Power
Cassette w/Pushbuttons

CALL FOR PRICE

HPL 118F

37150SS Digital
Delay w/Speakers

lbchnics Fully
Automatic Quartz Lock
LIMITED QUANTITIES

'133
SLQ303

CLOSEOUT

SONY.
Auto Reverse Cassette

CALL FOR PRICE

TOLL FREE 800-356-9514
(608)-271-6889

We Sell Every Major Brand of
Audio - Video - Home Computers

Cassette Cecks193
w /Dolby B&C

AKAI

.. It iti 
GXF3I

TEAC
Auto Reverse 391
w/DBX

1111=t1M.
V95 RX

Sansei Auto Reverse
3 Motor C issette Deck

CALL FOR PRICE

D770R

Weekdays 9-9
Saturdays 9-S

COD

Technics $199
Digital 4SW/CH
Receiver
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8 Hour VHS 413
w/Scan
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Susan La Marche, who obviously feels the
Twenties spirit as strongly as Waldo's Gut -
bucket Syncopators do.

I guess what I like most about this album
is its originality. Sure, it contains the afore-
mentioned familiar ingredients, but La
Marche and Terry Waldo's band never re-
sort to note -for -note re-creation. Thus / Got
What It Takes bears little resemblance to
the famous Bessie Smith rendition of that
song, and I guarantee you have never heard
anyone perform Blues My Naughty Sweet-
ie Gives to Me or Minnie the Moocher's
Wedding Day quite like this. La Marche's
voice can cut through a roomful of loud-
mouths when she wants it to, but she can
also sing with a cat's purr, and in any mode
her approach is strictly her own. Waldo's
men are equally versatile; I defy anyone to
sit still as they romp through such numbers
as Wa Wa Wa and Sweet Man. C.A.

JOHN Mc LAUGHLIN: Music Spoken
Here (see Best of the Month, page 64)

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
ROSE MURPHY. Rose Murphy (vocals,
piano). Mandy Is Two; Time on My Hands;
I Can't Give You Anything but Love; Co-
quette; Jim; and seven others. AUDIOPHILE
19 AP -70 $8.98.

Performance Fun
Recording: Good

'Way back when, in the late Forties, Rose
"Chee-Chee" Murphy was a funny and ex-

pertly manipulative performer. (She can
still break up the joint today, as she does in
her performances at the Cookery in New
York City.) On this disc of her old record-
ings, she sounds like a cross between a las-
civious Butterfly McQueen, especially in
her great hit / Can't Give You Anything but
Love, and Blossom Dearie on speed. Her sly
delivery, rollicking piano, and solid musi-
cianship are all very much in evidence. She
never overplays, just keeps on jabbing it to
you when you least expect it. And, like all
good actresses, she knows when enough is
enough. Lots of fun. P.R.

PHAROAH SANDERS: Live. Pharoah
Sanders (tenor saxophone, vocals); John
Hicks (piano); Walter Booker (bass); Idris
Muhammad (drums). You've Got to Have
Freedom; Easy to Remember; Blues for
Santa Cruz; Pharomba. THERESA TR 116
$8.98 (from Theresa Records, P.O. Box
1267, El Cerrito, Calif. 94530).

Performance Pleasant surprise
Recording Good remotes

Tenor saxophonist Pharoah Sanders has
never been a favorite of mine. In fact, I have
heard him take his instrument through
some of the most unmusical passages this
side of a skidding automobile. On "Live,"
recorded during two California club dates
(presumably last year), there is no evidence
that Sanders has cleaned up his tone, but he
somehow sounds a lot more agreeable. This
is, with one exception, a good exercise in
jazz improvisation and ensemble playing, a

rousing, rhythmic celebration of creativity.
The track that breaks the spell is Easy to
Remember, a not so memorable display of
Sanders's inability to caress a ballad. It is
unfortunate that the superb quality of the
opening track, You've Got to Have Free-
dom, could not have been sustained, but the
album cooks throughout the second side.

Sanders is not in Dexter Gordon's league,
but he has spirit and guts, and now even his
crudest utterings capture the essence of the
jazz tradition. The rest of the quartet -
John Hicks, Walter Booker, and Idris Mu-
hammad -propel the proceedings superbly,
and when Sanders lends a vocal to their ef-
forts it fairly drips with vintage dew. C.A.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
BOB WILBER AND THE BECHET LEG-
ACY: On the Road. Bob Wilber (clarinet,
soprano saxophone); Glenn Zottola (trum-
pet); Mike Peters (guitar, banjo); Mark
Shane (piano); Len Skeat (bass); Butch
Miles (drums); Joanne Horton (vocals).
Lady Be Good; Georgia Cabin; What a
Dream; I Keep Calling Your Name; Polka
Dot Stomp; Egyptian Fantasy; Love for
Sale; and five others. BODESWELL BW 105
$8.98 (from Bodeswell Records, P.O. Box
624, Brewster, Mass. 02631).

Performance Excellent
Recording Excellent

Beautifully recorded in England, this latest
session by Bob Wilber and his group, the

(Continued on page 98)
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CASSETTE TAPES
SONY UCXS-90 NEW HIGH BIAS TAPE
SONY METAL 90 MINUTE TAPE
SONY METAL 60 MINUTE TAPE
SONY FECR-90 HIGH BASIS PREMIUM
TDK MA -90 METAL CASSETTE TAPE
TDK SA -90 SUPER AVALIN TAPE
TDK AD -90 NEW AUDUA TAPE
BASF PRO II OR III 90 SPECIFY PLEASE
MAXELL UD-90 ULTRA DYNAMIC
MAXELL XL -90 TYPE I OR II
SHURE CARTRIDGE AUDIO TECHNICA
V-15 TYPE 5 WRITE MODEL AT-132EP $46.00
V-15 TYPE 4 $75.00 MODEL 140 -LC 66.00
M-97 HE 49.00 MODEL 125 -LC 49.00

WRITE OR CALL FOR JENSEN. SONY
AND SANYO AUTOMOTIVE

SAVE MONEY a TIME FREIGHT ON NAME BRAND STEREO

$30.00 10
30.00 10
25.00 10
28.00 10
49.50/10
24.50/10
20.00'10
22.00/10
29.50/12
34.00/12

Mimi, audio
12 E. Delaware Pl., Chicago 60611

Phone Now
1-312-664-0020

)

TOLL FREE
1-800-621-8042

COMPONENTS
AKAI CS -F 39R AUTO -REV. CASS. DK $244.00
AKAI GXF-31 COMPUTER CONTROLLED DK 198.00
AKAI GXF-71 CASSETTE DECK 297.00
ADC SS20 IN STOCK WRITE
ADC SS -3 IC TOP OF THE LINE 227.00
B.I.C. FM -6 FM ANTENNA 22.00
JVC DD -7 SUPERBUY CASSETTE DECK 275.00
JVC KDD-40 CALL
SHERWOOD HP -1000 INTEGRATED AMP 200.00
KENWOOD KA-1000 ING. AMP SPECIAL 310.00
KENWOOD KR -720 DIGITAL RECEIVER 189.00
MARANTZ SR -8100 RECEIVER SUPER DEAL SPECIAL
MARANTZ SD -3030 DOLBY' B&C TAPE DECK WRITE
SANSUI Z-7000 NEW RECEIVER 496.00
SANSUI 3900Z SUPERB RECEIVER DEAL 199.00
SONY PS-LX2 SEMI AUTO DD TURNTABLE 97.00
SONY STR-VX5 SUPER QUARTZ RECEIVER 252.00
SONY STR-VX4 SUPER QUARTZ RECEIVER 199.50
SONY WM-5 PERSONAL PORT. DECK 89.00
TEAC CX-400 CASS. DK. SUPER DEAL! 190.00
TEAC V-3RX CASS. DECK W dbx` 280.00
TEAC V-4RX NEW DBX DECK CALL
TECHNICS SL -5 LINEAR TRACKING T.T. 126.00
TECHNICS SL -6 LINEAR TRACKING T.T. 175.00
TECHNICS RS -M205 CASS. DK. SPECIAL! . 95.00

SEE A BETTER PRICE? LET US KNOW!!!

iwzio

r
- send for free price list -

Name
Address
City
State Zip

or us* your adds.,. label 1A-1
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STEREO REVIEW CLASSIFIED
CLASSIFIED RATES: Per Word, 15 Word Minimum. COMMERCIAL: $4 10. EXPAND-ADg: $6.15. PERSONAL RATE: $2.25. Ads set in all Bold Type @ 20%
Premium Ads set with Background screen @ 25% Premium. DISPLAY: 1" x 21/4", $500.00. 2" x 21/4", $1000.00. 3" x 21/4". $1,500.00. GENERAL INFORMATION:
Frequency rates and prepayment discounts available. Payment must accompany order except credit card -Am. Ex., Diners, MC, VISA (include exp. date) -or
accredited ad agency insertions. Copy subject to publisher's approval; must be typewritten or printed Firs: word set in caps Advertisers using P.O. Boxes
MUST supply permanent address and telephone number. Orders not acknowledged. They will appear in nex: available issue after receipt. Closing date: 5th of
the 2nd month preceding cover date (e.g , Mar issue closes Jan. 5th). Send order & remittance to: Classified Advertising. STEREO REVIEW Magazine, 1 Park
Avenue, New York, NY 10016 Direct inquiries to Rose Lynch, (212) 725-7686.

EQUIPMENT

DIAMOND NEEDLES and STEREO CARTRIDGES

at DISCOUNT PRICES for SHURE, PICKERING,
STANTON, EMPIRE, GRADO, AUDIO TECHNICA,
ORTOFON, ADC, SONUS and MICRO -ACOUS-
TICS. Send S.A.S.E. free catalog. LYLE CAR-
TRIDGES, Dept. S, Box 69, Brooklyn, NY 11218.
For fast COD service Toll Free: 1-800-221-0906.
N Y. State (212) 871-3303. 9AM - 8PM except
Sunday.

tereo_CALL

xpress (714) 594-5749

CALL US WITH YOUR BEST PRICE
Most Orders Shipped Same Day

AUDIO
YAMAHA  ADS  BOSE  ONKYO
SONY  HAFLER  H K  BRAUN

PHASE LINEAR  DBX  ADCOM  SAE
JBL  AR  JVC  CONCORD  AIWA

ORTOFON  TECHNICS  MICRO SEIKI
AND MANY MORE

VIDEO
SONY  RCA  JVC

VCR S CAMERAS  BLANK TAPES
ATARI & MATTEL VIDEO GAMES
Call Or Write For Price Quotes

709 Brea Canyon Rd., Suite 9, Walnut, CA 9)789

BEST IN THE WEST, Nattier, Nakamichi. Dahlquist, DCM.
Magneplanar, Beveridge. APT. Threshold. Polk. Oracle.
Bang & Olufsen, B&W. Adcom. Rocky Mountain HI-FI, 812
Central, Great Falls, MT 59401 (406) 761-8683

ACCURATE. QUALITY AUDIO: Reasonable Prices. Car/
Home. Denco, P.O. Box 6104-R, El Monte. CA 91734. (213)
961-6158 Evenings, Weekends. Monthly Specials

30. N.A D., Mission. Amber, Ohm, Thiel, Astatic, Snell.
Dynavector, etc. Shipping paid. Audio File. 1202 South
Congress. Austin, Texas 78704. (512)443-9295

HAFLER. FRIED kits, SONY PCM-F1 DIGITAL, SAE,
CARVER. KLIPSCH, more. In stock. Immediate, FREE
shipping, READ BROTHERS STEREO, 593-B King Street.
Charleston, South Carolina 29403 (8031 723-7276

PHILIPS. AUDAX. PEERLESS AND DYNAUDIO LOUD-
SPEAKERS in stock with good prices and competent
service Crossover components also. MADISOUND
SPEAKER COMPONENTS. 8982 Tablebluff. Box 4283.
Madison. WI 53711 (608) 767-2673

CONNECTICUT. ADVENT APT -Holman, BAD, Carver.
Dahlquist. DCM Time Windows. Polk. Hafler. Mitsubishi,
Nakamichi. Ortofon, Micro -Acoustics, N.A D Stax. Cr

Signet. QED. Teac. Marcoft. Boston Acoustics, will
ship prepaid. Sounds Incredible, 39 Federal Road.
Brookfield. Conn. 06804 Call Ira for quote (203)775-1122

SHERWOOD MICRO CPU tuner CLOSE-OUT Used de-
mos. $400-600. (Originally $2000) Limited quantity. Phone
6-8pm weekdays. AUDIO CALIBRATION, Box 250, West-
minster, MA 02473 (617) 874-0706

CABLE TV CONVERTERS & EQUIPMENT. Plans and

parts. Build or buy. For more information send
$2.00: C & D ELECTRONICS INC., P.O. Box 21,
Jenison, MI 49428.

SO WHAT'S NEW?? DIRECT SOUND MARKETING can
provide you with most brands of audio or video com-
ponents (esoterics included) at extremely competitive
pricing on all IN -STOCK basis. Price, selection, FAST
SHIPMENTS, competent advice and IN-HOUSE SERV-
ICE FACILITIES -We have it all and morel Before you
buy, please call us at (404) 233-9500, or write: DIRECT
SOUND MARKETING, 3095 Bolling Way WE., Atlanta.
Georgia 30305. M/C, Visa, AMEX. Sales tax-Georgie
residents only.

LOWEST PRICES. NAKAMICHI, Bose, DBX, HK, and

MORE. Dynamic Sound, Box 168(A), Starkville, MS
39759. (601) 323-0750. 1 P.M. -9 P.M.

DISCOUNT WORLD
isk SAC90
Do kuic90

Pioneer Car Stereo KP4503
Pioneer Car Stereo 05503
Romer Car Stereo KANO
Pioneer Car Stereo UKP4200
Pioneer Car Stereo Uld.1100
Pioneer Car Stereo LIK1'7600
Romer Car Stereo UKE3103
Pioneer Car Stereo KE51C0
Pioneer Car Stereo SE5100
Roneer Car Stereo UKE7103
Sony Car Stereo X115
Sony Car Stereo kR35
Sony Car Speakers XS101
Sony Car Speakers XS211S
Jensen Car Stereo RE520

250 Mare UOXL2C913 i 295
4 75 Mare u0n2SC90 3 75

419 03 Pioneer Car Speaker.; TS106 33 CO
129 CO Pioneer Car Speakers TS1C6 38W
133 CO Pioneer Car Speaker.; TS1EC2 4000
12903 Pioneer Car Speakers TS1644 6000
16900 Pioneer Car Speaker'; TS11313 8000
189130 Pioneer Car Speaker; TS411 4900
19300 honer Car Speaker; TSE64 5503
20303 honer Car Speaker; TSE05 NCO
733 CO Pioneer Car Speaker; TSX6 7500
2E603 Pioneer Car Speaker; TSX11 193C0

129W Sony Car Stereo XFt55 23301
179 CO Sony Car Stereo X1175,758 29903
3900 Sony Car Speakers CS102 49 OD

39 CO Sony Car Speakers X93:6 813 CO

39300 Jensen Car Speakers J1069 4503
Jensen Car Stereo RE518 29300 Jensen Car Speakers J1065 6900
Jensen Car Stereo RE512 233 CO Jensen Car Speakers .0337 8800
Jensen Car Stereo RESOB 19303 Jensen Car Speakers 2133 W
Ellaupunkt Car Stereo CR2032 209W Blaupunkt Car Steer CR2010 2E600
Concord Car Steen H11101 14900 Concord Car Stereo HR.1113 20303
Concord Car Stereo HPL 112 1E9 W Concord Car Steeo 41122 2B9W
Concord Car Stereo HPA25 WOO Concord Car Stereo 411193 31903
Concord Car Stereo 1491.115 19300 Concord Car Stereo HR) -90 693
Par.asonic Car Stereo 005791 203 CO Panasonic Car Stereo COSI% 1891
Damn Car Stereo 75008 339 CO Clarion Car Stereo 34501 791
Clarion Car Stereo SteCR 14900 Clarion Car Stereo 3:0E083 1253,
Clarion Car Stereo 515011 11900 Clarion Car Stereo 111084 65,1
Philips Car Speakers EN8741 4900 Philips Car Speakers EN.97133 1291
Altec Car Speakers 6594C 8500 Altec Car Speakers 912 991
Whistler Radar Elect 01030 18300 For Superiox Remote 1941

DISCOUNT WORLD PO 80X 191 MINEOLA. Nn 11501 516-294-611
Shipping charges are 1400 per order to continental USA We auto,
money orders cashiers or certified checks Personal decks - 3 weer
delay Write tor FREE catalog NY S Residents add sales tar

FREE CATALOG -LOWEST DISCOUNT PRICES on
Stereo/esoteric components and accessories for the
home and car: Sony, Bose, JVC, AR, SAE, other "high

quality" brands. AUDIO UNLIMITED, 1798A Tech-
nology Drive, San Jose, CA 95110. (408) 279-0122,
1-6, M-Th.

ATTENTION HAFLER DH -200, DH -220 OWNERS: We

have all new high performance circuits for Hafler
amplifiers. Not a "modification", but FIVE new PC
cards and a 40,000 Mfd power supply. Call or write:
JENSENS STEREO SHOP, Dept SRI, 2202 River
Hills Drive, Burnsville, Minnesota 55337. (612) 890-

3517.

WOOFERS-MIDS-TWEETERS-X-OVERS. THE BEST

SELECTION and now THE BEST PRICES. Big 48 pg.

catalog featuring plastic woofers, ribbon tweeters,
complete tech./ specs... For price quotes and orders
call (214) 243-4145. For all new 1983 catalog send
$1.00 to: SRC Audio, Dept. SR, 3238 Towerwood
Dr., Dallas, TX 75234.

IN STOCK! Audio Research, Thorens. RGR, Hailer,
Onkyo, Technics, B&W, Meridian, E.V., Vandersteen,
Dynavector, Snell, Tascam and more...For information:
P.K. AUDIO, 4773 Convention St., Baton Rouge. LA
70806, (504) 924-1001.

NEW ENGLAND ELECTRONICS EXCHANGE -The na-
tional marketplace for quality used audio and video
equipment $6 yearly subscription. Box 82. Harvard
Square, Cambridge, MA 02138. (617)491-3000.

QUALITY. USED AUDIO EQUIPMENT, Newsletter.
hundreds of listings, items for sale. items sought. pub-
lished 6X annually $6 one year subscriptior. Hard to find
audiophile records, Play it Again Sam. 12611 -SR. Madi-
son Avenue, Lakewood. Ohio 44107 (216) 228-0040 MC,
Visa.

FREE SPEAKER CATALOG! Woofers, mids, tweeters,
hardware, crossovers, grille cloth, plans, kits, infor-
mation, much more. Discount prices! UNIVERSAL
SOUND, Dept SR, 2253 Ringling Blvd., Sarasota. FL
33577. (813) 953-5363.

DISCOUNT CAR STEREO
30 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

SONY ALTEC JENSEN PANASONIC RADAR DE Ecr,
CLARION PIONEER BLAUPUNKI RoArys*AR CP

ALARM MAYELI TAPES a'.

NEW METED

-41111_

FOP PRICES MAO 0110.00111ATION CALL:
(518) 6654670

RO6 339M Bayshom N Y 11706
M ALL MERCHANDISE CARRIES

MANUFACTURE'S

HARMAN-KARDON, Crown, Revox, NAD, Denon,
Carver, -lafler, Electro-Voice, DCM, Bose, Ortofon,
SME, Thorens. Best prices -prompt shipment. East:

(904) 262-4000; West. (213) 840-0878.

CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-826-0520 for Acoustat, Dahlqu-
ist, NAD, Carver, Denon, Thorens, Hailer, dbx. Tandberg,
DCM, Glace, Dynavector 3D, B&W, Harmon-Kardon.
Proton, Belles. Snells, Nitty Gritty, Vandersteen, Stax,
SOTA, Amber, Bedini, Audio Control, Grado. Micro-Seiki.
THE SOL ND SELLER, 1706 Main St. , Marinette, WI 54143
(715) 735-9002

CALL US! Conrad -Johnson Hafler, NAD, PS Audio,

Amber, )enon, DCM, Boston Acoustics, VPI, Rega,
Rogers, Krell, ADS, Dynavector, Grace, Grado, more.

AUTOMOTIVE: Concord, Linear Power, more.
Friendly, expert consultation. Free, fast shipping.
MC/VISA. REFERENCE AUDIO SYSTEMS, 18214

Dalton Avenue, Gardena, CA 90248. (213) 398-4205.

NEEDLES! NEEDLES! NEEDLES! NEEDLES! Gen-

eines, LOWEST Prices. (COD ok) Call: AUDIOFoN,

800-431-3232.

TRADE UP/TRADE IN at 0 Audio. Buy -Sell -Trade -Con-
sign -Brokerage. Low Prices/Phone Quotes. $3.00 Cat-
alog. 95 Vassar, Cambridge, MA 02139. (6171547-2727.

From the worlds oldest and largest speaker kit manufacturer.
SPEAKER LAB Save up to 30% on the speaker dessgrts critics
rave about. From tiny bookshelf speakers to slender, floor -
standing modeLs to massive folded corner horns. PLUS Use
latest in state -of -the -an car speakers. All in Speakerlab s
1983 catalog. Send for it today (Allow 4 - 6 weeks for
delivery Send S I 25 for faster. 04S4 class postage )

sgealcerlab
Dept. SR 53 735 N Northlake Way
Seattle. Washington 98103

SAVE 75%. BUILD YOUR OWN SPEAKERS, Cross-

3vers, Woofers, M ids, Tweeters. Instructions. Hi-Fi,

Pro, Au:o. Send $2.00 for catalog -refundable. DKI
Audio, Davis, IL 61019.

THE ABSOLUTE SOUND!' is the reference standard

audio magazine devoted to music and state-of-the-

art equipment. We don't compromise. Neither should

you. MASTERCARD, VISA accepted. Call Cathy (10-

5 ET) at: 516-671-6342 for subscriptions.

WE WILL NOT BE BEATIir) Lowest prices anywhere,
Super salection, full warranty. fast delivery -Audio -
Video -Car Product -Computers. Visa/Mac. Call now
:203) 934-5291 (Audio People), 1000 Orange Avenue.
West Haven, CT 06516



EONS C030. MARK I TURNTABLE. Close out sale.
$125.00 each. New units, limited quantity. Lord Brothers,
P.O. Box 6430. Denver, Colorado 80206. (303)534-7590.
Colorado Residents Add Tax.

NESTOROVIC SPEAKERS, BELLES AMPLIFIERS, Pyr-
amid. Allison. Oracle. Argent. Norman Laboratories. Au-
dio Center, 4815 Gratiot, Saginaw, Michigan 48603. (517)
790-7444

STEREO and VIDEO consultant DEALERS and campus
REPS to sell Kinetic Loudspeakers and other distin-
guished manufacturers' products. Opportunities for great
profits and fun. Contact: HEAR NOW! STEREO, 6628 W.
Irving Park Rd.. Chicago, IL 60634. or afternoons. (312)
685-6434 VISA/MC.

AUDIO DEN, call us for our service. our experience and
especially our prices. We carry Adcom, Audio Research,
Dahlquist, Infinity, Nakamichi, Polk, SAE. Revox and
Klipsch. We ship anywhere in the USA. Experienced with
overseas sales. AUDIO DEN LTD.. Smith Haven Plaza,
2021 Nesconset Highway, Lake Grove, New York 11755.
(516) 360-1990.

ATTENTION HEADPHONE USERS, sound profession-
als. Finally available Binaural Converter. Restores space
perspective. Industrial Cybernetics, P.O. Box 2477. Santa
Barbara, CA 93120.

$AVEll, LOWEST PRICES ON NAME BRAND STEREO
EQUIPMENT. All units new with full warranty. Call for low
prices or write for free catalog. The Audio Advisor Inc..
Box 6202, Grand Rapids, MI 49504. 616-451-3868 VISA,
MC, Amex

FREE SPEAKERKIT CATALOG. 17 proven designs. Also.
40 pages on 400 components. (JBL, ribbons, polypropyl-
enes) $2 GOLD SOUND. Box 141SR, Englewood, CO
80151. (303) 789-5310

THE REVIEWERS ARE RAVING! Our customers are de-
lighted! Get our brochure and see why WE ALONE offer
the definitive Haller mods. MUSICAL CONCEPTS. 1060
Fifth Plaza. Dept 2. Florissant. MO 63031. (314) 831-1822.
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NEEDLES! NEEDLES!NEEDLES! NEEDLES! NEEDLES! Gen-

uines, LOWEST Prices. (COD ok) Call: AUDIOFoN,

800-431-3232.
HIGH -END SPEAKER KITS, raw drivers. and auto speaker
systems from the world's finest manufacturers. For be-
ginners and audiophiles. Audax, Dynaudio, Dalesford.
Peerless. JVC, SEAS. Jordan and others. A&S SPEAK-
ERS, Box 7462S. Denver. CO 80207. 303 399-8609.

A SINGER'SDREAM!

REMOVES VOCAL FROM MOST STEREO DISCS
The Thompson Vocal Eliminator can actually remove most or

virtually all of a solo vocalist from a standard stereo record and
yet leave most of the background music untouched, Not an
equalizer, We can prove it works over the phone. Write or call
for a brochure and demo record below. COST 5349.00

YOU SHOULD SEk.US
For:

 Time Delay Ambience
 Studio Echo/Reverb
 Tape Noise Reduction
 Parametric Equalization
 Electronic Crossovers
 Compressor/Expanders
 Mic Preamp/Mixers

We manufacture a full line of high quali-t7Tuiii*Merrcriling
equipment. You will probably have to pay twice as much
elsewhere to obtain comparable quality. Only Direct Sales make
our prices and quality possible Write or call for a 24 page
brochure and demo record

Write to: LT Sound, Dept. SR. P.O. Box 338.
Stone Mountain, GA 30086, Phone (404) 493-1258

SPEAKER BIBLE, Over 16 pages of VITAL information
tor speaker builders! Send $2.00 to: NEW YORK ACOUS-
TICS. 578(S) Nepperhan Ave.. Yonkers, NY 10701, 914-
476-4900.

HAFLER IN STOCK TRADES ACCEPTED. Morel Elec-
tronics. 57 Park Place -SR. New York, NY 10007. (212) 964-
4570.

DROP IN NOW FOR A NEW CATALOG FEATUR-

ING; B.E.S., Bang & Olufsen, N.A.D., Carver,
Boston Acoustics, Denon, Alpine, Luxman, Alli-
son, D.C.M., 3D Acoustics, Adcom, Pyramid, ADS,
Amber, Audio -Pro, AudioSource, AudioControl,
Benchmark, Beyer, Cizek, C.1. Walker, D.N.R.,
Dynavector, Fried, F.A.S., Grace, Grado, Hitachi,
Last, Mitsubishi, Monster Cable Nitty Gritty,
Niles, Plexus, Proton, Signet, Stax, Sumiko, Ungo
Box and plenty more. Prompt, courteous service.
FREE shipping in U.S.A. Feel free to call for in-
formation. SOUND STAGE AUDIO, 184-10 Hor-
ace Harding Boulevard, Fresh Meadows, NY
11365, (212) 762-3220, Exit 25 (Utopia Park-
way) L.I.E., MC/VISA.

NAK CASSETTE DECKS Shamefully Low Prices. LX -3
$435.00, LX -5 $621.00, X-7 $913.00, ETC. Audio
WorkShop, (206)323-4987

GAS REPAIR SERVICE, factory trained techs. Call or write
for price into. SAM Electronics, 17200 Parthenia St..
Northridge. CA 91325. (213) 701-7697

IT IS NOW POSSIBLE to correct for most of the limita-
tions inherent in records. The patented circuitry of the
ROBERT GRODINSKY SIGNATURE ONE EXPANDER can
restore harmonic detail, transients and dynamic range
compressed in the recording process. The accuracy of
musical attack, the correctness of harmonic structure
and solid stereo image must be heard in your own sys-
tem to be appreciated. You will hear detail on all your
records, tapes and FM which was only hinted at before.
Music sounds live and background noise is markedly
reduced. We invite you to audition the SIGNATURE ONE
on our money back offer. The price of $495.00 includes
shipping in the continental US. To order or for informa-
tion, call, RG DYNAMICS at: 800-323-3665 from 9-5 CST,
(Illinois call 312-673-7000). VISA and MASTERCARD
accepted.

BANG & OLUSSEN, Carver, Dynavector, Revox. Re-

asonable prices. Soundcrest Inc., (201) 756-4858.

NEW RG DYNAMICS' VIDEOSONIC STEREO PHA-
SOR -Now, from ANY video source, RG's VC -1 delivers
a quality signal worthy of being amplified through your
stereo system, Since compression is 80% of the prob-
lem, and noise is 20%, the VC -1 features expansion and
effective elimination of VCR hiss and noise PLUS superb
synthesized stereo! For info, call: DSA Marketing, 1-800-
323-3665, (IL call 312-673-7003) 9-5pm CST.

WE' specialize in Phonograph N,-edles & Cartr, 1111 =
Toll Free: 800-368-3506

Featuring the

audiotechnica
Send for a free catalog.

Needle in a Haystack. Inc.
P.0 Box 17435  Washington. DC 20041
"We're Needling the World" -

TAPES & RECORDERS

OLD TIME RADIO -original broadcasts on quality tapes.
Free catalog. Carl R. Froelich. Route One. New Freedom,
Pennsylvania 17349.
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OPEN REEL TAPES. Prerecorded. Catalogue $1 00.
Barclay -Crocker, 313-S Mill Street, Poughkeepsie. NY
12601

OPEN REEL TAPE - Mostly Ampex 641/671, used once,
unspliced, unboxed. 7" 1800' or 2400' 50 Reels: $65.00.
Sample $2.00. Ten 3600' 101/2" reels: $27.50. Sample
$2.75. New. premium cassettes, sample, $1.00. AUDIO
TAPES, Box 9584-K, Alexandria, VA 22304. (703) 892-
8722 VISA/MC.
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$1 00 Hour! Established esteemed dealer. Informative 275
page catalog. $1.25.AM Treasures. Box 192SR, Baby-
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TAPE PLACE. Bel 248 HOP/aT0 Beach. NY 11111 015161569-5975

FREE CATALOG!! Complete selection of Consumer
and Industrial Audio/Video tape and accessory
products. COMPETITIVE PRICES! PROMPT DELIV-
ERY! Corporate/Bid Solicitations Welcome. Wyco
Sales, Dept. SR P.O. Box 887, Cary, NC 27511.
(919) 467-8113.

40.000 OLD RADIO SHOWS on Tape. Jazz Big Band re-
motes. Country Western, discographies, anthologies.
chronologies. Send $2 for huge catalog (refundable).
McCoy's Recording. Box 1069S, Richland, Washington
99352

MASTERING -DUPLICATION QUALITY RECORDING
TAPE, custom loaded. Cassettes. reels HUGE SAV-
INGS FROM MANUFACTURER low prices: Maxell. TDK,
more. Large SASE -CATALOG. MJS, 2514 -SR Seaboard
Avenue. San Jose, CA 95131. (408) 262-8793

OLD RADIO -CATALOG $1.50: Reels. cassettes: NOR-
STALGIA WAREHOUSE. Box 268-S. Glen Cove. NY
11542

AMPEX 1800' 7" REEL TAPES. New! Boxed! Back -
coated. 10 reels 525.00. 20345.00. Add $4.00 shipping.
Tower, Dunkirk, MD 20754-0213.

AUDIO SPECIALTY SHOPS
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FOR ALL MUSIC LOVERS! We have the widest selec-
tion of audio equipment available in all price ranges.
Kyocera, Sherwood, Allison, Harmon-Kardon, Bose,
Aiwa, Thorens, Ortofon, BES, AKG and more. Call for
Information or stop in. CONTINENTAL SOUND, 98.77
Queens Blvd., Rego Park, NY 11374. (212) 459-7507.
Immediate Delivery. MC/VISA.

AUDIOPHILES!!!!! Acoustat, Audio Research, Oracle,
Acoustic Electronics, Linn-Sondek, Carver, Denon, Hat-
ter. DCM, Dahlquist. Best values available. CSA AUDIO,
193 Bellevue, Montclair, New Jersey 07043, (201) 744-
0800.

WE CAN REMOVE YOUR STEREO PURCHASING CON-
FUSION. Knowledgeable. References! Belles, Denon,
Fried, Linn, PS Audio, Vandersteen and many more. In-
formation package $5.00: AUDIO CONNECTION, 615H
Bloomfield Ave , Veroma, NJ 07044, (202) 239-1799.

UNDERGROUND SOUND. Specializing In Audiophile
stereo. Serving the mid -south. 2125 Central, Memphis,
Tennessee 38104. (901) 272-1275.

RECORDS

SHOW ALUBMS. Rare, Out -of -Print LP's. 64 pg. list.
$1.00. Broadway/Hollywood Recordings. Georgetown.
Conn. 06829. STORE: 68 Sugar Hollow (Route 7) Dan-
bury, Conn.

COLLECTORS' Soundtracks. Mint. List $1 (refundable).
Jemm's, P.O. Box 157, Glenview, III. 60025.

RARE ORIGINAL RECORDS, all kinds, mostly mint. 5000
list $2.00, refundable. Carl, Box 828, Princeton, NC 27569.

DIRECT -DISC, DIGITAL, half -speed mastered, DBX
encoded, and YSL Japanese Pressings. Send $1.00 for
catalog. DISConnection, P.O. Box 10705, Tampa, FL
33679.

RECORD COLLECTORS SUPPLIES. S.S.B. Cardboard
jackets, 506. Plastic lined sleeves. 156. Opera boxes, 78
sleeves. etc. Postage $2.00. FREE CATALOG. VISA -MC
phone orders, 614-299-0476. 614-272-6715 DAY OR
NIGHT. CABCO, 400-3. Box 8212. Columbus, Ohio 43201.

PROTECT your LP's -Poly sleeves for jackets 136:
Square Bottom Inner Sleeves 86; Poly lined paper 156
white jackets 356. Postage $2.50. Record House, Hill -
burn. N.Y. 10931.

THOUSANDS of like new LPs. prerecorded tapes cata-
logue $2.50. Records, Hilburn, New York 10931.

OVER 700 AUDIOPHILE RECORDINGS AVAILABLE? De-
tailed monthly Bulletin offers latest ref , Special
sales and more. 20% off initial order? Send for FREE
catalogue issue. The Essentials Marketing, Dept SR -5,
Box 7724, Eugene, OR 97401.

MUSICAL CONCEPTS -64 pages -CLASSICAL, JAZZ
labels. Lp's/tapes/books/gifts. $1.00 (refundable): Box
53SR5, Cedarhurst, NY 11516.

FREE RECORD CATALOG. New releases at discount

prices and huge selection of classical, soundtrack,
popular and jau special values. Rose Records, Dept.

R, 214 So. Wabash, Chicago, IL 60604.

WORLD'S LARGEST, COMPUTERIZED CATALOG of rare
records, 26,000 entries. Classical, showbiz, popular, jazz,
comedy, spoken. $4.00 refundable. Round Sound West,
P.O. Box 2248, Leucadia, CA 92024.

SOUNDTRACKS -New and out -of -print film music re-
cordings. Free listings. CINE MONDE RECORDS, 1488
Vallejo St., San Francisco, CA 94109.

RECORDS/TAPES/IMPORTS! Extensive selection of
European and Japanese imports, domestic records, tapes
and new releases. Super Discount Prices. Send $1.00 for
Import and Domestic catalog! MOBY MUSIC, 14410(S)
Ventura Blvd., Sherman Oaks, CA 91423.

TOP 100 COUNTRY. SOUL AND POP ALBUMS AND
TAPES for sale at prices far BELOW LIST! Send request
list, RENAULT ENTERPRISES, PO Box 7098. Minneap-
olis, MN 55407, (612) 724-4961. Also Videocassettes
(send $2.00, refundable with order).

VIENNESE OPERETTA RECORDS, INC. Graf von
Luxemburg, Grafin Mariza, Land des Lachelns,
Wiener Blut, many other sparkling delights! Call
Toll -free for free LP list or to order: 1-800.343-
3338. (Mass. 1-800-322-3314). Or write: P.O. Box
300-A, Yarmouthport, MA 02675.
FREE GIANT LP & TAPE CATALOG, Discount LPs. Cas-
settes, Blank Tapes. Current, Budget. Out of Print, Col-
lector's items. Music Supermart. P.O. Box 1635, Reseda,
CA 91335.

WHILE YOU WERE LOOKING FOR "Out -of -Print" Rec-
ords you should've been looking for us! DISContinued
(213) 846-9192.

FREE IMPORT RECORD CATALOGUE! Finest quality
rock, new wave, audiophile pressings from Japan, Eu-
rope, UK. Large selection. Huge Inventory. 24 hour serv-
ice. STRAIGHT LINE MARKET, P.O. Box 8822-E. Durham,
NC 27707.

ORION RECORDS CASSETTES. $8.00 each postpaid
$7.00. three or more. Free catalog. Box 4087, Malibu. CA
90265.

AUDIOPHILE ALBUMS. DISCOUNT PRICES! Prompt
shipping. FREE catalog. FOR THE RECORD, Box
21201AA, Columbus, OH 43221.

AUDIOPHILE RECORDINGS, from all major labels, in-
cluding very rare collectors copies - Sheffield S-10 and
Lab 2 and UHOR 017 and UHOR 100 - are now available
from Supersounds. Write for free catalog to: P.O. Box 157,
Lewiston, NY 14092.

RECORD COLLECTORS BEWARE! Buying records else-
where means paying more! 450+ pages of LP's and tapes.
Send for FREE info! SQUARE DEAL RECORDS. Box 1002.
Dept. S. San Luis Obispo, CA 93406.

SACKVILLE-The Independent Jazz Label -Special mail
order prices. Free catalog. Box 87R. Station J, Toronto.
Ontario M4J 4X8. Canada. US Inquiries.

WANTED

GOLD. silver, platinum, mercury, tantalum wanted. High-
est prices paid by refinery. Ores assayed. Free circular
Mercury Terminal, Box 191, Norwood, MA 02062.

CASH FOR Unwanted LP's, Prerecorded Reel/Reel Tapes
Reder, Box 323S, Hilburn. NY 10931.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

ERASE DEBTS with little-known law -CREATE wealth!
Details FREE-WealthKit, No. DD5, Billings, N.Y. 12510

FREE BOOK "2042 Unique, Proven Enterprises:. Fabu-
lous "unknowns:' second inflation income. Haylings-M.
Carlsbad, CA 92008.

MAIL ORDER OPPORTUNITY! Start profitable business
without experience or capital. Information free. Mail Or-
der Associates, Dept. 476, Montvale, NJ 07645.

MAKE MONEY IN COLLEGE: Sell Audio/Videc/Car Stereo
on campus - 70 b -and names - 10,000 items in stock.
Dealer catalogue 220 pages. Ask for Kay 80C-241-6270.

BORROW $300-130,000 INTEREST FREE! Keep indef-
initely! Free Details. Write: American, 1601 Main, Plain-
field, Indiana 46168.

AMAZING PROFITS SELLING How to Make Money
Books! Details $1.00. Tom, 298"S" Sandbug Lane, North
Bend, OR 97459.

BOOKS & MAGAZINES
PUBLISHERS' OVERSTOCKS. BARGAIN BOOKS 2,000
tiles, all subjects! Free catalog: Hamilton's. 98-58 Clap-
board, Danbury, CT 06810

EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES
LEARN WHILE ASLEEP. Hypnotize! Astonishing details.
strange catalog free! Autosuggestion, Box 24-ZD, Olym-
03. Washington 98507.

FOR INVENTORS

INVENTORS! IDEAS HAVE VALUE!

Ever think of an idea, forget it and see it later on the
market' Many people don't forget, act quickly and
are rewarded by American Industry. Write down
your idea! We otter free disclosure registration and
initial consultation regarding your idea's potential
value. Call or write without delay for your free infor-
mation package.

AMERICAN INVENTORS CORPORATION
82 Broad St., Dept. SR
Westfield, MA 01086

(413) 737-5376

A fee Based Marketing Company
Offices Coast to Coast

INVENTIONS. IDEAS, NEW PRODUCTS wanted for
presentation to industry and exhibition at national tech-
nology exposition. Call 1-800-528-6050. Arizona 1-800-
352-0458 c831.

PERSONALS
MAKE FRIENDS WORLDWIDE through international
correspondence. Illustrated brochure free. Hermes-Ver-
lag, Box 10660/Z, D-1000 Berlin 11, W. Germany.

PENFRIENDS-ENGLAND-USA. Through corre-
spondence. Send age, interests. Free reply. Harmony, Box
89SR, Brooklyn, New York 11235.

CORRESPONDENCE FOR FRIENDSHIP IN PHILIP-
PINES, MALAYSIA. Free information. AAWS-(SR), Box
2777, Orcutt, California 93455-0777.

OVER "40?" SINGLE? SEEKING RESPECTABLE COM-
PANIONS? Write: Over "40" Club, Box 309, Westches-
ter, PA 19380.

SCANDINAVIAN LADIES, SINCERE. seek correspond-
ence for friendship. Details -Send stamp: Scannaclub,
Box 4 -SR Pittsford, NY 14534.

ORIENTAL SINGLES seeking cultural exchange, friend -
snip, sharing, marriage. Write: CHERRY BLOSSOMS, Box
1021P, Honokaa, Hawaii 96727.

SUNBELT SINGLES looking for a person of quality. Check
our group. Details: Box 83395, Oklahoma City, OK 73148.

CLASSICAL MUSIC LOVERS' EXCHANGE - The link
between L nattached music lovers. Write: CMLE, Box 31,
Pelhem, NY 10803.

BORROW $30,000 without interest! All eligible. Repay
anytime. Free details! Infohouse-508S, 533 Sutter, San RUBBER STAMPS
Francisco, CA 94102.

SALES REPRESENTATIVE. Part Time -For large na-
tional audio distributor. Knowledge of audio equipment
important. Many areas still open. Call 9AM to 9PM daily
or till 5PM Saturdays. International Distributors, Balti-
more, MD 21206, Phone 1-301-488-9600.

INSTRUCTIONS
YOUR OWN RADIO STATION! AM, FM, cable, licensed,
unlicensed, low cost transmitters! Free information.
Broadcasting. box 130-A5, Paradise, CA 95969.

ELECTRONICS
ELECTRONICS BARGAINS, Closeouts, Surplus! Parts.
stereo, industrial, educational. Amazing values! Fasci-
nating items unavailable in stores or catalogs anywhere.
Unusual FREE catalog,' ETC0-014, Box 762, Platts-
burgh, NY 12901.

MOVIE FILMS/VIDEO TAPES
16mm SOUND Fea:ures, Shorts, New. Used for Sale. Free
Catalog. National Cinema, P.O. Box 43, Ho-Ho-Kus, NJ
07423.

VIDEO MOVIES. Sold. Exchanged. VHS -Beta -Disc. Big
informative catalog -mail $5.00. Tower. Dunkirk, MD
20754-0213.

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
WORLD'S LARGEST SELECTION of band instruments
and accessories at unbelievable low prices? Send for
free price list. THE WOODWIND AND THE BRASSWIND,
50741 US 31N, South Bend, IN 46637, (800) 348-5003.

RUBBER ADDRESS STAMPS, BUSINESS CARDS. Free
Catalog 1 800-851-4945 Jackson's. Brownsville Road -E-
101. Mt. Vernon, III. 62864.

DEALERS!

SELL
STEREO
REVIEW

in your store and make big
pro9ts on every copy. We pay
all shipping and give you a
FREE display rack. Minimum
order 8 copies/issue.

FOR DETAILS,
CALL COLLECT:

(212) 725-6851
FREE CHAMBER MUSIC RECORD CATALOG! FREE re-
cord offer, Brass! Woodwinds! CRYSTAL RECORDS.
Sedro Woolley, WA 98284.
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Jaki Byard
AMONG pianist Jaki Byard's many assets is

his scope. Byard clearly refuses to re-
strict himself to any particular genre or pe-
riod, and his performances tend to become
keyboard explorations that transport the lis-
tener across the many stylistic borders of
jazz-and, indeed, beyond its outer limits. I
have never felt cheated when listening to
Byard play, for I cannot recall ever hearing
a routine performance from him. Most
players experience moments of ennui when
they lapse into some well-worn groove while
the creative process is temporarily frozen;
some hide these stoppages with the skill of
master illusionists, but if Byard has ever
tried to pass a copy off as an original, it was
not within my hearing range. He appears to
be so filled with curiosity and ideas that
well -beaten paths simply do not fit into his
itinerary.

Not that Byard avoids familiar material.
On the contrary, no tune seems to be
beyond his reach, as witness the varied fare
on "To Them-To Us," his two -year -old
Soul Note solo album recently imported
from Italy by PolyGram. On it he breezes
through as eclectic a program as you will

ever find: a couple of Ellington standards;
Ode to Billy Joe, the 1967 Bobbie Gentry
hit; a Stevie Wonder tune, Send One Your
Love; the old New Orleans Rhythm Kings
standard Tin Roof Blues; Chuck Man-
gione's dreadful Land of Make Believe; and
three very characteristic pieces of Byard's
own. Actually, it is all very original because
Byard so shapes the tunes that even songs
you hate become performances you love.
You will recognize the familiar melodies
and flashes of influences (such as Art Ta-
tum), but mostly you will recognize that
here is a very talented, highly original mu-
sician/composer who deserves much more
exposure than he is getting. It is sadly sig-
nificant that this album of American music
comes to us from Europe.

-Chris Albertson

JAKI BYARD: To Them-To Us. Jaki
Byard (piano). Ode to Billy Joe; Tin Roof
Blues; Solitude; Send One Your Love; Bl
+ Wh 88; To Them-To Us; Land of
Make Believe; Caravan; Excerpts from
Trumpet Concerto. SOUL NOTE SN 1025
$9.98.

Bechet Legacy, evokes the spirit of Wilber's
mentor, the great Sidney Bechet, in a pro-
gram that is alternately frisky and moody
but always exciting.

Wilber is not a Bechet imitator; he has
his own ideas, but a certain amount of in-
fluence is evident. That's all to the good,
since Wilber's intent is to acquaint new au-
diences with Bechet's musical thinking, and
most of the group's repertoire is taken from
Bechet's prolific output. There's no doubt
that Bechet was extraordinarily gifted as
a musician and as a composer. Wilber's
success in displaying Bechet's talents is so
marked that I found myself somewhat less
satisfied by the five numbers here not by

Bechet, even the surefire material by
George Gershwin and Cole Porter.

The knockouts on this session are / Keep
Calling Your Name and Egyptian Fantasy,
the former a sensitive ballad and the latter a
mini -concerto. Joanne "Pug" Horton, who
produced, contributes smooth vocals on
Ghost of the Blues and Santa Claus Blues
despite the turgid and sappy Twenties lyr-
ics, for which Bechet was not responsible.
The group has an agile, enthusiastic, and
flexible rhythm section that springboards
the solo flights by Wilber and the sensation-
al young trumpeter Glenn Zottola, who
plays in an exuberant, Louis Armstrong
style. Sidney would be proud. J.V.
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M)st portable headphones have a way of
slipping off your head. But not Koss Sound Partner
stereophones. They stay in place comfortably
even if you're jogging, jumping rope or standing
on your head. What's more, they fold to a size no

- bigger than the palm of your hand.
But then, the Koss Music Box AM/FM portable

stereo receiver has more going for it than superior
stereophones. It has a sound that invites
comparison with expensive home stereo systems.
There's a local/distance sensitivity switch. A tone
control. A wrist strap plus a carrying case with belt
loops. It's even slim enough and light enough to
slip into a shirt pocket.

PORTABLE AM FM STEREOPHONE RECEIVER

CIRCLE NO 26 ON

Visit your audio dealer and compare the Koss
Music Box and its exclusive Sound Partner stereo-

phones with other portable
units. You'll jump for
joy at the Sound of Koss
... but don't worry, the
stereophones will stay on,
and on, and on. Beautifully!

Suggested retail 589 95

KOSS,
musebox

READER SERVICE CARD ö 1982 Koss Co'r

The Koss Music Box is the only
Am/Fm portable stereo

that comes with th stereophones
that won't this.
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